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Milling is a process of producing flat and complex shapes with the use of multi-tooth
cutting tool, which is called a milling cutter and the cutting edges are called teeth.
Unlike lathes, which have been known for thousands of years, milling machines are less
than two hundred years old. Because they require much more power than hand-driven
lathes, their introduction had to wait for the invention of industrial water and steam
power. Also, all their mechanical components had to first be made available, such as
accurately fitted slides, large castings to resist cutting forces, calibrated leadscrews, and
hardened steel cutting tools. Eli Whitney is credited with inventing the first milling
machine about 1818, but the knee-and-column support arrangement of the universal
milling machine of Joseph A. Brown (later of Brown and Sharpe) dates from 1862 and
marks an important step in the machine ’ s development. During the last half of the
nineteenth Century, milling machines gradually replaced shapers and planers which have
lathe-type, single-point tool bits that move over the work in a straight line and scrape off
metal one stroke at a time. Milling machines, with their continuous cutting action, not
only remove metal faster than shapers and planers, they perform additional operations
like cutting helices for gears and twist drills. Today, milling machines greatly outnumber
shaping and planing machines. Americans in New England and later the midwest
continuously added features leading to the modern milling machine.

(Brown & Sharpe)
The axis of rotation of the cutting tool is perpendicular to the direction of feed, either
parallel or perpendicular to the machined surface. The machine tool that traditionally
performs this operation is a milling machine.

90 ° Table-Swivel Universal knee-type milling machine. (Hum Series)

In milling, each tooth on a tool removes part of the stock in the form of a chip. The basic
interface between tool and workpart is pictured below. This shows a only a few teeth of a
peripheral milling cutter.

Basics of a peripheral (slab) milling operation. Working of a milling machine is based on the fact that milling cutter is
fed against workpiece. This is achieved by developing relative motion with precise control between workpiece and
rotating milling cutter. Feed motion is generally given to the workpiece through its holding device. Cutting mechanism
of the workpiece in milling operations is same as that in turning operation on lathe. This cutting takes place due to
plastic deformation of metal by the cutting tool. Milling machine can also hold more than one cutter at a time. The
holding device is supported by mechanism that can offer a selective portion of the workpiece to milling cutter for its
processing. Indexing is one of the examples of this type of processing.

(HARVEY TOOL COMPANY, LLC)

Cutting velocity V is the peripheral speed of the cutter is defined by V= π DN where D is
the cutter outer diameter, and N is the rotational speed of the cutter. As in the case of
turning, cutting speed V is first calculated or selected from appropriate reference sources,
and then the rotational speed of the cutter N, which is used to adjust milling machine
controls is calculated. Cutting speeds are usually in the range of 0.1~4 m/s, lower for
difficult-to-cut materials and for rough cuts, and higher for non-ferrous easy-to-cut
materials like aluminum and for finishing cuts. Three types of feed in milling can be
identified: feed per tooth fz: the basic parameter in milling equivalent to the feed in
turning. Feed per tooth is selected with regard to the surface finish and dimensional
accuracy required. Feeds per tooth are in the range of 0.05~0.5 mm/tooth, lower feeds are
for finishing cuts; feed per revolution fr: it determines the amount of material cut per one
full revolution of the milling cutter. Feed per revolution is calculated as

f r = fzz
zbeing the number of the cutter ’ s teeth; feed per minute fm: Feed per minute is calculated
taking into account the rotational speed N and number of the cutter ’ s teeth z,
fm = fzzN = frN
Feed per minute is used to adjust the feed change gears.
Milling is an interrupted cutting operation: the teeth of the milling cutter enter and exit the
work during each revolution. This interrupted cutting action subjects the teeth to a cycle
of impact force and thermal shock on every rotation. The tool material and cutter
geometry must be designed to withstand these conditions. Cutting fluids are essential for
most milling operations. machine is one of the important machining operations. In this
operation the workpiece is fed against a rotating cylindrical tool. The rotating tool consists
of multiple cutting edges (multipoint cutting tool). Normally axis of rotation of feed given
to the workpiece. Milling operation is distinguished from other machining operations on
the basis of orientation between the tool axis and the feed direction, however, in other
operations like drilling, turning, etc. the tool is fed in the direction parallel to axis of
rotation. The cutting tool used in milling operation is called milling cutter, which consists
of multiple edges called teeth. The machine tool that performs the milling operations by
producing required relative motion between workpiece and tool is called milling machine.
It provides the required relative motion under very controlled conditions. These conditions
will be discussed later in this unit as milling speed, feed rate and depth of cut. Normally,
the milling operation creates plane surfaces. Other geometries can also be created by
milling machine.

(Busy Bee Tools)

Types of Milling Operations

Milling operations are broadly classified as peripheral milling and face milling:
Peripheral Milling. This operation is also called plain milling operation. In this operation
axis of rotating tool is always kept parallel to the surface being machined. This operation
is done by the cutting edges on outside periphery of the milling cutter. Different types of
peripheral milling operations are possible as described below.
Slab Milling. In this milling operation the cutter width extends beyond the workpiece on
both sides.
Slotting. It is also a type of milling operation, also called as slot milling operation. In this
case width of the cutter is less than the width of workpiece. It is used to make slot in the
workpiece. Thin slots can be made by using very thin milling cutters. The workpiece can
be cut into two pieces by making a very thin slot throughout the depth of workpiece.
Cutting the workpiece this way be slot milling is called saw milling.
Side Milling. The cutter is used for milling of sides of a workpiece.
Straddle Milling. It is just like side milling with difference that cutting (milling operation)
takes place simultaneously on both the sides of workpiece.
Up Milling. It is also called conventional milling in this case movement of cutter teeth is
opposite to the direction of feed motion.
Down Milling. It is also called climb milling. In this case direction of cutter motion is the
same so that of direction of feed motion.
Face Milling. In the operation of face milling, axis of the milling cutter remains
perpendicular to the surface being milled. In this case cutting action is done by cutting
edges of both sides (end and out side) periphery of the milling cutter. Depending upon the
relative geometry of workpiece and milling cutter face milling is different types as
described below.
Conventional Face Milling. In this case diameter of milling cutter is greater than the width
of workpiece. The milling cutter remains over hanging on both sides of workpiece.

Partial Face. Milling In this case the milling cutter overhangs on the workpiece on one
side only.
End Milling. In case of end milling thin (low diameter) cutter are used as compared to
workpiece width. It is used to make slot in the workpiece.
Profile Milling. This is just like end milling in which the outer side periphery of a flat part
is machined (milled).
Pocket Milling. This is a selective portion milling on the flat surface of workpiece used to
make shallow packets there.
Surface Contouring. In this operation a ball nose cutter if feedback and forth across the
workpiece along a curvilinear path at short intervals. This creates the required contours on
the surface of workpiece. This operation is used to make contours of molds and dies and
this time the operation is named as die sinking.

Two basic types of column-and-knee milling machines, (Left) horizontal, and (Right) vertical.

Types of Milling Machines. Milling machines can be classified into different categories
depending upon their construction, specification and operations. The choice of any
particular machine is primarily determined by nature of the work to be done, its size,
geometry and operations to be performed. The typical classification of milling machines
on the basis of its construction is given below. The broader classification has three

categories and each category has its sub-classifications given below:
Column and Knee Type Milling Machine
Head milling machine
Plain milling machine
Universal milling machine
Omniversal milling machine
Vertical milling machine
Fixed Bed Type Milling Machine
Simplex milling
Duplex milling
Triplex milling
Special Type Milling Machine
Rotary table milling
Drum milling
Planetary milling
Tracer controlled milling
In addition to above three types, there is one more type of milling machine, the planner
type milling machine, which is rarely used.

A machining center is a highly automated machine tool capable of performing multiple machining operations under
CNC control. The features that make a machining center unique include the following:
-Tool storage unit called tool magazine that can hold up to 120 different cutting tools.
-Automatic tool changer, which is used to exchange cutting tools between the tool magazine and machining center
spindle when required. The tool changer is controlled by the CNC program.
-Automatic workpart positioning. Many of machining centers are equipped with a rotary worktable, which precisely
position the part at some angle relative to the spindle. It permits the cutter to perform machining on four sides of the part.

Column and Knee Type Milling Machine. Main shape of column knee type of milling
machine consists of a base having different control mechanisms housed there in. The base
consists of a vertical column at one of its end. There is one more base above the main base
and attached to the column that serves as worktable equipped with different attachments to
hold the workpiece. This base having worktable is identified as “ knee ” of the milling
machine. At the top of the column and knee type milling machines are classified according
to the various methods of supplying power to the table, different movements of the table
and different axis of rotation of the main spindle.
Head Milling Machine. In the case of head milling machine feed motion is given by hand
and movements of the machine are provided by motor. This is a simple and light duty
milling machine intended for basic operations.
Plain Milling Machine. The Plain milling machine is similar to the hand milling machine,
but feed movement can be power-controlled in addition to manual control.
Plain Milling, also called Surface Milling or Slab Milling, is the milling of flat surfaces
with the milling cutter axis parallel to the surface being milled. Generally, plain milling is
done with the workpiece surface mounted parallel to the surface of the milling machine
table and the milling cutter mounted on a standard milling machine arbor. The arbor is
well supported in a horizontal plane between the milling machine spindle and one or more
arbor supports.
Mounting the Workpiece. The workpiece is generally clamped directly to the table or
supported in a vise for plain milling. The milling machine table should be checked for
alignment before starting to cut. If the workpiece surface to be milled is at an angle to the
base plane of the piece, the workpiece should be mounted in a universal vise or on an
adjustable angle plate. The holding device should be adjusted so that the workpiece
surface is parallel to the table of the milling machine.

Selecting the Cutter. A careful study of the drawing must be made to determine what cutter
is best suited for the job. Flat surfaces may be milled with a plain milling cutter mounted
on an arbor. Deeper cuts may generally be taken when using narrow cutters than with wide
cutters. The choice of milling cutters should be based on the size and shape of the
workpiece. If a wide area is to be milled, fewer traverses will be required using a wide
cutter. If large quantities of metal are to be removed, a coarse tooth cutter should be used
for roughing and a finer tooth cutter should be used for finishing. A relatively slow cutting
speed and fast table feed should be used for roughing, and a relatively fast cutting speed
and slow table feed used for finishing. The surface should be checked for accuracy after
each completed cut.

A typical setup for plain milling.

The milling cutter is positioned on the arbor with sleeves so that it is as close as practical
to the milling machine spindle while maintaining sufficient clearance between the vise and
the milling machine column. This practice reduces torque in the arbor and permits more
rigid support for the cutter.

Column & Knee type Milling Machines. Used for general purpose milling operations, column and knee type milling
machines are the most common milling machines. The spindle to which the milling cutter is may be horizontal (left; slab
milling) or vertical (right; face and end milling). The basic components are: Work table, on which the workpiece is
clamped using the T-slots. The table moves longitudinally with respect to the saddle. Saddle, which supports the table
and can move transversely.
Knee, which supports the saddle and gives the table vertical movements for adjusting the depth of cut.
Overarm in horizontal machines, which is adjustable to accomadate different arbor lengths.
Head, which contains the spindle and cutter holders. In vertical machines the head may be fixed or vertically adjustable.

Bridgeport systems. Another important development came in the 1930s when Rudolph
Bannow and Magnus Wahlstrom brought out the Bridgeport-style vertical milling
machine. This design offers versatility and economy in place of the higher metal removal

rates of traditional horizontal milling machines. Because of this versatility, there are
more Bridgeport-style mills in existence today than any other milling machine design.
Horizontal mills are now usually reserved for production applications where high metal
removal rates on identical parts are needed, not prototyping and short runs. Bridgeportstyle machines are also called knee-and-column machines and turret mills.

The key features of these machines are a:

• Knee-and-column support for the milling table, which provides vertical motion of the
work with respect to the tool.
• Saddle which supports the table to provide in-and-out motion from the vertical column.
• One-piece tool head which holds the motor, drive pulleys, and spindle. • Sliding
overarms or rams were eventually added to allow the tool head to be moved in or out
with respect to the vertical column. Some machines have provisions for the tool head to
be tilted side to side or back to front.

The Bridgeport-style machine offers many advantages over the older horizontal milling
machine design:
• The biggest advantage is the quill ’ s ability to advance and retract the cutter easily
without cranking to raise and lower the milling table. This speeds production and reduces
operator fatigue. The retractable quill lets the operator quickly withdraw the tool to clear
chips from a hole or check its progress. Tactile feedback through the quill feed handle or
handwheel also tells the machinist how the tool is cutting and lets him optimize feed
with less danger of tool breakage. Vertical table movement is still available for highaccuracy depth adjustment or when more force on the tool is required.
• The second largest advantage is the Bridgeport-style machine ’ s ability to make angle
cuts. With the horizontal milling machine, either the milling cutter is made on an angle,
or the work must be positioned at an angle to the spindle axis. With the Bridgeport-style
machine the operator merely needs to tilt the spindle to make an angle cut. Of course,
the Bridgeport can also use an angled cutter or mount the work on an angle.

• Vertical milling machines must use smaller cutting tools than horizontal mills because
they have less rigid, less massive castings, and lower horsepower motors. Still, they can
accomplish the same end results as the horizontal mill, just more slowly.
• Vertical milling machines are less complex than horizontal machines because the onepiece tool head eliminates the need for complicated gearing inside the vertical column.
• Bridgeport-type milling machines usually have 1 to 5-horsepower motors, and smaller
castings than most horizontal mills. Because of this they generally cost less.
• Knee-and-column mills offer versatility and economy in place of the high metal
removal rates of traditional horizontal milling machines.

There are between 15 and 36 milling machine designs or styles, depending on who is
counting, but the focus of this study is the Bridgeport-style vertical knee mill because
they are most often used in shops doing prototyping and R&D work. They outnumber all
other designs combined. This design has so much to offer that it has been copied in every
industrialized country.
A working knowledge of a Bridgeport-style vertical milling machine also provides a good
start for operating any other style milling machine. Lathes and mills are complementary
machines. While lathes rotate the workpiece and produce a cylindrical cut, milling
machines move work into a rotating cutter and make a straight line cut. Lathes and mills
are both capable of boring large-diameter holes, but mills are better at placing holes
anywhere on the surface of the work. Although one can sometimes make do with just a
lathe or mill, a well-equipped shop must have both machines. The lathe cutting tool is in
continuous contact with the work and so makes a continuous cut. Milling machines are
just the opposite. They use multi-tooth cutting tools and their cutting action is
intermittent as each tooth takes a bite. Metal is removed in small individual chips. Unlike
lathe cutting tools, end mills, the most common cutting tool for Bridgeport-style mills,
cannot be sharpened freehand because they must be perfectly symmetrical. Sharpening
them requires special fixtures and shaped grinding wheels. Smaller shops send their
cutters out for sharpening. Adding a digital readout (DRO) is a great convenience to any
milling machine. It reduces the need to repeatedly stop the mill to make measurements
and lowers the chance of errors. When reset to zero, the DRO displays the exact
displacement from a reference point on the workpiece making it possible for the operator
to work directly with the dimensions on his working drawing. For production
applications, there are large, expensive milling machines with three or more axes under
computer control. Some machines perform all operations including automatic tool
changing. However, today there is an intermediate step between a manual mill and a fully
automated one. Adding a computer, digital readouts, and actuators to the X- and Y-axes of
a Bridgeport-style mill does this. Not only can this enhanced machine tirelessly perform
all its existing repetitive functions, it also has added new capabilities. Now the mill can
engrave (drive the tool to cut numbers and letters in various sizes and fonts), cut radii
and angles without a rotary table, make islands, pockets, and cut ellipses, and frames.
Entering the position, diameter and number of holes, automates cutting a bolt-hole
pattern; the system does the math. The computer can automatically compensate for the
reduced diameter of resharpened milling cutters, saving time and money.
The system can be manually programmed through its control panel, use stored
programs, “ learn ” new tasks by memorizing a series of manual operations as the
operator makes the first part, or accept files from CAD programs.

The Milling Process

Modern milling is a very universal machining method. During the past few years, hand-inhand with machine tool developments, milling has evolved into a method that machines a
very broad range of configurations. The choice of methods today in multi-axis machinery
is no longer straightforward – in addition to all the conventional applications, milling is a
strong contender for producing holes, cavities, surfaces that used to be turned, threads, etc.
Tooling developments have also contributed to the new possibilities along with the gains
in producitivity, reliablity and quality consistency that have been made in indexable insert
and solid carbide technology.
Milling is principally metal cutting performed with a rotating, multi-edge cutting tool
which performs programmed feed movements against a workpiece in almost any
direction. It is this cutting action that makes milling such an efficient and versatile
machining method. Each of the cutting edges remove a certain amount of metal, with a
limited in-cut engaugement, making chip formation and evacuation a secondary concern.
Most frequently still, milling is applied to generate flat faces – as in facemilling - but other
forms and surfaces are increasing steadily as the number of five-axis machining centres
and multi-task machines grow.
Classification of Milling Cutters. Milling cutters are usually made of high-speed steel and
are available in a great variety of shapes and sizes for various purposes. You should know
the names of the most common classifications of cutters, their uses, and, in a general way,
the sizes best suited to the work at hand.

Two views of a common milling cutter with its parts and angles identified. These parts and angles in some form are
common to all cutter types. The pitch refers to the angular distance between like or adjacent teeth.
The pitch is determined tooth face is the forward forms the cutting edge. by the number of teeth. facing surface of the
tooth The that The cutting edge is the angle on each tooth that performs the cutting. The land is the narrow surface
behind the cutting edge on each tooth. The rake angle is the angle formed between the face of the tooth and the
centerline of the cutter. The rake angle defines the cutting edge and provides a path for chips that are cut from the
workpiece. The primary clearance angle is the angle of the land of each tooth measured from a line tangent to the
centerline of the cutter at the cutting edge. This angle prevents each tooth from rubbing against the workpiece after it

makes its cut. This angle defines the land of each tooth and provides additional clearance for passage of cutting oil and
chips. The hole diameter determines the size of the arbor necessary to mount the milling cutter. Plain milling cutters that
are more than 3/4 inch in width are usually made with spiral or helical teeth. A plain spiral-tooth milling cutter produces
a better and smoother finish and requires less power to operate. A plain helicaltooth milling cutter is especially desirable
when milling an uneven surface or one with holes in it.

The teeth of milling cutters may be made for right-hand or left-hand rotation, and with
either right-hand or left-hand helix. Determine the hand of the cutter by looking at the face
of the cutter when mounted on the spindle. A right-hand cutter must rotate
counterclockwise; a left-hand cutter must rotate clockwise. The right-hand helix is shown
by the flutes leading to the right; a left-hand helix is shown by the flutes leading to the left.
The direction of the helix does not affect the cutting ability of the cutter, but take care to
see that the direction of rotation is correct for the hand of the cutter.

Saw Teeth. Saw teeth are either straight or helical in the smaller sizes of plain milling
cutters, metal slitting saw milling cutters, and end milling cutters. The cutting edge is
usually given about 5 degrees primary clearance. Sometimes the teeth are provided with
off-set nicks which break up chips and make coarser feeds possible.
Helical Milling Cutters.The helical milling cutter is similar, to the plain milling cutter, but
the teeth have a helix angle of 45 ° to 60 ° . The steep helix produces a shearing action that
results in smooth, vibration-free cuts. They are available for arbor mounting, or with an
integral shank with or without a pilot. This type of helical cutter is particularly useful for
milling elongated slots and for light cuts on soft metal.
Metal Slitting Saw Milling Cutter. The metal slitting saw milling cutter is essentially a
very thin plain milling cutter. It is ground slightly thinner toward the center to provide side
clearance. These cutters are used for cutoff operations and for milling deep, narrow slots,
and are made in widths from 1/32 to 3/16 inch.
Side Milling Cutters. Side milling cutters are essentially plain milling cutters with the
addition of teeth on one or both sides. A plain side milling cutter has teeth on both sides
and on the periphery. When teeth are added to one side only, the cutter is called a half-side
milling cutter and is identified as being either a right-hand or left-hand cutter. Side milling
cutters are generally used for slotting and straddle milling. Interlocking tooth side milling
cutters and staggered tooth side milling cutters are used for cutting relatively wide slots
with accuracy.
Interlocking tooth side milling cutters can be repeatedly sharpened without changing the
width of the slot they will machine. After sharpening, a washer is placed between the two
cutters to compensate for the ground off metal.
End Milling Cutters. The end milling cutter, also called an end mill, has teeth on the end
as well as the periphery. The smaller end milling cutters have shanks for chuck mounting
or direct spindle mounting. End milling cutters may have straight or spiral flutes.
Spiral flute end milling cutters are classified as lefthand or right-hand cutters depending
on the direction of rotation of the flutes. If they are small cutters, they may have either a
straight or tapered shank.
The most common end milling cutter is the spiral flute cutter containing four flutes. Two-

flute end milling cutters, sometimes referred to as two-lip end mill cutters, are used for
milling slots and keyways where no drilled hole is provided for starting the cut. These
cutters drill their own starting holes.
Straight flute end milling cutters are generally used for milling both soft or tough
materials, while spiral flute cutters are used mostly for cutting steel.
Large end milling cutters (normally over 2 inches in diameter) are called shell end mills
and are recessed on the face to receive a screw or nut for mounting on a separate shank or
mounting on an arbor, like plain milling cutters. The teeth are usually helical and the cutter
is used particularly for face milling operations requiring the facing of two surfaces at right
angles to each other.
T-Slot Milling Cutter. The T-slot milling cutter is used to machine T-slot grooves in
worktables, fixtures, and other holding devices. The cutter has a plain or side milling
cutter mounted to the end of a narrow shank. The throat of the T-slot is first milled with a
side or end milling cutter and the headspace is then milled with the T-slot milling cutter.
Woodruff Keyslot Milling Cutters. The Woodruff keyslot milling cutter is made in straight,
tapered-shank, and arbor-mounted types. The most common cutters of this type, under 1
1/2 inches in diameter, are provided with a shank. They have teeth on the periphery and
slightly concave sides to provide clearance. These cutters are used for milling
semicylindrical keyways in shafts.
Angle Milling Cutters.The angle milling cutter has peripheral teeth which are neither
parallel nor perpendicular to the cutter axis. See Figure 8-8. Common operations
performed with angle cutters are cutting V-notches and serration ’ s. Angle cutters may be
single-angle milling cutters or double-angle milling cutters. The single-angle cutter
contains side-cutting teeth on the flat side of the cutter. The angle of the cutter edge is
usually 30 ° , 45 ° , or 60 ° , both right and left. Double-angle cutters have included angles
of 45, 60, and 90 degrees.
Gear Hob. The gear hob is a formed tooth milling cutter with helical teeth arranged like
the thread on a screw. These teeth- are fluted to produce the required cutting edges. Hobs
are generally used for such work as finishing spur gears, spiral gears, and worm gears.
They may also be used to cut ratchets and spline shafts.
Concave and Convex Milling Cutters. Concave and convex milling cutters are formed

tooth cutters shaped to produce concave and convex contours of 1/2 circle or less. The size
of the cutter is specified by the diameter of the circular form the cutter produces.

Roughing milling cutter. (Dormer Pramet)

Hhelical milling tool. (Datron)

Finger joint milling cutter. (Weiss)

Burr milling cutter. (Fiudi)

Drilling milling tool. (Starcut)

Gear cutting milling tool. (Knuth)

Roughing milling cutter (Dormer Pramet)

Slot milling cutter. (Mikron)

Thread milling cutter. (OSG)

Corner Rounding Milling Cutter. The corner-rounding milling cutter is a formed tooth
cutter used for milling rounded corners on workplaces up to and including one-quarter of a
circle. The size of the cutter is specified by the radius of the circular form the cutter
produces, such as concave and convex cutters generally used for such work as finishing
spur gears, spiral gears, and worm wheels. They may also be used to cut ratchets and
spline shafts.
Special Shaped-Formed Milling Cutter. Formed milling cutters have the advantage of
being adaptable to any specific shape for special operations. The cutter is made specially
for each specific job. In the field, a fly cutter is formed by grinding a single point lathe
cutter bit for mounting in a bar, holder, or fly cutter arbor. The cutter can be sharpened
many times without destroying its shape.

Selection of Milling Cutters.Consider the following when choosing milling cutters: Highspeed steel, stellite, and cemented carbide cutters have a distinct advantage of being
capable of rapid production when used on a machine that can reach the proper speed.
45 ° angular cuts may either be made with a 45 ° single-angle milling cutter while the
workpiece is held in a swivel vise, or with an end milling cutter while the workpiece is set
at the required angle in a universal vise. The harder the material, the greater will be the
heat that is generated in cutting. Cutters should be selected for their heat-resisting
properties; use a coarse-tooth milling cutter for roughing cuts and a finer-toothed milling
cutter for light cuts and finishing operations. When milling stock to length, the choice of
using a pair of side milling cutters to straddle the workpiece, a single-side milling cutter,
or an end milling cutter will depend upon the number of pieces to be cut. Some operations
can be done with more than one type of cutter such as in milling the square end on a shaft
or reamer shank. In this case, one or two side milling cutters, a fly cutter, or an end milling
cutter may be used. However, for the majority of operations, cutters are specially designed
and named for the operation they are to accomplish.
The milling cutter should be small enough in diameter so that the pressure of the cut will
not cause the workpiece to be sprung or displaced while being milled.
Size of Milling Cutter. In selecting a milling cutter for a particular job, choose one large
enough to span the entire work surface so the job can be done with a single pass. If this
cannot be done, remember that a small diameter cutter will pass over a surface in a shorter
time than a large diameter cutter which is fed at the same speed.
Care and Maintenance of Milling Cutters. The life of a milling cutter can be greatly
prolonged by intelligent use and proper storage. New cutters received from stock are
usually wrapped in oil paper which should not be removed until the cutter is used. Take
care to operate the machine at the proper speed for the cutter being used, as excessive
speed will cause the cutter to wear rapidly from overheating. Take care to prevent the
cutter from striking the hard jaws of the vise, chuck, clamping bolts, or nuts. Whenever
practical, use the proper cutting oil on the cutter and workpiece during operations, since
lubrication helps prevent overheating and cutter wear. Keep cutters sharp. Dull cutters
require more power to drive and this power, being transformed into heat, softens the
cutting edges. Dull cutters should be marked as such and set aside for grinding.
Thoroughly clean and lightly coat milling cutters with oil before storing. Place cutters in
drawers or bins so that their cutting edges will not strike each other. Hang small cutters on
hooks or pegs, and set large cutters on end. Place taper and straight shank cutters in
separate drawers, bins, or racks provided with suitable sized holes to receive the shanks.
Never operate a cutter backwards. Due to the clearance angle, the cutter will rub,
producing a great deal of friction. Operating the cutter backward may result in cutter

breakage.
Arbors. Milling machine arbors are made in various lengths and in standard diameters of
7/8,1,1 1/4, and 1 1/2 inch. The shank is made to fit the taper hole in the spindle while the
other end is threaded.
NOTE: The threaded end may have left or right-handed threads.
The milling machine spindle may be self-holding or selfreleasing. The self-holding taper
is held in the spindle by the high wedging force. The spindle taper in most milling
machines is self-releasing; tooling must be held in place by a draw bolt extending through
the center of the spindle. Arbors are supplied with one of three tapers to fit the milling
machine spindle: the Standard Milling Machine taper, the Brown and Sharpe taper, and the
Brown and Sharpe taper with tang.
The Standard Milling Machine Taper is used on most machines of recent manufacture.
These tapers are identified by the number 30, 40, 50, or 60. Number 50 is the most
commonly used size on all modern machines.
Machine tapers. The Brown and Sharpe taper is found mostly on older machines.
Adapters or collets are used to adapt these tapers to fit machines whose spindles have
Standard Milling.
The Brown and Sharpe taper with tang is used on some older machines. The tang
engauges a slot in the spindle to assist in driving the arbor.
Standard Milling Machine Arbor. The standard milling machine arbor has a tapered,
cylindrical shaft with a standard milling taper on the driving end and a threaded portion on
the opposite end to receive the arbor nut. One or more milling cutters may be placed on
the straight cylindrical portion of the arbor and held in position by sleeves and the arbor
nut. The standard milling machine arbor is usually splined and keys are used to lock each
cutter to the arbor shaft. These arbors are supplied in three styles, various lengths and,
standard diameters. The most common way to fasten the arbor in the milling machine
spindle is to use a draw bar. The bar threads into the taper shank of the arbor to draw the
taper into the spindle and hold it in place. Arbors secured in this manner are removed by
backing out the draw bar and tapping the end of the bar to loosen the taper. The end of the
arbor opposite the taper is supported by the arbor supports of the milling machine. One or
more supports reused depending on the length of the arbor and the degree of rigidity
required. The end may be supported by a lathe center bearing against the arbor nut or by a
bearing surface 0f the arbor fitting inside a bushing of the arbor support. The arbor may

also be firmly supported as it turns in the arbor support bearing suspended from the overarm. Style A has a cylindrical pilot on the end that runs in a bronze bearing in the arbor
support. This style is mostly used on small milling machines or when maximum arbor
support clearance is required. Style B is characterized by one or more bearing collars that
can be positioned to any part of the arbor. This allows the bearing support to be positioned
close to the cutter, to-obtain rigid setups in heavy duty milling operations). Style C arbors
are used to mount the smaller size milling cutters, such as end mills that cannot be bolted
directly on the spindle nose. Use the shortest arbor possible for the work.
Screw Arbor. Screw arbors are used to hold small cutters that have threaded holes. These
arbors have a taper next to the threaded portion to provide alignment and support for tools
that require a nut to hold them against a taper surface. A right-hand threaded arbor must be
used for righthand cutters while a left-hand threaded arbor is used to mount left-hand
cutters.
Screw arbors are used to hold small cutters that have threaded holes. These arbors have a
taper next to the threaded portion to provide alignment and support for tools that require a
nut to hold them against a taper surface. A right-hand threaded arbor must be used for
right-hand cutters while a left-hand threaded arbor is used to mount left-hand.
The slitting saw milling cutter arbor is a short arbor having two flanges between which
the milling cutter is secured by tightening a clamping nut. This arbor is used to hold metal
slitting saw milling cutters used for slotting, slitting, and sawing operations. The shell end
milling cutter arbor has a bore in the end in which shell end milling cutters fit and are
locked in place by means of a cap screw. The fly cutter arbor is used to support a singleedge lathe, shaper, or planer cutter bit for boring and gear cutting operations on the milling
machine.

Collets, Spindle Adapters, and Quick-Change Tooling
Milling cutters that contain their own straight or tapered shanks are mounted to the milling
machine spindle with collets, spindle adapters, and quick-change tooling which adapts the
cutter shank to the spindle.

Collets
A collet is a form of a sleeve bushing for reducing the size of the hole in the milling
machine spindle so that small shank tools can be fitted into large spindle recesses. They

are made in several forms, similar to drilling machine sockets and sleeves, except that
their tapers are not alike.

Spindle Adapters
A spindle adapter is a form of a collet having a standardized spindle end. They are
available in a wide variety of sizes to accept cutters that cannot be mounted on arbors.
They are made with either the Morse taper shank or the Brown and Sharpe taper with tang
having a standard spindle end.
Chuck Adapter. A chuck adapter is used to attach chucks to milling machines having a
standard spindle end. The collet holder is sometimes referred to as a collet chuck. Various
forms of chucks can be fitted to milling machines spindles for holding drills, reamers, and
small cutters for special operations.

Quick-Change Tooling
The quick-change adapter mounted on the spindle nose is used to speed up tool changing.
Tool changing with this system allows you to set up a number of milling operations such
as drilling, end milling, and boring without changing the setup of the part being machined.
The tool holders are mounted and removed from a master holder mounted to the machine
spindle by means of a clamping ring.

Vises
Either a plain or swivel-type vise (discussed at length later in this pr é cis) is furnished
with each milling machine. The plain vise, similar to the machine table vise, is used for
milling straight workplaces and is bolted to the milling machine table either at right angles
or parallel to the machine arbor. The swivel vise can be rotated and contains a scale
graduated in degrees at its base to facilitate milling workplaces at any angle on a
horizontal plane. The universal vise, which may be obtained as extra equipment, is
designed so that it can be set at both horizontal and vertical angles. This type of vise
maybe used for flat and angular milling.
The allsteel vise is the strongest setup because the workpiece is clamped closer to the
table. The vise can securely fasten castings, forgings, and rough-surfaced workplaces. The

jaw can be positioned in any notch on the two bars to accommodate different shapes and
sizes. The air or hydraulically operated vise is used more often in production work. This
type of vise eliminates tightening by striking the crank with a lead hammer or other soft
face hammer.
Adjustable Angle Plate. The adjustable angle plate is a workpiece holding device, similar
to the universal vise in operation. Workpieces are mounted to the angle plate with T-bolts
and clamps in the same manner used to fasten workplaces to the worktable of the milling
machine. The angle plate can be adjusted to any angle so that bevels and tapers can be cut
without using a special milling cutter or an adjustable cutter head.
Indexing Fixture. The index fixture consists of an index head, also called a dividing head,
and footstock which is similar to the tailstock of a lathe. The index head and footstock
attach to the worktable of the milling machine by T-slot bolts. An index plate containing
graduations is used to control the rotation of the index head spindle. The plate is fixed to
the index head, and an index crank, connected to the index head spindle by a worm gear
and shaft. Workpieces are held between centers by the index head spindle and footstock.
Workpieces may also be held in a chuck mounted to the index head spindle or may be
fitted directly into the taper spindle recess of some indexing fixtures. There are many
variations of the indexing fixture. Universal index head is the name applied to an index
head designed to permit power drive of the spindle so that helixes may be cut on the
milling machine. Gear cutting attachment is another name applied to an indexing fixture;
in this case, one that is primarily intended for cutting gears on the milling machine.

High-Speed Miling Attachment
The rate of spindle speed of the milling machine may be increased from 1 1/2 to 6 times
by using the high-speed milling attachment. This attachment is essential when using
cutters and twist drills which must be driven at a high rate of speed in order to obtain an
efficient surface speed. The attachment is clamped to the column of the machine and is
driven by a set of gears from the milling machine spindle.
Vertical Spindle Attachment. This attachment converts the horizontal spindle of a
horizontal milling machine to a vertical spindle. It is clamped to the column and driven
from the horizontal spindle. It incorporates provisions for setting the head at any angle,
from the vertical to the horizontal, in a plane at right angles to the machine spindle. End
milling and face milling are more easily accomplished with this attachment, because the
cutter and the surface being cut are in plain view.

Unversal Milling Attachment. This device is similar to the vertical spindle attachment but
is more versatile. The butterhead can be swiveled to any angle in any plane, whereas the
vertical spindle attachment only rotates in one place from horizontal to vertical.
Rotary Table or Circular Milling Attachment. This attachment consists of a circular
worktable containing T-slots for mounting workplaces. The circular table revolves on a
base attached to the milling machine worktable. The attachment can be either hand or
power driven, being connected to the table drive shaft if power driven. It may be used for
milling circles, angular indexing, arcs, segments, circular slots, grooves, and radii, as well
as for slotting internal and external gears. The table of the attachment is divided in
degrees.
Offset Boring Head. Boring, an operation that is too often restricted to a lathe, can be done
easily on a milling machine. The offset boring head is an attachment that fits to the milling
machine spindle and permits most drilled holes to have a better surface finish and greater
diameter accuracy.
Offset Boring Head and Tools. The boring bar can be adjusted at right angle to the spindle
axis. This feature makes it possible to position the boring cutter accurately to bore holes of
varying diameters. This adjustment is more convenient than adjusting the cutter in the
boring bar holder or changing the boring bar. Another advantage of the offset boring head
is the fact that a graduated micrometer collar allows the tool to be moved accurately a
specified amount (usually in increments of 0.001) without the use of a dial indicator or
other measuring device.
NOTE: On some boring heads, the reading on the tool slide is a direct reading. On other
boring heads, the tool slide advances twice the amount shown on the micrometer dial.

Mounting and Indexing Work
An efficient and positive method of holding workplaces to the milling machine table is
important if the machine tool is to be used to its fullest advantage. The most common
methods of holding are clamping a workpiece to the table, clamping a workpiece to the
angle plate, clamping the workpiece in fixtures, holding a workpiece between centers,
holding the workpiece in a chuck, and holding the workpiece in a vise. Regardless of the
method used in holding, there are certain factors that should be observed in every case.
The workpiece must not be sprung in clamping, it must be secured to prevent it from
springing or moving away from the cutter, and it must be so aligned that it may be

correctly machined T-slots, Milling machine worktables are provided with several T-slots
which are used either for clamping and locating the workpiece itself or for mounting the
various holding devices and attachments. These T-slots extend the length of the table and
are parallel to its line of travel. Most milling machine attachments, such as vises and index
fixtures, have keys or tongues on the underside of their bases so that they may be located
correctly in relation to the T-slots.
Indexing. Indexing is the process of evenly dividing the circumference of a circular
workpiece into equally spaced divisions, such as in cutting gear teeth, cutting splines,
milling grooves in reamers and taps, and spacing holes on a circle. The index head of the
indexing fixture is used for this purpose.
Index Head. The index head of the indexing fixture contains an indexing mechanism
which is used to control the rotation of the index head spindle to space or divide a
workpiece accurately. A simple indexing mechanism consists of a 40-tooth worm wheel
fastened to the index head spindle, a single-cut worm, a crank for turning the wormshaft,
and an index plate and sector. Since there are 40 teeth in the worm wheel, one turn of the
index crank causes the worm, and consequently, the index head spindle to make 1/40 of a
turn; so 40 turns of the index crank revolve the spindle one full turn.
Index Plate. The indexing plate is a round plate with a series of six or more circles of
equally spaced holes; the index pin on the crank can be inserted in any hole in any circle.
With the interchangeable plates regularly furnished with most index heads, the spacing
necessary for most gears, boltheads, milling cutters, splines, and so forth can be obtained.
The following sets of plates are standard equipment:
Brown and Sharpe type consists of 3 plates of 6 circles each drilled as follows: Plate I -15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20 holes Plate 2-21, 23, 27, 29, 31, 33 holes Plate 3-37, 39, 41, 43,47,49
holes Cincinnati type consists of one plate drilled on both sides with circles divided as
follows: First side -24, 25, 28, 30, 34, 37,38, 39,41,42,43 holes Second side -46, 47, 49,
51, 53, 54, 57, 58, 59, 62, 66 holes Sector The sector indicates the next hole in which the
pin is to be inserted and makes it unnecessary to count holes when moving the index crank
after each cut. It consists of two radial, beveled arms which can be set at any angle to each
other and then moved together around the center of the index plate.
Suppose that it is desired to make a series of cuts, moving the index crank 1 1/4 turns after
each cut. Since the circle illustrated has 20 holes, turn the crank one full turn plus five
spaces after each cut, Set the sector arms to include the desired fractional part of a turn or
five spaces between the beveled edges of its arms, as shown. If the first cut is taken with
the index pin against the left-hand arm, to take the next cut, move the pin once against the
right-hand arm of the sector. Before taking the second cut, move the arms so that the left-

hand arm is again against the pin; this moves the right-hand arm another five spaces ahead
of the pin. Then take the second cut, and repeat the operation until all the cuts have been
completed.
NOTE: It is good practice always to index clockwise on the plate to eliminate backlash.
Plain Indexing. The following principles apply to basic indexing of workpieces: Suppose
it is desired to mill a project with eight equally spaced teeth. Since 40 turns of the index
crank will turn the spindle one full turn, l/8th of 40 or 5 turns of the crank after each cut
will space the gear for 8 teeth, If it is desired to space equally for 10 teeth, 1/10 of 40 or 4
turns would produce the correct spacing.
The same principle applies whether or not the divisions required divide equally into 40,
For example, if it is desired to index for 6 divisions, 6 divided into 40 equals 6 2/3 turns;
similarly, to index for 14 spaces, 14 divided into 40 equals 2 6/7 turns. These examples
may be multiplied indefinitely and from them the following rule is derived: to determine
the number of turns of the index crank needed to obtain one division of any number of
equal divisions on the workpiece, divide 40 by the number of equal divisions desired
(provided the worm wheel has 40 teeth, which is standard practice). Direct Indexing The
construction of some index heads permits the worm to be disengauged from the worm
wheel, making possible a quicker method of indexing called direct indexing. The index
head is provided with a knob which, when turned through part of a revolution, operates an
eccentric and disengauges the worm.
Direct indexing is accomplished by an additional index plate fastened to the index head
spindle. A stationary plunger in the index head fits the holes in this index plate. By
moving this plate by hand to index directly, the spindle and the workpiece rotate an equal
distance. Direct index plates usually have 24 holes and offer a quick means of milling
squares, hexagons, taps, and so forth. Any number of divisions which is a factor of 24 can
be indexed quickly and conveniently by the direct indexing method.
Differential Indexing. Sometimes, a number of divisions is required which cannot be
obtained by simple indexing with the index plates regularly supplied. To obtain these
divisions, a differential index head is used. The index crank is connected to the wormshaft
by a train of gears instead of a direct coupling as with simple indexing. The selection of
these gears involves calculations similar to those used in calculating change gear ratio for
lathe thread cutting.
Indexing in Degrees. Workpieces can be indexed in degrees as well as fractions of a turn
with the usual index head. There are 360 degrees in a complete circle and one turn of the
index crank revolves the spindle 1/40 or 9 degrees. Therefore, 1/9 turn of the crank rotates

the spindle 1 degree. Workpieces can therefore be indexed in degrees by using a circle of
holes divisible by 9. For example, moving the crank 2 spaces on an 18-hole circle, 3
spaces on a 27-hole circle, or 4 spaces on a 36-hole circle will rotate the spindle 1 degree,
Smaller crank movements further subdivide the circle: moving 1 space on an 18-hole
circle turns the spindle 1/2 degree (30 minutes), 1 space on a 27-hole circle turns the
spindle 1/3 degree (20 minutes), and so forth.
Indexing Operations. The following examples show how the index plate is used to obtain
any desired part of a whole spindle turn by plain indexing, Milling a hexagon. Using the
rule previously given, divide 40 by 6 which equals 6 2/3 turns, or six full turns plus 2/3 of
a turn or any circle whose number is divisible by 3. Take the denominator which is 3 into
which of the available hole circles it can be evenly divided. In this case, 3 can be divided
into the available 18-hole circle exactly 6 times. Use this result 6 as a multiplier to
generate the proportional fraction required.
Example: 2 x 6 = 12; 3 x 6 = 18
Therefore, 6 full turns of the crank plus 12 spaces on an 18hole circle is the correct
indexing for 6 divisions. Cutting a gear. To cut a gear of 52 teeth, using the rule again,
divide 40 by 52. This means that less than one full turn is required for each division, 40/52
of a turn to be exact. Since a 52-hole circle is not available, 40/52 must be reduced to its
lowest term which is 10/13. Take the denominator of the lowest term 13, and determine
into which of the available hole circles it can be evenly divided. In this case, 13 can be
divided into a 39-hole circle exactly 3 times. Use this result 3 as a multiplier to generate
the proportional fraction required. Example: 10 x 3 = 30 13 x 3 = 39 Therefore, 30 holes
on a 39-hole circle is the correct indexing for 52 divisions. When counting holes, start
with the first hole ahead of the index pin.

Indexing Fundamentals
Indexing is the process of evenly dividing the circumference of a circular
workpiece into equally spaced divisions, such as in cutting gear teeth, cutting
splines, milling grooves in reamers and taps, and spacing holes on a circle.
The index head of the indexing fixture is used for this purpose. Index Head
Whenever possible, the workpiece should be clamped in the center of the vise
jaws. However, when necessary to mill a short workpiece which must be held
at the end of the vise, a spacing block of the same thickness as the piece

should be placed at the opposite end of the jaws. This will avoid strain on the
movable jaw and prevent the piece from slipping. If the workpiece is so thin
that it is impossible to let it extend over the top of the vise, hold down straps
are generally used. These straps are hardened pieces of steel, having one
vertical side tapered to form an angle of about 92° with the bottom side and
the other vertical side tapered to a narrow edge. By means of these tapered
surfaces, the workpiece is forced downward into the parallels, holding them
firmly and leaving the top of the workpiece fully exposed to the milling
cutter.
The index head of the indexing fixture contains an indexing mechanism
which is used to control the rotation of the index head spindle to space or
divide a workpiece accurately. A simple indexing mechanism consists of a
40-tooth worm wheel fastened to the index head spindle, a single-cut worm, a
crank for turning the wormshaft, and an index plate and sector. Since there
are 40 teeth in the worm wheel, one turn of the index crank causes the worm,
and consequently, the index head spindle to make 1/40 of a turn; so 40 turns
of the index crank revolve the spindle one full turn.
Index Plate The indexing plate is a round plate with a series of six or more
circles of equally spaced holes; the index pin on the crank can be inserted in
any hole in any circle. With the interchangeable plates regularly furnished
with most index heads, the spacing necessary for most gears, boltheads,
milling cutters, splines, and so forth can be obtained. The following sets of
plates are standard equipment:

Brown and Sharpe type This type consists of 3 plates of 6 circles each drilled
as follows: Plate I -15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 holes Plate 2-21, 23, 27, 29, 31, 33
holes Plate 3-37, 39, 41, 43,47,49 holes Cincinnati type consists of one plate
drilled on both sides with circles divided as follows: First side -24, 25, 28, 30,
34, 37,38, 39,41,42,43 holes Second side -46, 47, 49, 51, 53, 54, 57, 58, 59,
62, 66 holes
Sector. The sector indicates the next hole in which the pin is to be inserted
and makes it unnecessary to count holes when moving the index crank after
each cut. It consists of two radial, beveled arms which can be set at any angle
to each other and then moved together around the center of the index plate.
Suppose that it is desired to make a series of cuts, moving the index crank 1
1/4 turns after each cut. Since the circle illustrated has 20 holes, turn the
crank one full turn plus five spaces after each cut, Set the sector arms to
include the desired fractional part of a turn or five spaces between the
beveled edges of its arms, as shown. If the first cut is taken with the index pin
against the left-hand arm, to take the next cut, move the pin once against the
right-hand arm of the sector. Before taking the second cut, move the arms so
that the left-hand arm is again against the pin; this moves the right-hand arm
another five spaces ahead of the pin. Then take the second cut, and repeat the
operation until all the cuts have been completed.
NOTE: It is good practice always to index clockwise on the plate to
eliminate backlash. Plain Indexing The following principles apply to basic

indexing of workpieces: Suppose it is desired to mill a project with eight
equally spaced teeth. Since 40 turns of the index crank will turn the spindle
one full turn, l/8th of 40 or 5 turns of the crank after each cut will space the
gear for 8 teeth, If it is desired to space equally for 10 teeth, 1/10 of 40 or 4
turns would produce the correct spacing.
The same principle applies whether or not the divisions required divide
equally into 40, For example, if it is desired to index for 6 divisions, 6
divided into 40 equals 6 2/3 turns; similarly, to index for 14 spaces, 14
divided into 40 equals 2 6/7 turns. These examples may be multiplied
indefinitely and from them the following rule is derived: to determine the
number of turns of the index crank needed to obtain one division of any
number of equal divisions on the workpiece, divide 40 by the number of
equal divisions desired (provided the worm wheel has 40 teeth, which is
standard practice). Direct Indexing The construction of some index heads
permits the worm to be disengauged from the worm wheel, making possible a
quicker method of indexing called direct indexing. The index head is
provided with a knob which, when turned through part of a revolution,
operates an eccentric and disengauges the worm.
Direct indexing is accomplished by an additional index plate fastened to the
index head spindle. A stationary plunger in the index head fits the holes in
this index plate. By moving this plate by hand to index directly, the spindle
and the workpiece rotate an equal distance. Direct index plates usually have
24 holes and offer a quick means of milling squares, hexagons, taps, and so
forth. Any number of divisions which is a factor of 24 can be indexed quickly
and conveniently by the direct indexing method. Differential Indexing
Sometimes, a number of divisions is required which cannot be obtained by
simple indexing with the index plates regularly supplied. To obtain these
divisions, a differential index head is used. The index crank is connected to
the wormshaft by a train of gears instead of a direct coupling as with simple
indexing. The selection of these gears involves calculations similar to those
used in calculating change gear ratio for lathe thread cutting. Indexing in
Degrees Workpieces can be indexed in degrees as well as fractions of a turn
with the usual index head.
There are 360 degrees in a complete circle and one turn of the index crank
revolves the spindle 1/40 or 9 degrees. Therefore, 1/9 turn of the crank rotates
the spindle 1 degree. Workpieces can therefore be indexed in degrees by
using a circle of holes divisible by 9. For example, moving the crank 2 spaces
on an 18-hole circle, 3 spaces on a 27-hole circle, or 4 spaces on a 36-hole
circle will rotate the spindle 1 degree, Smaller crank movements further

subdivide the circle: moving 1 space on an 18-hole circle turns the spindle
1/2 degree (30 minutes), 1 space on a 27-hole circle turns the spindle 1/3
degree (20 minutes), and so forth. Indexing Operations The following
examples show how the index plate is used to obtain any desired part of a
whole spindle turn by plain indexing, Milling a hexagon. Using the rule
previously given, divide 40 by 6 which equals 6 2/3 turns, or six full turns
plus 2/3 of a turn or any circle whose number is divisible by 3. Take the
denominator which is 3 into which of the available hole circles it can be
evenly divided. In this case, 3 can be divided into the available 18-hole circle
exactly 6 times. Use this result 6 as a multiplier to generate the proportional
fraction required.
Example: 2 x 6 = 12; 3x6 = 18
Therefore, 6 full turns of the crank plus 12 spaces on an 18hole circle is the
correct indexing for 6 divisions. Cutting a gear. To cut a gear of 52 teeth,
using the rule again, divide 40 by 52. This means that less than one full turn
is required for each division, 40/52 of a turn to be exact. Since a 52-hole
circle is not available, 40/52 must be reduced to its lowest term which is
10/13. Take the denominator of the lowest term 13, and determine into which
of the available hole circles it can be evenly divided. In this case, 13 can be
divided into a 39-hole circle exactly 3 times. Use this result 3 as a multiplier
to generate the proportional fraction required. Example: 10 x 3 = 30 13 x 3
= 39 Therefore, 30 holes on a 39-hole circle is the correct indexing for 52
divisions. When counting holes, start with the first hole ahead of the index
pin.

Basic Milling definitions
A milling cutter will basically employ one or a combination of the following basic cutting
actions:
(A) radial
(B) peripheral
(C) axial
Throughout the variations in milling methods, one can trace back the cutting action to
these feed directions in relation to the axis of tool rotation. For example: Facemilling is a

combined cutting action by the cutting edges, mainly the ones on the periphery and to
some extent by the ones on the face of the tool. The milling cutter rotates at a right angle
to the direction of radial feed against the workpiece. Side and face milling uses mainly the
cutting edges on the periphery of the tool.

The milling cutter rotates round an axis parallel to the tangential feed. Plunge milling
mainly uses the cutting edges on the face or end of the tool as it is fed axially, performing
a partial drilling action. To set-up the milling operation, a number of definitions should be
established. These define the dynamics of the rotating milling tool, with a specified
diameter (Dc), having largest diameters (Dc2 or D3), moving against the workpiece, with
an effective cutting diameter (De), the basis for the cutting speed.
Cutting speed in m/min indicates the surface speed at which the cutting edge machines
the workpiece. This is a tool oriented value and part of the cutting data which ensures that
the operation is carried out efficiently and within the recommended scope of the tool
material.
Spindle speed in rpm is the number of revolutions the milling tool on the spindle makes
per minute. This is a machine oriented value which is calculated from the recommended
cutting speed value for an operation.

Feed per minute also known as the table feed, machine feed or feed speed in mm/min is
the feed of the tool in relation to the workpiece in distance per time-unit related to feed per
tooth and number of teeth in the cutter. Maximum chip thickness (hex) in mm is the most
important limitation indicator for a tool, for an actual operation. A cutting edge on a
milling cutter has been designed and tested to have a recommended starting value and a
minimum and maximum value. Feed per tooth (fz) in mm/tooth is a value in milling for
calculating the table feed. As the milling cutter is a multi-edge tool, a value is needed to
ensure that each edge machines under satisfactory conditions. It is the linear distance hex
ae moved by the tool while one particular tooth is engauged in cut. The feed per tooth
value is calculated from the recommended maximum chip thickness value. The number of
available cutter teeth in the tool (zn) varies considerably and is used to determine the table
feed while the effective number of teeth (zc) is the number of effective teeth. The material,
width of component, stability, power, surface finish influence how many teeth are suitable.
Feed per revolution (fn) in mm/rev is a value used specifically for feed calculations and
often to determine the finishing capability of a cutter. It is an auxiliary value indicating
how far the tool moves during the rotation.
Depth of cut in mm (axial) is what the tool removes in metal on the face from the
workpiece. This is the distance the tool is set below the un-machined surface.
Cutting width in mm (radial) is the width of the component engauged in cut by the
diameter of the cutter. It is distance across the surface being machined or, if the tool
diameter is smaller, that covered by the tool.

The average chip thickness (hm) is a useful value in determining specific cutting force and
subsequently power calculations. It is calculated in relation to the type of cutter
engaugement involved.

The removal rate is volume of metal removed per time in cubic-mm and can be
established using values for cutting depth, width and feed.
The machining time or period of cutter engaugement is the machining length divided by
the table feed.
The specific cutting force is a power calculating factor taking into account the material in
question and for a chip thickness value. It relates to machinability as well as feed rate and
cutting speed.
Power and efficiency ( η ) are machine tool oriented values where the net power can be
calculated to ensure that the machine in question can cope with the cutter and operation.
As regards cutting geometry in milling, the entering angle, or the major cutting edge
angle, of the cutter is the dominant factor affecting the cutting force direction and chip
thickness. The choice of insert geometry has been simplified into three practical areas of
varying cutting action effects: Light (L), general purpose (M) and tough (H) geometries.
Pitch is the distance between teeth on the cutter. It is the distance between one point on
one cutting edge to the same point on the next edge.
Milling cutters are mainly classified into coarse (L), close (M) and extra close (H) pitches,
as well as extra, extra close pitch. The different pitches affect operational stability, power
consumption and suitable workpiece material. A differential pitch means an unequal
spacing of teeth on the cutter and is a very effective means with which to counter vibration
tendencies.

Milling direction. During the milling operation, the workpiece is fed either with or against
the direction of rotation and this affects the nature of the start and finish of the cut. In
Down milling (also called climb milling), the workpiece feed direction is the same as that
of the cutter rotation at the area of cut. The chip thickness will decrease from the start of
the cut until it is zero at the end of the cut in peripheral milling.
In Up milling (also called conventional milling), the feed direction of the workpiece is
opposite to that of the cutter rotation at the area of cut. The chip thickness starts at zero
and increases to the end of the cut. In Up milling, with the insert starting its cut at zero
chip thickness, there are high cutting forces which tend to push the cutter and workpiece
away from each other. The insert has to be forced into the cut, creating a rubbing or
burnishing effect with friction, high temperatures and often contact with a work-hardened
surface caused by the preceeding insert. Forces will also tend to lift the workpiece from
the table.
In Down milling, the insert start its cut with a large chip thickness. This avoids the
burnishing effect with less heat and minimal work-hardening tendencies. The large chip
thickness is advantageous and the cutting forces tend to pull the workpiece into the cutter,
holding the insert in the cut. During milling, chips will sometimes stick or weld to the
cutting edge and be carried around to the start of the next cut. In Up milling, the chip can
easily be trapped or wedged between the insert and workpiece, which can then result in
insert breakage.
In Down milling, the same chip would be cut in half and not damage the cutting edge.
Down milling is preferred wherever the machine tool, fixturing, and workpiece will allow.
Down milling, however, makes certain demands on the process in that forces tend to pull
the cutter along while they hold the workpiece down. This needs the machine to cope with
table-feed play through back-lash elimination. If the tool pulls into the workpiece, feed is
increased unintentionally which can lead to excessive chip thickness and edge breakage.
Up milling should be selected in such cases. Also when large variations in working
allowance occur, up milling may be advantageous. Fixturing has to be adapted to hold the
workpiece correctly as well as having the right cutter size for the job. The direction of
cutting forces are, however, more advantageous as regards vibration tendencies
Cutter diameter and position. The selection of milling cutter diameter is usually made on
the basis of the workpiece width with the power availability of the machine also being
taken into account. The position of the cutter in relation to the workpiece engaugement
and contact the cutter teeth have are vital factors for successful operation. There are three
principal types of milling cutter/workpiece relationship situations: Firstly, when the

workpiece width is larger than or the same as the cutter diameter, leading to thin chips at
entry/exit or when several passes are required. (Typical of when the workpiece surfaces
are very large or the cutter diameter too small for the application). Secondly, where the
cutter-diameter is somewhat larger than the workpiece width, as is often case in
facemilling. (20 to 50% - often representing the ideal situation especially in facemilling.)
Thirdly, where the diameter is considerably larger than the width of cut, with cutter axis
well outside the workpiece width. (This is often the case with side and facemilling, long
edge milling and endmilling.)
In facemilling especially, the workpiece width should influence the milling cutter
diameter. The cutter diameter should not be the same as the workpiece width – a diameter
20 to 50% larger than the workpiece width is normally recommended. If several passes
need to be taken, these should be taken in a way that creates the diameter/width
relationship of approximately 4/3 and not the full diameter at each pass as this helps to
ensure good chip formation and suitable cutting edge load. In the ideal situation, with the
cutter being sufficiently larger than the workpiece width, the milling cutter should always
be positioned slightly off-center. Being close to the center is advantageous in that the cut
which each insert takes is at its shortest and that entry and exit of cuts are good from a
chip formation and shock-load point of view. However, when the tool is positioned dead
on centre, a disadvantageous situation arises.
Radial forces of even magnitude will fluctuate in direction as the cutting edges go in and
out of cut. The machine spindle can vibrate and become damaged, inserts may chip
resulting in poor surface finish. Moving the cutter slightly off-center will mean a more
constant force direction - a type of pre-loading is achieved when the cutter is against the
workpiece.
Entry and exit considerations. Each time one of the milling cutter inserts enters into cut,
the cutting edge is subjected to a shock load, which depending upon the chip crosssection, workpiece material and type of cut. The right type of initial contact, and final
contact, between edge and material is an important aspect of the milling process.
Positioning the cutter right as regards entry and exit of the cutting edges is important. In
the first situation, the center-line of the cutter is well outside the workpiece width and the
impact at the entry is taken up by the outermost tip of the insert, which means that the
initial shockload is taken up by the most sensitive part of the tool. The cutter also leaves
the cut with this tip last, which means that the cutting forces are acting on the outermost
tip until the insert suddenly emerges from the workpiece. This is shock-unloading of
forces. In the second situation, the center-line of the cutter is in line with the workpiece
edge. The insert is leaving cut when the chip thickness is at its maximum, with shockloads very high at entry and exit. In third situation, the center-line of the cutter is well
inside the workpiece width. The initial impact at the entry of cut is taken up further along
the cutting edge, away from the sensitive tip. Also at the exit, the insert leaves the cut

more gradually. The way that the cutting edge leaves the workpiece material is important.
As the end of cut is approached, the remaining material may give way, somewhat reducing
the insert clearance. Also a momentary tensile force created along the face of the insert as
the chip pulls away and often giving rise to a burr on the workpiece. This tensile force
puts the cutting edge security at risk. This situation is acute when the centerline of the
cutter coincides with, or is close to, the edge of the workpiece. In this situation the milling
cutter should leave the workpiece at a positive angle to the cutting edges, not negative.
A complication arises when there are voids in the workpiece surface. In this case, a
stronger cutting edge is often the solution, and also the pitch or cutter geometry may have
to be re-considered. The milling operation should be looked at as a whole, considering all
the different aspects, to arrive at the most suitable cutter and insert type.

Basic methods of controlling cutting temperature
It is already realized that the cutting temperature, particularly when it is quite high, is very
detrimental for both cutting tools and the machined jobs and hence need to be controlled,
i.e., reduced as far as possible without sacrificing productivity and product quality. The
methods generally employed for controlling machining temperature and its detrimental
effects are:
• Proper selection of cutting tools; material and geometry
• Proper selection of cutting velocity and feed
• Proper selection and application of cutting fluid o Selection of material and geometry of
cutting tool for reducing cutting temperature and its effects
Cutting tool material may play significant role on reduction of cutting temperature
depending upon the work material. As for example, PVD or CVD coating of HSS and
carbide tools enables reduce cutting temperature by reducing friction at the chip-tool and
work-tool interfaces. In high speed machining of steels lesser heat and cutting temperature
develop if machined by CBN tools which produce lesser cutting forces by retaining its
sharp geometry for its extreme hardness and high chemical stability. The cutting tool
temperature of ceramic tools decrease further if the thermal conductivity of such tools is
enhanced (by adding thermally conductive materials like metals, carbides, etc in Al2O3 or
Si3N4).

Cutting temperature can be sizeably controlled also by proper selection of the tool
geometry in the following ways: large positive tool – rake helps in reducing heat and
temperature generation by reducing the cutting forces, but too much increase in rake
mechanically and thermally weakens the cutting edges compound rake, preferably with
chip – breaker, also enables reduce heat and temperature through reduction in cutting
forces and friction. Even for same amount of heat generation, the cutting temperature
decreases with the decrease in the principal cutting edge angle; nose radiusing of single
point tools not only improves surface finish, but also helps in reducing cutting temperature
to some extent.
Purposes of application of cutting fluid in machining and grinding. The basic purposes of
cutting fluid application are :
• Cooling of the job and the tool to reduce the detrimental effects of cutting temperature
on the job and the tool
• Lubrication at the chip – tool interface and the tool flanks to reduce cutting forces and
friction and thus the amount of heat generation.
• Cleaning the machining zone by washing away the chip – particles and debris which, if
present, spoils the finished surface and accelerates damage of the cutting edges
• Protection of the nascent finished surface – a thin layer of the cutting fluid sticks to the
machined surface and thus prevents its harmful contamination by the gases like SO2, O2,
H2S, NxOy present in the atmosphere. However, the main aim of application of cutting
fluid is to improve machinability through reduction of cutting forces and temperature,
improvement by surface integrity and enhancement of tool life.

Essential properties of cutting fluids. To enable the cutting fluid fulfil its functional
requirements without harming the Machine – Fixture – Tool – Work (M-F-T-W) system
and the operators, the cutting fluid should possess the following properties:
◾ For cooling :
• high specific heat, thermal conductivity and film coefficient for heat transfer
• spreading and wetting ability
◾ For lubrication:
• high lubricity without gumming and foaming
• wetting and spreading
• high film boiling point
• friction reduction at extreme pressure (EP) and temperature
◾ Chemical stability, non-corrosive to the materials of the M-F-T-W system o less volatile
and high flash point
◻ high resistance to bacterial growth
◻ odorless and also preferably colorless
◻ non toxic in both liquid and gaseous stage
◻ easily available and low cost.
Principles of cutting fluid action. The chip-tool contact zone is usually comprised of two
parts; plastic or bulk contact zone and elastic contact zone as indicated in the diagram
below.

The cutting fluid cannot penetrate or reach the plastic contact zone, but enters in the
elastic contact zone by capillary effect. With the increase in cutting velocity, the fraction
of plastic contact zone gradually increases and covers almost the entire chip-tool contact
zone as indicated in the graph below. Therefore, at high speed machining, the cutting fluid
becomes unable to lubricate and cools the tool and the job only by bulk external cooling.

Apportionment of plastic and elastic contact zone with increase in cutting velocity.
The chemicals like chloride, phosphate or sulphide present in the cutting fluid chemically
reacts with the work material at the chip under surface under high pressure and
temperature and forms a thin layer of the reaction product. The low shear strength of that
reaction layer helps in reducing friction. To form such solid lubricating layer under high
pressure and temperature some extreme pressure additive (EPA) is deliberately added in

reasonable amount in the mineral oil or soluble oil. For extreme pressure, chloride,
phosphate or sulphide type EPA is used depending upon the working temperature, i.e.
moderate (200oC ~ 350oC), high (350oC ~ 500oC) and very high (500oC ~ 800oC)
respectively.
Types of cutting fluids and their application. Generally, cutting fluids are employed in
liquid form but occasionally also employed in gaseous form. Only for lubricating purpose,
often solid lubricants are also employed in machining and grinding. The cutting fluids,
which are commonly used, are:
• Air blast or compressed air only Machining of some materials like grey cast iron become
inconvenient or difficult if any cutting fluid is employed in liquid form. In such case only
air blast is recommended for cooling and cleaning
• Water For its good wetting and spreading properties and very high specific heat, water is
considered as the best coolant and hence employed where cooling is most urgent.
• Soluble oil Water acts as the best coolant but does not lubricate. Besides, use of only
water may impair the machine-fixture-tool-work system by rusting So oil containing some
emulsifying agent and additive like EPA, together called cutting compound, is mixed with
water in a suitable ratio ( 1 ~ 2 in 20 ~ 50). This milk like white emulsion, called soluble
oil, is very common and widely used in machining and grinding.
• Cutting oils Cutting oils are generally compounds of mineral oil to which are added
desired type and amount of vegetable, animal or marine oils for improving spreading,
wetting and lubricating properties. As and when required some EP additive is also mixed
to reduce friction, adhesion and BUE formation in heavy cuts.
• Chemical fluidsThese are occasionally used fluids which are water based where some
organic and or inorganic materials are dissolved in water to enable desired cutting fluid
action. There are two types of such cutting fluid; ⎯ Chemically inactive type – high
cooling, anti-rusting and wetting but less lubricating ⎯ Active (surface) type – moderate
cooling and lubricating.
• Solid or semi-solid lubricant Paste, waxes, soaps, graphite, Moly-disulphide (MoS2) may
also often be used, either applied directly to the workpiece or as an impregnant in the tool
to reduce friction and thus cutting forces, temperature and tool wear.

• Cryogenic cutting fluid Extremely cold (cryogenic) fluids (often in the form of gases)
like liquid CO2 or N2 are used in some special cases for effective cooling without creating
much environmental pollution and health hazards.
Selection of Cutting Fluid. The benefits of application of cutting fluid largely depends
upon proper selection of the type of the cutting fluid depending upon the work material,
tool material and the machining condition. As for example, for high speed machining of
not-difficult-to-machine materials greater cooling type fluids are preferred and for low
speed machining of both conventional and difficult-to-machine materials greater
lubricating type fluid is preferred. Selection of cutting fluids for machining some common
engineering materials and operations are presented as follows :
• Grey cast iron :
-Generally dry for its self- lubricating property
-Air blast for cooling and flushing chips
-Soluble oil for cooling and flushing chips in high speed machining and grinding
• Steels :
-If machined by HSS tools, sol. Oil (1: 20 ~30) for low carbon and alloy steels and neat
oil with EPA for heavy cuts
-If machined by carbide tools thinner sol. Oil for low strength steel, thicker sol. Oil ( 1:10
~ 20) for stronger steels and staright sulphurized oil for heavy and low speed cuts and EP
cutting oil for high alloy steel.
-Often steels are machined dry by carbide tools for preventing thermal shocks.
• Aluminium and its alloys:
-Preferably machined dry
-Light but oily soluble oil
-Straight neat oil or kerosene oil for stringent cuts.
• Copper and its alloys :
-Water based fluids are generally used
-Oil with or without inactive EPA for tougher grades of Cu-alloy.
• Stainless Steels and Heat resistant alloys:

-High performance soluble oil or neat oil with high concentration with chlorinated EP
additive.
The brittle ceramics and cermets should be used either under dry condition or light neat oil
in case of fine finishing. Grinding at high speed needs cooling ( 1: 50 ~ 100) soluble oil.
For finish grinding of metals and alloys low viscosity neat oil is also used.
Methods of application of cutting fluid. The effectiveness and expense of cutting fluid
application significantly depend also on how it is applied in respect of flow rate and
direction of application. In machining, depending upon the requirement and facilities
available, cutting fluids are generally employed in the following ways (flow):
• Drop-by-drop under gravity
• Flood under gravity
• In the form of liquid jet(s)
• Mist (atomized oil) with compressed air
• Z-Z method – centrifugal through the grinding wheels (pores).

Z-Z method of cutting fluid application in grinding.

The direction of application also significantly governs the effectiveness of the cutting fluid
in respect of reaching at or near the chip-tool and work-tool interfaces. Depending upon
the requirement and accessibility the cutting fluid is applied from top or side(s). in
operations like deep hole drilling the pressurized fluid is often sent through the axial or
inner spiral hole(s) of the drill. For effective cooling and lubrication in high speed

machining of ductile metals having wide and plastic chip-tool contact, cutting fluid may
be pushed at high pressure to the chip-tool interface through hole(s) in the cutting tool, as
schematically shown below.

Application of cutting fluid at high pressure through the hole in the tool.

Work-holding mechanisms
The milling machine vise is the most common type of work holding devise used on the
milling machine.

The plain milling machine vise is used for holding work which has parallel sides. The vise is bolted directly to the table
using the T-slots in the machine table. The plain vise can be accompanied by a swivel base. (Gibraltar)

Five types of vises are manufactured in various sizes for holding milling machine
workplaces. These vises have locating keys or tongues on the underside of their bases so
they may be located correctly in relation to the T-slots on the milling machine table. The
plain vise similar to the machine table vise is fastened to the milling machine table.
Alignment with the milling machine table is provided by two slots at right angles to each
other on the underside of the vise. These slots are fitted with removable keys that align the
vise with the table T-slots either parallel to the machine arbor or perpendicular to the
arbor. The swivel vise can be rotated and contains a scale graduated in degrees at its base
which is fastened to the milling machine table and located by means of keys placed in the
T-slots. By loosening the bolts which clamp the vise to its graduated base, the vise may be
moved to hold the workpiece at any angle in a horizontal plane. To set a swivel vise
accurately with the machine spindle, a test indicator should be clamped to the machine
arbor and a check made to determine the setting by moving either the transverse or the
longitudinal feeds, depending upon the position of the vise jaws. Any deviation as shown
by the test indicator should be corrected by swiveling the vise on its base. The universal
vise is used for work involving compound angles, either horizontally or vertically. The
base of the vise contains a scale graduated in degrees and can rotate 360 ° in the horizontal
plane and 90 ° in the vertical plane. Due to the flexibility of this vise, it is not adaptable
for heavy milling.

Swivel Base and Vise

The swivel base is graduated in degrees and allows the vise to swivel in the horizontal
plane. The swivel base gives the vise a greater degree of versatility, but should be
avoided when doing heavy rough cutting operations because it reduces the rigidity of the
setup. For machining operations involving compound angles, a universal vise is
commonly used.

Universal Angle Milling Vise.
The universal vise allows the operator to tilt the workpiece 90 degrees in the vertical
plane as well as swivel it 360 degrees in the horizontal plane. In high production
situations an air or hydraulically actuated vise may be used. These types of vises are quick
acting. They also maintain consistent clamping pressures from one part to the next.
However, on most manual type milling machines the vise is opened or closed using a
handle. When tightening a plain type milling machine vise it is not necessary to strike
the handle of the vise.

(Univ. of Maine)

Striking the vise handle with a hammer can either cause the vise to become overtightened
or cause the vise handle to break. If it becomes apparent that the vise is not holding
properly, check with your instructor for other possible causes to the problem. In Figure 6
please study the correct and incorrect vise clamping practices. Keep the workpiece as
low in the vise as possible. Work that extends out of the vise has a greater chance of
loosening up under cutting conditions.

Vise Clamping Principles For Milling
Blocks. V-Blocks hold and support round work for milling or drilling. V-Blocks come in
many different sizes. On milling machines, V-Blocks are typically clamped directly to the
table.

A V-Block and a strap clamp can be used to clamp a round part to the table.

Angel plates
An angle plate is simply a piece of cast iron or steel that has two flat surfaces at right
angles to each other. The two ends of the angle plate are also flat and at right angles to
both of the two other surfaces. On some angle plates there can be webbing between the
two surfaces to add to the rigidity of the surfaces. In this case inside surfaces are often just
the rough surface of the original casting. Most angle plates have on the two main surfaces
slots so either face can have a workpiece, other device or the milling table attached to it.
Webbed angle plate. Some angle plates are made thicker so they are rigid enough without
any stiffening and do not need webs at the ends. This means the internal surfaces can be
machined accurately and flat. It will be seen that this is a very useful facility especially
where space is limited. If the angle plate does not have holes in it where they are needed
then they can often be drilled in it. This is not a good idea to do this too often. But it is
worth doing it to achieve a common set-up like fitting a rotary table to it. In this case it
can be convenient to drill and tap these holes so that studs can be fitted into them. This is
can be easier than trying to clamp the rotary table using loose bolts and nuts.
Use of an angle plate.The main purpose of the angle plate is that it effectively rotates one
surface, for example, a milling table, into another surface at right angles to the first. If a
workpiece is clamped to an angle plate, it effectively rotates it through 90 º . When a
flattish workpiece is clamped to the milling table it is usually with the large surface
horizontal. In this position it is not always easy to machine the sides of the workpiece as
might be required. But if we use an angle plate to turn it through 90 º we can easily
machine the sides. Similarly, it is possible to hold a long thin workpiece on end on an
angle plate. It is then possible to machine the end of the workpiece.
Mounting to the table. Work that is too large or has an odd configuration is usually bolted
directly to the table. This method of work holding takes the most ingenuity and expertise.
There are a number of accessories that can be used to help you set up the workpiece.

Direct Clamping using strap clamps-Notice the stop block. It is used to align the work as
well as prevent the part from slipping. A variety of commercially available clamp sets are
available for directly mounting workpieces.

Clamping Sets.

Parallels
Parallels are pieces of steel bar stock accurately machines so that the opposing sides are
parallel to each other. Parallels are provided in sets of two with identical dimensions.
Parallels come in sets of two and are used in order to provide clearance under the work so
the cutting tool does not damage the machine table or the vise base.

Sets of parallels .

Vice Alignment
In the setting up of the vice onto the machine table, the fix jaw of the vice must be set
parallel to the machine table using a Parallel Bar and a Dial Indicator. Adjustments can
only be made by using a hide face hammer to correct its position such that a near zero
indicator movement is achieved at all positions along the parallel bar.
Work Holding Method. In the machining of a complex component, it is usually started off
with the milling of a rectangular block. To ensure that each surface of the rectangular
block is perpendicular to its neighbouring surfaces, the following points should be
noted:
• The vice jaws and the workpiece must be free from burrs, chips, and cutting fluid.
• Smaller workpiece should be supported by parallel bars to provide the supporting
datum.
• Round bar must be placed between the workpiece and the movable jaw to ensure that
the workpiece is in perfect contact with the fix jaw.

• The vice handle should be tightened by hand to avoid over clamping of the workpiece as
well as the vice. Hide face hammer should be used to assure that the workpiece is in
perfect contact with the supporting base.
• On completion of the milling of the first face, the workpiece should be unloaded,
deburred, and cleaned before the next operation.
• To machine the second and the third faces, the workpiece should be clamped with its
preceding machined surface facing against the fix jaw of the vice.
• Similar clamping method can be applied in the machining of the fourth face.
• Yet it can also be clamped on the vice without the round bar.
• Both ends of the workpiece can be machined with the periphery flutes of the cutter
using up cut milling as shown in figure below.

The correct and incorrect direct clamping practices.

Squaring a vise.

Squaring a vise is an important step to complete before you start machining. If you work
in a shared work space, it is always a good idea to check before starting your project.
Tools required:
· Dial Test Indicator (DTI)
· R8 collet to hold the dial test indicator (typically 3/8”)
· Dead blow hammer
· 7/8” wrench

Ensure both the mill table and bottom of vise are clean and free of debris. Using the
channels (t-slots) on the mill table, align the back jaw (fixed) with the t-slots by eye.
1) INSTALL BOLTS…AND SPACERS IF NEEDED
If the bolts are too long, you will need a spacer below the bolt to make it work. Install on
both sides.
2) TIGHTEN AND CREATE A PIVOT POINT
A pivot point must be created on the vise for fine tuning. Tighten one bolt approximately
“monkey tight” and leave the other bolt a little loose.
3): LOW GEAR BEFORE LOADING DIAL TEST INDICATOR
Put the mill in low gear. This prevents the spindle and our dial test indicator from
rotating.
4) MOUNT DIAL TEST INDICATOR
Use a lot of care with dial test indicators; they are very precise instruments and typically
cost more than $100. If you drop the indicator or expose it to an excessive amount of
shock, it will lose its accuracy.
5) LOWER THE QUILL - GET EVERYTHING IN PLACE
To square the vise, position the dial test indicator on the fixed jaw and note the value on
both sides. When both values are the same, the vise is now square.
It is easiest to lower the quill to position the dial test indicator on the fixed jaw. You could
also raise the knee of the mill to bring the vise/table to the top (this would be a more rigid
position and is recommended during milling operations), but this takes quite a few turns
and isn’t necessary.

Quiz: Is the quill locked or unlocked?
6) FIND THE DIFFERENCE IN THE PICTURE
Is the quill locked or unlocked?
7) TOUCH INDICATOR TO FIXED JAW
Move y-axis (bring the vise towards you) so indicator touches the fixed jaw. You only
want to deflect the needle on the indicator a few thousandths.
8) READING THE DIAL TEST INDICATOR
You are starting on the left side of the vise. You only want to deflect the needle on the
indicator a few thousandths (a few big tick marks).
Big tick mark to big tick mark are thousandths (.001”).
Small tick mark to big tick mark are half-thousandths (.0005”).
This dial is reading, in machinist terms, “a little more than ten and a half thousandths
(.0105).” Remember that value.
9) MOVE INDICATOR TO OTHER SIDE
Now that you’re here, hit the back button and look at the needle on the dial.
forward and come back here.

Press

Move the indicator to the right side of the vise.
The indicator is now on the right side of the vise and the needle shows about 9
thousandths. The difference between the left and right side is one and a half thousandths.

We must adjust the vise so both values are the same.
10) FINE TUNING THE VISE
Using the numbers here:
Right Side = .009”
Left Side = .0105”
Left Side (minus) Right Side = .0015”
.0015” is the maximum amount we want to move the right side (towards us).
Lightly tap the vise with a rubber mallet (dead blow hammer) to rotate the vise towards
you. Rotating it towards you increases the value on the indicator.
11) NEW RIGHT SIDE VALUE
After lightly tapping with the dead blow hammer, here’s the new value (.0105”). Check
the other side.
12) LEFT SIDE VALUE
On the other side (left) the indicator now shows 11.5 thousandths, it was 10.5
thousandths. Let’s go back to the right side and slightly adjust.
13) RIGHT SIDE TWEAK
Now you’re on the right side. Moving the vise towards you makes the value increase
from 10.5 thousands to 11.4 thousandths.
You can adjust the vise while reading the indicator only on one side. In this case we are
measuring on the right side.

Now go back to the left.
14) FINAL LEFT SIDE VALUE
11.5 on left 11.4 thousandths on right.
Since this indicator is accurate to .0005” (half thousandth) as stamped on the dial, it is
satisfactory.
Now tighten down the bolts and secure the vise to the table.
15: TIGHTEN BOLTS
Monkey tight, not gorilla tight. There’s no need to go too tight on machine tools,
especially when you have a long wrench that gives you a lot of torque.
It might be hard not to rotate the vise as you do this, so try to do it carefully.
16) FINAL CHECK
Run the indicator across the vise as a final check. If it moved slightly while tightening
and it’s something you want to correct, you can give it a little tap while it’s fully secured.
This last ditch alignment is ok and will only move .0005”. If it’s still way off the mark,
repeat the steps and get it aligned. Tightening a bolt to be a snug pivot point takes a little
practice.
17) Unlock the quill, retract the it, and remove the dial test indicator and collet.

Holding Workpieces Between Centers
The indexing fixture is used to support workplaces which are centered on both ends. When
the piece has been previously reamed or bored, it may be pressed upon a mandrel and then
mounted between the centers. Two types of mandrels may be used for mounting
workplaces between centers. The solid mandrel is satisfactory for many operations, while

one having a shank tapered to fit into the index head spindle is preferred in certain cases.
A jackscrew is used to prevent springing of long slender workplaces held between centers
or workplaces that extend some distance from the chuck. Workpieces mounted between
centers are fixed to the index head spindle by means of a lathe dog. The bent tail of the
dog should be fastened between the setscrews provided in the driving center clamp in such
a manner as to avoid backlash and prevent springing the mandrel.
When milling certain types of workpieces, a milling machine dog is held in a flexible ball
joint which eliminates shake or spring of the dog or the workpiece. The flexible ball joint
allows the tail of the dog to move in a radius along the axis of the workpiece, making it
particularly useful in the rapid milling of tapers.

Holding Workpieces in a Chuck
Before screwing the chuck to the index head spindle, it should be cleaned and any burrs on
the spindle or chuck removed. Burrs may be removed with a smooth-cut, three cornered
file or scraper, while cleaning should be accomplished with a piece of spring steel wire
bent and formed to fit the angle of the threads. The chuck should not be tightened on the
spindle so tightly that a wrench or bar is required to remove it. Cylindrical workplaces
held in the universal chuck may be checked for trueness by using a test indicator mounted
upon a base resting upon the milling machine table. The indicator point should contact the
circumference of small diameter workpieces, or the circumference and exposed face of
large diameter pieces. While checking, the workpiece should be revolved by rotating the
index head spindle.
Whenever possible, the workpiece should be clamped in the center of the vise jaws.
However, when necessary to mill a short workpiece which must be held at the end of the
vise, a spacing block of the same thickness as the piece should be placed at the opposite
end of the jaws. This will avoid strain on the movable jaw and prevent the piece from
slipping. If the workpiece is so thin that it is impossible to let it extend over the top of the
vise, hold down straps are generally used. These straps are hardened pieces of steel,
having one vertical side tapered to form an angle of about 92 ° with the bottom side and
the other vertical side tapered to a narrow edge. By means of these tapered surfaces, the
workpiece is forced downward into the parallels, holding them firmly and leaving the top
of the workpiece fully exposed to the milling cutter.

2a) I. CNC Milling
CNC, computer numeric controlled, refers to any machine tool (i.e. mill, lathe, drill press,
etc.) which uses a computer to electronically control the motion of one or more axes on
the machine. The development of NC machine tools started from a task supported by the
US Air Force in the early 1950 ’ s, involving MIT and several machine-tool
manufacturing companies. The need was recognized for machines to be able to
manufacture complex jet aircraft parts.
As computer technology evolved, computers replaced the more inflexible controllers
found on the NC machines; hence the dawn of the CNC era.
CNC machine tools use software programs to provide the instructions necessary to control
the axis motions, spindle speeds, tool changes and so on. CNC machine tools allow
multiple axes of motion simultaneously, resulting in 2D and 3D contouring ability.
CNC technology also increases productivity and quality control by allowing multiple parts
to be produced using the same program and tooling.

In CNC milling the main function of the work part clamping devices is the correct
positioning of the work parts. The work part clamping should allow a work part
change which is as quick, easy to approach, correctly and exactly positioned,
reproducible as possible. For simple machining controllable, hydraulic chuck jaws are
sufficient. For milling on all sides, the complete machining should be possible with as
few re-clamping as possible. For complicated milling parts milling fixtures, also with
integrated automatic rotation, are being manufactured or built out of available modular
systems to allow, as far as possible, complete machining without reclamping. Work
part pallets, which are loaded with the next work part by the operator outside the work
room and then automatically taken into the right machining position, are increasingly
being used.

Fig. 2a-1. Haas CNC Vertical milling machine. (Haas)

CNC tool machines are equipped with controllable automatic tool change facilities.
Depending on the type and application area these tool change facilities can
simultaneously take various quantities of tools and set the tool called by the NC
program into working position. The most common types are:

· the tool turret
· the tool magazine.
The tool turret is mostly used for lathes and the tool magazine for milling machines. If
a new tool is called by the NC program the turret rotates as long as the required tool
achieves working position. Presently such a tool change only takes fractions of
seconds.

Fig. 2a-2. Example of a turret.

Depending on the type and size, the turrets of the CNC machines have 8 to 16 tool
places. In large milling centers up to 3 turrets can be used simultaneously. If more
than 48 tools are used tool magazines of different types are used in such machining
centers allowing a charge of up to 100 and even more tools. There are longitudinal
magazines, ring magazines, plate magazines and chain magazines as well as cassette
magazines.

Fig. 2a-3.

Fig. 2a-4. Example of a chain magazine.

Fig. 2a-5. Automatic tool change facility:
1. milling tools
2. tool gripper (tool changer)
3. work spindle
4. tool magazine

In the tool magazine the tool change takes place using a gripping system also called tool
changer. The change takes place with a double arm gripping device after a new tool
has been called in the NC program as follows:
· Positioning the desired tool in magazine into tool changing position

· Taking the work spindle into changing position
· Revolving the tool gripping device to the old tool in the spindle and to the new tool in
the magazine
· Taking the tools into the spindle and magazine and revolving the tool gripping device
· Placing the tools into the spindle sleeve or magazine
· Returning the tool gripping device into home position
The tool change procedure takes between 6 to 15 seconds, whereby the quickest tool
changers are able to make the tool change in merely one second. Security precautions on
CNC machine tools The target of work security is to eliminate accidents and damages
to persons, machines and facilities at work site. Basically the same work security
precautions apply to working on CNC machines as to conventional machine tools. They
can be classified in three categories:

· Danger elimination: Defects on machines and on all devices necessary for work need to
be registered at once. Emergency exits have to be kept free. No sharp objects should be
carried in clothing. Watches and rings are to be taken off.
· Screening and marking risky areas: The security precautions and corresponding
notifications are not allowed to be removed or inactivated. Moving and intersecting
parts must be screened.
· Eliminating danger exposure: Protective clothing must be worn to protect from possible
sparks and flashes. Protective glasses or protective shields must be worn to protect the
eyes. Damaged electrical cables are not allowed to be used.

Coordinate system definition with reference to machine or work part
Machine coordinate system The machine coordinate system of the CNC machine tool is
defined by the manufacturer and cannot be changed. The point of origin for this
machine coordinate system, also called machine zero point M, cannot be shifted in its
location (see Fig. 2a-6, left). Work part coordinate system The work part coordinate
system is defined by the programmer and can be changed. The location of the point
of origin for the work part coordinate system, also called work part zero point W, can
be specified as desired (see Fig. 2a-6, right).

Fig. 2a-6. Machine coordinate system (left); Work part coordinate system (right).

The design of the CNC machine specifies the definition of the respective coordinate
system. Correspondingly, the Z axis is specified as the working spindle (tool carrier)
in CNC milling machines (see Fig. 2a-7), whereby the positive Z direction runs from the
work part upwards to the tool.
For an easier calculation of the points needed for programming it is advisable to use
the outer edges of the upper (see Fig. 2a-7, left) or the lower area (see Fig. 2a-7, right).
In the CNC lathes the working spindle (tool carrier) is specified as Z axis. This means
the Z axis is identical to the rotation axis (Fig. 2a-8). The direction of the Z axis is
specified so that the tool withdraws from the work part when moving to the positive
axis direction. The X axis is located in a right angle to the Z axis. However, the

direction of the X axis always depends on if the tool is located in front of (Fig. 2a-9,
left) or behind (Fig. 2a-9, right) the rotation center.

Fig. 2a-7. Work part zero point in the upper left outer edge (left);
Work part zero point in the lower left outer edge (right)

Fig. 2a-8. Milling work part in Cartesian coordinate system with 2-axis tool in front of the rotation center

Fig. 2a-9. Milling
work part in Cartesian coordinate system with 2-axis tool behind the rotation center

Machine zero point M
Each numerically controlled machine tool works with a machine coordinate system.
The machine zero point is the origin of the machine-referenced coordinate system. It is
specified by the machine manufacturer and its position cannot be changed. In
general, the machine zero point M is located in the center of the work spindle nose
for CNC lathes and above the left corner edge of the work part carrier for CNC
vertical milling machines.

Fig. 2a-10. Location of the zero and reference points for turning

Fig. 2a-11. Location of the zero and reference point for milling

Reference point R
A machine tool with an incremental travel path measuring system needs a calibration
point which also serves for controlling the tool and work part movements. This
calibration point is called the reference point R. Its location is set exactly by a limit
switch on each travel axis. The coordinates of the reference point, with reference to the
machine zero point, always have the same value. This value has a set adjustment in
the CNC control. After switching the machine on the reference point has to be
approached from all axes to calibrate the incremental travel path measuring system.

Tool Compensations for CNC Machining
Using tool compensation values
Using the tool compensation values it is easy to program a work part without
consideration of the actually applicable tool lengths or tool radii. The available work

part drawing data can be directly used for programming. The tool data, lengths as
well as radii of the milling machines or indexable inserts are automatically considered
by the CNC control.
Tool length compensation for milling and turning
A tool length compensation regarding the reference point enables the adjustment between
the set and actual tool length, as in case of tool finishing. This tool length value has to
be available for the control. For this it is necessary to measure the length L, i.e.
the distance between the tool setup point B and the cutting tip, and to enter it into the
control. In case of milling tools the length is defined in Z direction (Fig. 2a-12).

Fig. 2a-12. Tool compensation values on a cutting tool

B tool setup point
L length = distance of the cutting tip to the tool setup point in Z
R radius of the milling tool
In case of lathe tools the length L is defined in Z direction (Fig. 2a-13).

Fig. 2a-13. Tool compensation values on a lathe tool

B tool setup point
L length = distance of the cutting tip to the tool set-in point in Z
Q overhang = distance of the cutting tip to the tool setup point in X
R cutting radius
In the CNC control these tool compensation values are stored in the compensation
value storage, whereby in most CNC controls it is possible to describe up to 99 tools.
These values have to be activated during machining. This is done by calling the data
within the NC program, e.g., with the address H or by specific places in the T word.

Advantages Of CNC Machines When Compared To Conventional Machines

Key Learning Points: Machine axis determination for horizontal and vertical
spindle machines. Constructional details e.g. special configurations to increase
accuracy. Recirculating ball leadscrews and anti-friction slideways. Use of servo
and stepping motors in slide movement. Visual displays unit – user interfaces.
Swarf removal systems.

Machine Axis Determination For Horizontal And Vertical Spindle Machines

The primary axes of a machine are designated as X, Y, Z, which have positive
and negative values. The Z-axis is always the main spindle axis and is positive
away from the work, which is for safety reasons. The X-axis is always horizontal
and parallel to the surface of the work. The Y-axis is perpendicular to both X and Z
axes. For the milling machine, the Z + direction is upwards away from the work,
Z – direction is downwards into the work. The X + direction is to the right of
the work and the X – direction to the left. The Y + direction is back into the
machine and the Y- direction is directly towards the operator.
For the lathe, the Z + direction is to the right and away from the work, Z –
direction is to the left and into the work. The X + direction is directly towards
the operator, the X – direction is back into the machine away from the operator.
The conventional machine is designed to have an operator standing directly in
front controlling the machine. For the CNC machine this is no longer required as
the machine is operating under program control. CNC machines have more rigid
construction when compared to the conventional machine. The slide ways, guide
and spindles of the CNC machine all look over proportioned when compared to
the conventional machine. The structure of the CNC machine is therefore designed
to cope with the torsional forces and heavy duty cutting imposed on these machines.
Recirculating Ball Leadscrews And Anti-Friction Slideways. The slideways on a
conventional machine operate under the conditions of sliding friction, where the
friction is higher at lower velocities, which can result in jerky slide movements.
To overcome this rolling friction can be used instead of sliding friction, where recirculating roller bearings are positioned under the slideways. The leadscrews in
conventional machines are usually of the Acme thread form, which are inefficient
due to the high frictional resistance between the flanks of the screw and the nut.
There is also backlash, because of the clearance between the screw and the nut.
This has been replaced in the CNC machine with the recirculating ball lead screw,
where both the leadscrew and the nut have a precision ground radiused shaped
thread. The space or track between the leadscrew and nut is filled with an endless
stream or ball bearings. The advantages are longer life, less frictional resistance,
lower torque required, more precise positioning of slides, where backlash is almost
completely eliminated.
Use Of Servo And Stepping Motors In Slide Movement. The slides and spindle of the
CNC machine are driven by either stepper motor, which are used in an open-loop
system or servo motors, which are used in a closed-loop system. Stepper motor –
a digital signal is sent from the controller to the motor in the form of pulses,
which will cause the motor to rotate through a specified angle, which causes the

slide to move by the required distance, e.g. if five digital pulses are sent to the
stepper motor then it will rotate by five steps, which is converted to linear
movement by the leadscrew. The speed by which the pulses are sent to the stepper
motor will determine the velocity of the slide movement. As the distance moved
by the slide and the feed can be accurately controlled by the CNC control system,
then there is no need for positional or velocity feedback. There are however some
disadvantages associated with this open-loop system using stepper motors:
- If the machine axis is stalled through overload, the pulses will continue to count and
loss of position will occur.
- The maximum output of power from a stepper motor is relatively low.
- The pulse rate or frequency is limited therefore the maximum axis feed rate is
restricted, which means that the rapid traverse speeds are low.
The stepper motors are only used on small low powered machines.
Servo Motor – the servo motor requires both positional and velocity feedback,
which means that the actual position and velocity of the slideway is continuously
compared to the digital signal that is being sent out by the controller. This
therefore is a closed-loop system. The device used to provide feedback from the
slide to the controller is a transducer, which converts mechanical displacement into an
electrical signal.
Visual Displays Unit – User Interfaces. The visual display unit (VDU), which is
also called a monitor or a display is normally built-in to the side panel of the CNC
machine. It visually lists the machining program in the form of G-codes and can
also be used to show a graphical display of the path that the cutting tool will
take to machine the part. A keyboard close to the VDU allows programs to be
written directly into the controller unit of the machine or can be used to modify
existing programs. It is more common nowadays to prepare the program on a
separate computer and then load it onto the CNC machine later. The advantage of
this is that the CNC machine is not idle while the program is being written.
Swarf Removal Systems. When swarf builds up on the table of a conventional
machine, it is usually removed by the machine operator. The build up is easily
seen by the operator and removed when required. However for CNC machines
swarf build-up is a problem due to the high rates of metal removal and the fact
that CNC machines may not have an operator present during machining. Therefore
in CNC machines have built in swarf removal equipment such as rotary screw or
linear conveyors. Slanted beds in CNC lathes allow swarf to fall away into the
base of the machine. Multiple coolant nozzles around the cutting zone can assist in

removing swarf.
Key Learning Points: Advantages of CNC machining: high accuracy and
repeatability, production times, safety. Elimination of special jigs and fixtures.
Reduction of machine set up times. Flexibility in changes of component design.
Reduction of operation error. Complex one-off components and small batch
quantities. Guarding arrangements for CNC machines. Adaptability and advantages
of CNC within modern and evolving industries including the apprentices workplace.
Advantages Of Cnc Machining: High Accuracy And Repeatability, Production Times,
Safety
Once the program has been written and proved, parts can be consistently
machined to a high degree of accuracy and consistency. Production time can also
be reduced due the fact that the tool can be feed at a rapid feed rate to the work.
Also complex form tools are not required as the CNC machine can generate the
required profile. Safety has also been improved as most CNC machines have safety
features such as guards.
Elimination Of Special Jigs And Fixtures
Production time can also be reduced and costs reduced due the fact that writing a
part program is quicker and cheaper than manufacturing jigs and fixtures.
Reduction Of Machine Set Up Times
Setup times can be reduced when compared to the setup times on conventional
machines due to the fact that equipment such as, the rotary table, jigs, fixtures,
form tools etc., do not need to setup.
Flexibility In Changes Of Component Design
When the program is written to the drawing dimensions, a trial part is machined
to prove the program. The machined part is rarely correct on the first run,
therefore modifications will need to be made to the program to bring some
features within the required tolerance band. This is easily done by calling up the
program, which will be displayed on the screen. The operator then scrolls down to

the line where the value needs to be changed. When the change is made the
program can be run again. Also future design changes can be made in the same
way.
Reduction Of Operation Error
Provided that the program is correct and the cutting tools are setup properly no
errors will occur in the work. As explained above, the program is normally proved
in advance of production. Operator fatigue, boredom or inattention will not affect the
quality or the duration of machine as can occur when machining on a conventional
machine.
Complex One-Off Components And Small Batch Quantities
CNC machines are ideal for one-off components and small batch quantities. The
fast changeover times that can be achieved by the CNC machine means that small
batches can be machined economically. The program needs to be prepared on a
separate computer so that the CNC machine can remain in production. The program can
be stored on the CNC machine and called up when required again in the future.
Guarding Arrangements for CNC Machines
Safety has also been improved when compared to conventional machines, as most
CNC machines have safety features such as guards. The machine is only accessible
through the sliding doors that are closed prior to the machine starting up. Safety
switches are placed behind the sliding doors will not allow the machine program
to run until the doors are closed. Also, if the doors are opened the machine will
switch off.
Adaptability and Advantages of CNC within Modern and Evolving Industries
including the Apprentices Workplace
In the past it was adequate for the apprentice Toolmaker to be trained on conventional
milling machines and the lathes. In order to use these machines effectively the
apprentice had to learn to use other equipment such as the sine bar, rotary table,
dividing head etc., on the milling machine and learn how to turn tapers, stepped
diameters, threads etc., on the lathe.

Nowadays the CNC machine is used through out industry. It can perform all the above
tasks and can also be programmed and run by semi-skilled operators. It is still
very important to be proficient in all aspects of the conventional milling machine
and lathe, but learning to use the CNC machine is a necessary requirement of the
modern day apprentice.

Feeds and Speeds
One of the challenges in getting good CNC cuts is in selecting the best cutting
speed (feed rate) and router/spindle RPM (speed of rotation). Feeds and speeds are
a critical part of machining and should be fully understood before deviating from
recommended settings. One of the primary concerns of machining is chip load,
which is a representation of the size of the chips produced during cutting. The
goal is to get the maximum chip load possible to increase productivity, reduce
heat, and prevent premature dulling. When chip load is too small, bits will get too
hot and dull quicker. When chip load is too high, the tool will deflect creating a
bad surface finish and, in extreme cases, will chip or break your bit.
Chip load is a function of three different parameters: feed rate, RPM, and number
of flutes on the tool. Selection can be facilitated using the guidance provided by
manufacturers regarding the be st chip load for a particular cutter. Chip load is the
thickness of the chunk of material taken by a tooth of the cutter. This parameter
has a relationship between the combination of how fast the cutter is moving
forward into the material and how fast it is turning (Chip load = Feed Rate /
[RPM x number of flutes]). This relationship shown in the formula gives you
starting point speed values for testing to determine the most suitable parameters for
any cutting situation. The ShopBot “ Chip Load Calculator ” simply provides a
quick way to explore these values, and is most useful if you know the approximate
desired chip load for a particular cutter and material. Your machine will have either
a router or a spindle. The advantage of a spindle is that speed can be very
precisely controlled. This allows for optimization of your cuts. A router does not
have a precise speed controller so the actual speed of the router is directly
correlated to the depth of cut, material, and feed rate it is cutting at. For routers
these numbers will be a starting point, but will have to be adjusted for real life
conditions. This is a necessity because routers tend to run a speed lower than the
setting on the router indicates; settings should be recorded as they will work for
similar cuts in similar material. It is recommended that you start with the low
numbers to ensure it is within an acceptable range for your tool. Note that there
is considerable overlap in the range of parameters; you will need to test in this

range for the best speed selection for a particular cutting or machining operation.
Below is the strategy that Onsrud suggests. This works particularly well for routers.
Optimizing feed rates and speeds:
1. Start off using an RPM derived for the chip load for the material you are
cutting (see charts).
2. Increase the cutting speed (feed rate) until the quality of the part ’ s finish starts
to decrease or the part is starting to move from hold downs. Then decrease speed
by 10%.
3. Decrease RPM until finish deteriorates, then bring RPM back up until finish is
acceptable.
4. This optimizes RPM and speed so that you are taking the largest possible chips.
This will be the best feed and speed for that particular cut. In order to reduce the
amount of work needed we supply a range of feeds and speeds to start at (step 1
above). To increase performance you will want to optimize feeds and speeds as
detailed above. If you run into any surface finish problems you can adjust them
until performance is acceptable. If you run into a lot of work holding issues you
may need to revisit your work holding method to ensure it is adequate.
Manufacturer settings for bits
Fortunately, most manufacturers have done the work of finding the optimal speeds
and feeds for you. Your first resource for proper feeds and speeds should be the
manufacturer of your bit. There are numerous calculators available online that will
give you rough numbers. These should work fine, but may not be optimized for
your particular bit. The manufacturer of the bit will still be the best resource;
most reputable companies have information and live support available to help
users of their tools utilize them properly. We recommend Onsrud tools and will be
passing on their recommendations for our basic bit kit. If you are going to do
production work in a certain type of material, you would be best served by
purchasing a bit made for that type of cutting. If you are going to do a number of
different materials, then a more general bit could be used. We will try to give you
a general overview, but bit manufacturers will be happy to work with you to help
you determine the bit you will need for a particular use.
Chip Load = per cutting edge. IPS = Inches Per Second.
IPM = Inches Per Minute. RPM = Revolutions Per Minute. # of cutting edges = #

of flutes.*
*typically true unless stated otherwise by manufacturer.
Chip Load = Feed Rate (IPM) / (RPM x # of cutting edges)
Feed Rate (IPM) = RPM x # of cutting edges x Chip Load Speed (RPM) = Feed
Rate (IPM) / (# of cutting edges x Chip Load)
IPM = IPS x 60
Depth of cut: A function of cutting edge diameter set by manufacturer. Onsrud bits are
typically allowed a cut depth per pass equal to the cutting edge diameter unless
otherwise specified for a particular material. If you wish to cut deeper you will
need to reduce the chip load. For twice the depth of cut you will have to reduce
the chip load per tooth by 25% and for triple the depth of cut you will have to
reduce the chip load by 50%. Please note that if you do this you will have to
calculate the feed rate and speed yourself instead of using the chart.
Example using a 1/4 ” or 0.125 ” bit Straight V Carbide Tipped Endmill SB#
13642: You decide to use this bit for soft wood, and decide to use this to a depth
of cut of 1/2 ” (2 times the diameter) which means you can ’ t use our chart. You
decide to start with the middle of the range of recommended chip load provided
on the chart ((.006+.004)/2=.005). You then reduce that by 25% to allow for the
deeper cutting depth (0.75x0.005=0.00375). You decide you are going to cut at a
RPM of 18,000 and this tool only has one flute as shown in the chart provided
below. Now that you have the information needed to find the feed speed, we will
use the ShopBot 3 “ Chip Load Calculator ” to decide what value to start with.
Speed and Feed charts
The values in these charts have been taken from Onsrud ’ s recommendations and
calculated for you in order to save time for the bits provided in our bit kit. For further
information, Onsrud series numbers are provided. We also provide the ShopBot numbers
for an easier, streamlined ordering experience for you. Onsrud provided numbers are cut
depths, chip loads, and flutes. The exception to this rule is the “ Carbide Tipped Surfacing
Cutter ” which has all values provided by Onsrud. Any tools with no values provided are
not listed by Onsrud, but if you contact them about your specific use they may provide
you with some base numbers from which to calculate. The “ Chip Load Calculator ” in

ShopBot 3 was utilized with a starting RPM of 18,000 on all tools to find the calculated
feed rate. Any deviations from provided numbers should be verified and adjusted through
recalculation in ShopBot 3 “ Chip Load Calculator. ”

Beginning CNC Programming
There are two ways to program modern CNC machine tools.
1. Conversational Programming. This is the simpler of the two methods. In effect, this is
a macro programming language used to instruct the machine to perform pre-programmed
cycles (i.e. facing, drilling holes in arrays, etc.). When writing a conversational program,

you simply enter the appropriate parameters associated with each machining cycle. This
is analogous to using the polar array function in SolidWorks or Pro/E; you don ’ t have to
do the layout or trig to find the location of the features; you just specify the essential
parameters and the software does the rest for you.
2. CAM Programming. This is the more powerful of the two methods. Using this
method, you import your part model into a CAM (computer aided manufacturing)
program and define the parameters associated with each and every machined feature on
the part. These parameters include tool diameter and length, depth of cut, tool path
geometry, etc.

2a) II. CNC Programming
Conversational CNC Programming
The following cycles are typical of the machining operations available when programming
a 3-axis CNC milling machine. Position. Used to move the XYZ coordinates at rapid
feedrate. Drill_one. Used to position the tool at a specific XYZ coordinate position in
order to automatically drill a hole. The automatic drill cycles allow for simple drilling,
peck drilling, spot-facing and bore cycles. Drill_pattern. Used to define polar or
rectangular hole arrays for automatic drilling. Line. Used to cut straight lines along an
axis or a diagonal at the desired feedrate. Arc. Used to cut a circle or partial circle that is
part of a series of cuts that usually includes lines as well. Face. Used to define a
rectangular zig-zag pattern used to clean off a part surface. Pocket. Used to clear the
material out of a rectangle, circle or polygon. Frame. Used to cut the inside or outside
outline of a rectangle, circle or polygon. Tool. Used to enter tool parameters, machine
function parameters and program pause/stop codes. Scale/mirror. Used to scale and/or
mirror other part features. Rotate. Used to repeat other part features around a specific
center of rotation.

Conversational CNC Programming Example #1 Drill Pattern Bolt Circle Variables
(G121): X = X center Y = Y center R = Radius A = Start angle (absolute) N = # of holes
H = # of holes to drill

CNC Mill Calibration Procedure Memorial University Technical
Services Document No.: TS-0057 Revision: 2 1.0

Standards and Equipment

Exhibit 1

The following equipment is required:
Calibrated Dial Indicator
Calibrated Finger Dial Indicator
NOTE: Standards and equipment used must have a valid calibration
certificate 2.0 Calibration Procedure “TS-0079 CNC Mill Calibration Record
Sheet.pdf” must be used Clean the Dial Indicator and Finger Dial Indicator’s
measuring surfaces and stand, the mill bed, spindle, and all mounting points
for the magnetic base
NOTE: Ensure that the dial indicator stylus is perpendicular to the X, Y, and
Z axis and the spindle when performing any measurement

Step 1: Measure the ambient temperature and record it. If the temperature is
<18°C or >24°C, see the Division Manager for further instructions.

Step 2: Test Characteristic: Spindle Bore
Test Method: Remove any tool that may be attached to the spindle (This must
be done via the digital panel and a machinist should be asked to show/verify
the machine is safe to calibrate). Mount the magnetic base securely on the
table and place the finger dial indicator against the inner bore of the spindle
(Exhibit 1).

Exhibit 2
Rotate the spindle 360 degrees and then record the maximum deflection.
Acceptable Limit: +/- 0.001” or 0.025 mm

Step 3: Test Characteristic: X - Axis Scale
Test Method: Securely mount the magnetic base on the table and place the
dial indicator stylus against the spindle rim, making sure it is perpendicular to
the y and z axis (Exhibit 2).
With the dial touching the outer rim of the chuck, the center point must be
found. Move the table left/right in the x direction until the needle starts to
deflect.
Now move in the y direction, and the point of maximum deflection will be
the center point. Now move the table right/left in the x direction until the dial
stops moving, and move it back in until it just starts to deflect. DO NOT
MOVE THE TABLE BACKWARDS FROM THIS POINT ON. Zero both
the dial and the digital readout, then move the table in the x direction until the
digital readout displays 1.0000”.
Record both the digital readout and dial indicator reading.
Acceptable Limit: +/- 0.001” or 0.025 mm

Exhibit 3

Step 4: Test Characteristic: Y - Axis Scale
Test Method: Securely mount the magnetic base on the table and place the
dial indicator stylus against the spindle rim, making sure it is perpendicular to
the x and z axis. With the dial touching the outer rim of the spindle, the
center point must be found. Move the table in/out in the y direction until the
needle starts to deflect. Now move left/right the x direction, and the point of
maximum deflection will be the center point. Now move the table out/in in
the y direction until the dial stops moving, and move it back in until it just
starts to deflect. DO NOT MOVE THE TABLE BACKWARDS FROM THIS
POINT ON. Zero both the dial and the digital readout, then move the bed in
the y direction until the digital readout displays 1.0000”. Record both the
digital readout and dial indicator reading.
Acceptable Limit: +/- 0.001” or 0.025 mm

Step 5: Test Characteristic: Z - Axis Scale
Test Method: Securely mount the magnetic base on the table and place the
dial indicator stylus against the bottom of the spindle face or other flat point
on the headstock, making sure it is perpendicular to the x and y axis. With
the dial touching the surface, move the table upwards in the z direction until

the needle starts to deflect. DO NOT MOVE THE TABLE BACKWARDS
FROM THIS POINT ON. Zero both the dial and the digital readout, then
move the table in the z direction until

Exhibit 4
the digital readout displays 1.0000”. Record both the digital readout and dial
indicator reading.
Acceptable Limit: +/- 0.001” or 0.025 mm

Arcs and Lines(dashed line is tool path for 1/8 ” diameter endmill).

Below is the actual tool path code for the previous example. After the user enters the
basic parameters, this is the program that is generated by the conversational interface to
run on the CNC. An analogy to software programming is that conversational programming
is similar to programming using a compiler (i.e., C, Fortran, VB, etc.) and the actual tool
path code generated is equivalent to the final compiled machine code or instructions.

CNC CAM Programming
Once the part has been designed using conventional mechanical design methods
(structural analysis, FEA, fatigue study, etc.), the part is manufactured using the following
method.
1. Create a solid 3D model of the part to be produced. Any standard CAD format is
acceptable.
2. Import the solid model into the CAM (computer aided manufacturing) software. (this
demonstration uses MasterCAM)
3. Input the raw material stock size and set the part ’ s coordinate origin.
4. Input the necessary information for each tool used in machining the part features.
Typically, a tool library will exist, which is simply a database of tools and their related
parameters.
5. For each part feature, select the appropriate tool from the library and set the parameters
necessary for machining that feature. Typical parameters include spindle speed, depth of
cut, feedrate, number of passes, tool path pattern, etc.
6. Verify the programmed tool path(s) by running the CAM software ’ s virtual machining
cycle.

Inventor CAD model of example part (mirrored for clarity).

CAM part setup and coordinate zeroing.

Tool library showing database of previously used tools.

Tool parameters stored for each cutting tool used.

CAM parameters
for cutting one feature (pocket) in the part.

CAM roughing and finishing parameters.

CAM operations
list showing all cutting operations & tools.

Virtual verification cycle used to catch errors before cutting.

Final program ready to be processed by the CNC machine.

Final Facts about CNC Machining
• CNC manufacturing offers advantages on two types of parts: (1) simple parts that are
mass produced and/or (2) complex parts with features requiring multiple axes of
simultaneous motion. For simple parts in low quantity, it is often quicker to produce the
parts on manual machines (as in lab).
• CNC does not inherently imply increased part accuracy. An old CNC with a lot of hours
of use will produce less accurate features than a new quality manual machine and viseversa; so don ’ t automatically associate higher accuracy with CNC machines. (Accuracy
has more to do with machine design, component selection and mechanical wear.)
• Modern CNC machines offer increased productivity due to stiffer machine and spindle
designs, more powerful motors, high pressure coolant (up to 1000 psi) that floods the
cutting zone, automatic tool changers, digital workpiece and tool probing, and/or
horizontally mounted spindles.

• Downsides to CNC machines are higher initial cost, larger space and electrical
requirements, increased maintenance cost, required programming skillset and their
inherent complexity means there ’ s a higher probably of component failure during the
useful lifespan.

(Brown & Sharpe)

Common terminology
Computer controlled – indicating local processor on the machine tool
Movement – following Cartesian (2D/3D) coordinates defined by the source code

Tool – predominately visualized with a milling cutter, but could be anything from a glue
gun to a plasma torch
Space – the machine tool envelope – the XYZ motion limits
Component Definition - CAD model or engineering drawing. A simple component defined
in an engineering drawing could be taken straight to the machine but consider the
dimensions – are they appropriate for the direct definition of tool motions in standard
cycles on your controller? Tool radius compensation is usually handled by the controller
software when using shop floor software.
Source code – a list of commands listed in a Program defining machine actions and tool
movements, the program will either originate from CAM software following a CAD
model or from shop floor software.

G-Code - the fundamental machine control code, it can be manually input or output from a
CAM system via a translator called a Post Processor. There are three broad elements in

this language – machine control M codes, motion control G codes, and the position
coordinates. Complex 3D forms will generally be machines using ISO output from a CAM
system.

Conversational Programming - For simpler components programmed at the machine
conversational programming (CP) can be used. This system of automating common tasks
such as machining a pocket or drilling a group of holes though a canned cycle (similar to a
wizard or macro) can make significant time saving hiding or bypassing the G-code. CP

languages and protocol are unique to individual manufacturers, the code above is from a
Heidenhain controller.
Controller – the user interface of the machine tool. Although they facilitate a lot of
common functions, the machine control interfaces are very different in layout and
workflow. You will commonly see a small number of controllers fitted to many different
CNC machines. Common controller manufacturers are Haas, Mazak, Heidenhain, Hurco,
Fanuc and Prototrak.

Offsets - when the machine tool is first started all the drive axis are ‘homed’ – driven to
their limits to determine the actual position of the center and end of the spindle in the
machine envelope. This defines the the machine coordinate system.
But the range of tools used in a job will have different lengths and the component
geometry is relative to a position within its extents – this is where Offsets come in,
constantly adjusting the XYZ reference point relative to fixture positions and tool changes.
Cost of a crash - Ultimately the machine drives will simply do what they’re told –
although we have virtual collision checking there is no physical collision avoidance,
crashing a tool costs time and money so use all your resources and training to prove your
code before cutting material.

2a) III. CNC Mill Installation Instructions
For operator safety and proper operation, a separate earth ground wire of the same
conductor size as the input power must be connected to the machine chassis. This ground
wire is required for operator safety and for proper operation. This ground must be supplied
from the main plant ground at the service entrance, and should be routed in the same
conduit as the input power to the machine. A local cold water pipe or ground rod adjacent
to the machine cannot be used for this purpose. Input power to the machine must be
grounded. For wye power, the neutral must be grounded. For delta power, a central leg
ground or one leg ground should be used. The machine will not function properly on
ungrounded power. (This is not a factor with the External 480V Option.) The rated
horsepower of the machine may not be achieved if the imbalance of the incoming voltage
is beyond an acceptable limit. The machine may function properly, yet may not deliver the
advertised power. This is noticed more often when using phase converters. A phase
converter should only be used if all other methods cannot be used. The maximum leg-toleg or leg-to-ground voltage should not exceed 260 volts, or 504 volts for high-voltage
machines with the Internal High Voltage Option.
1. The current requirements shown in the table reflect the circuit breaker size internal to
the machine. This breaker has an extremely slow trip time. It may be necessary to size the
external service breaker up by 20-25%, as indicated by “ power supply ” , for proper
operation.
2. The high-voltage requirements shown reflect the Internal 400V configuration which is
standard on European machines. Domestic and all other users must use the External 480V
option.

The recommended method of attaching the air hose is to the barb fitting at the back of the
machine with a hose clamp. If a quick coupler is desired, use a 3/8” for 40 taper machines,
or a 1/2” for 50 taper machines and machines with the side mount tool changer option.
Excessive oil and water in the air supply will cause the machine to malfunction. The air
filter/regulator has an automatic bowl dump that should be empty before starting the
machine. This must be checked for proper operation monthly. Also, excessive
contaminants in the air line may clog the dump valve and cause oil and/or water to pass
into the machine.

Keep in mind when moving the VF, VM, and VR models, much of its weight is
concentrated in the column at the back. When lifting these mills from the side, it is
important that the forks of the forklift be positioned as close to the back of the machine as
possible without being on the pads.
CAUTION: Do not lift the machine any farther than necessary off the floor when moving
it, and move as slowly and cautiously as possible. Dropping the machine, even from a
height of a few inches, can cause injury, result in expensive repairs, and void the warranty.
VF 1-2 and VM-2: The only acceptable way to move this mill is to pick it up from the
SIDE with a forklift. Follow the machine weight and fork length specifications described
earlier. The forks must be set as far apart as possible without being on the pads. The forks
must be positioned all the way to the back of the VMC and they must extend at least 3”
past the far side of the machine base. Also, there must be about approximately 6”
clearance between the forklift and the side of the machine.
VF 3-11 and VR-11: Lift from the BACK of the machine with a forklift. Follow the
machine weight and fork length specifications described earlier. There must be
approximately 6” clearance between the forklift and the back of the machine. Attempting
to move the machine any other way may void the warranty.

1. Lift the machine clear of the pallet. 2. Thread the leveling screws through the casting
until they extend about an inch out of the bottom of the machine. If a screw is excessively
hard to turn, remove it, dress the threads in the hole with a 1-14 UNC tap, and inspect the
screw. If the screw has dings, dress the threads with a 60 ° V file. (You must have good
control over these screws because they are used to precision level the machine.)
3. Move the machine to where it will be located. Grease the dimple in each leveling pad
and locate them under the leveling screws at the four corners. Then lower the machine.

4. Remove all banding and packing material around the control panel and the doors.
5. On the VF-6/8 and VR series, remove the pendant support.
6. Remove the control arm shipping brace. On the VF-3/4, swing the control arm into
position and bolt it to the support on the top front of the machine enclosure. On the VF6/8, swing control arm to the proper position.

Setting the machine in place (VS)
Ensure the anchoring preparations are in accordance with the anchoring instructions prior
to setting the machine in place.
1. Prepare the table base for mating
• Remove the X-axis auger and auger trough
• Stone and clean thoroughly the mating flange surface. This is an extremely important
step that must be well and properly done before the bases are moved into position with
respect to each other. (Failure to
properly prepare the surfaces and preserve their
cleanliness may require separation of the main components for corrective action).
• Clean the holes in the table base.
• Ensure the air/electrical/oil lines and connectors are bundled and safely away from the
mating surfaces.
2. Prepare the column base for mating • Stone and clean thoroughly the mating flange
surface. This is an extremely important step that must be well and properly done before
the bases are moved into position with respect to each other. (Failure to properly prepare
the surfaces and preserve their cleanliness may require separation of the main
components for corrective action).
• Check the thread of each hole in the column base, ensure there is no damage.

• Ensure the air/electrical/oil lines and connectors are safely away from the mating
surfaces.
3. Place the table base assembly in position. Rough level by measuring from the floor to
the bottom of the base (very close to 2.5 inches). Each of the leveling screws and pads
should be in place at this time and it is advisable to take the measurement at each leveling
screw location for best results. This will ensure that the final leveling procedure will go
more quickly and that the coolant tank will properly fit beneath the coolant discharge.
Loosely screw the jam nuts onto the leveling screws.
4. Place the column base assembly in position. When placing the column base in position
with respect to the table base, it is important that the two mating flanges be as parallel as
possible (vertically and horizontally). Be certain that each of the screws are actually
engauged in the threads, and that when the column base is in place and the mating surfaces
are in contact that each screw is free to rotate. Rough level by measuring from the floor to
the bottom of the base (very close to 2.5 inches). Each of the leveling screws and pads
should be in place at this time and it is advisable to take the measurement at each leveling
screw location for best results. This will ensure that the final leveling procedure will go
more quickly.
After rough leveling, fully tighten the connecting screws to be sure the mating surfaces are
in full contact, and then loosen them all approximately 3 full turns. Be certain that the
connecting screws are still free to rotate (do not leave the connecting bolts tight at this
time because the machine still must be final leveled and squared).
Grating Platform
Large vertical machines (VF-6 through 11) have a small platform located on either side of
the Y-axis waycover to provide a safe support for an operator should it be necessary to
enter the enclosure. The platform supports are preinstalled in domestic machines. Export
machines do not have the platform supports installed to allow for lifting. The two supports
and required bolts are shipped inside the machine enclosure. After the machine is set in
place, install the platform supports in the countersunk holes (3 each) on either side of the
Y-Axis waycover using the supplied bolts.
Work Platform
Large vertical machines (VF-6 through 11) have a moveable work platform that can be
placed in front of the machine for operator access. The platform is wrapped and shipped
attached to the pallet alongside the machine. When the machine is in place, set the work

platform on its legs in front of the machine enclosure.

Unblocking the machine
CAUTION: Before unblocking machine ensure that counterbalance cylinder charging
hose is attached to nitrogen tank and nitrogen tank is fully charged to 1250psi. The
counterbalance cylinders have been removed (for overhead clearance during shipping),
and they must be reinstalled and recharged with dry nitrogen prior to enabling the Z-axis.
The table is secured for shipping by means of blocks that are bolted to the table base. The
column is secured for shipping by means of blocks that are bolted to the column base. The
spindle head is secured for shipping and a cover has been placed over the Y-axis ballscrew
and that cover must be removed.

Y-axis Ballscrew Cover
Remove the cover from around the Y-axis ballscrew. There are two parts to the cover, a
long section above the ballnut and a short section below the ballnut. Be certain to
completely remove the cover from the ballscrew to prevent contamination after the Y-axis
is later enabled. Inspect the ballscrew for any contamination that may have gotten through
the dust cover during shipping and remove if necessary.

Installing the hydraulic counterbalance system

The hydraulic counterbalance system has been discharged of nitrogen (but contains the
correct volume of fluid) and the hydraulic counterbalance cylinders have been removed
from the column for overhead clearance in the shipping configuration. The hoses have
been disconnected from the hydraulic cylinders and plugged. The hydraulic cylinders have
been placed in the Y-axis auger trough for shipping. The two shoulder screws that secure
each of the hydraulic cylinders to the top of the column have been stored by tightening
them into the threads on the cylinder mounting surface on top of the column. The Z-axis
has been disabled for reasons of safety when initially powering up the machine.
1. Remove the counterbalance cylinders from the auger trough and unwrap them.
2. Remove the flat washer and two jam nuts from the end of the rod.
3. Remove the two shoulder screws from the threads in the mounting surface on top of the
column.
4. Remove the plug from the port of the cylinder and fully extend the cylinder rod.
5. Insert the counterbalance cylinder down through the top of the column and feed the end
of the rod through the mating hole in the back of the spindle head.

6. Place the flat washer on the rod and thread both nuts onto the end of the rod. Before

jamming the nuts together, be certain they are both high enough to allow the insertion of
the cotter pin into the hole on the end of the cylinder rod. When the nuts are in place, jam
the nuts together. Insert the cotter pin into the hole on the end of the rod. Repeat for the
remaining hydraulic cylinder.
7. Insert and tighten the hydraulic hose fitting (use teflon tape on the fitting) in the port of
the counterbalance cylinder.
8. Orient the cylinder so the hose will be away from the spindle head during operation and
tighten the shoulder screws.
9. Remove the cap plug on the end of the hydraulic hose and connect it to the fitting (use
teflon tape) that is now in the port of the cylinder.
10. Charge the counterbalance system using dry nitrogen to about 1300 psi (measure at the
bottom of travel of the axis). Use all appropriate safety precautions and a supply bottle of
adequate volume. Each bottle that is to be charged is a 90 cubic foot bottle. 11. Power up
the machine and enable the Z-axis.
12. Check the operation of the Z-axis limit switch in diagnostics
13. Zero return the Z-axis only. The final pressure of the system at the top of travel should
be slightly more than 1250 psi. After the axis has established zero, E-stop and note
whether the axis has a tendency to slowly fall. This should be monitored in the position
page of the display as well as a visual determination. If the axis falls at all, the
counterbalance pressure should be slightly increased until the head cannot move
downward from the top of travel in a servo off condition. Take care not to overcharge the
system, an overcharge could cause the spindle head to move upward when in an E-stop
condition at the bottom of travel.

Unblocking the table
The table is held in place for shipping by means of blocks that are screwed into the table
base. There is one block on each end of the table. These blocks must be removed before
normal operation of the X-axis is possible. To access the shipping blocks, both X-axis way
covers need to be fully retracted from the table. The X-axis has been disabled in
parameters for reasons of safety on power up of the machine.

1. Disconnect the rear Y-axis way cover from the column and fully retract.
2. Remove the two shipping blocks and hardware completely from the column base.
3. Raise the spindle head to the full up position to allow the lower Z-axis bellows to be
collapsed upward.
4. Disconnect the lower Z-axis bellows from the front Y-axis way cover and block up to
permit access to the screws that attach the Y-axis way cover to the column. Disconnect the
front Y-axis way cover from the column and fully retract taking care to not allow the Zaxis bellows to fall. When the way cover is retracted far enough, block the Z-axis bellows
up and then continue to collapse the Y-axis way cover until it is fully retracted.
5. Enable the Y-axis in parameters but do not zero return
6. While ensuring the Z-axis bellows do not fall, handle jog (without zero return) the Yaxis toward the rear of the machine until access to the bolts holding the forward shipping
blocks are accessible.
7. Block the Z-axis bellows up and remove the shipping blocks completely from the
column base.
8. Check that the Y-axis cables are properly routed and the cable guide is securely attached
to the base.
9. Check the operation of the Y-axis limit switch in diagnostics
10. Zero return the Y-axis.

Shipping bolts - doors (VF/VM/VR)
Remove and discard shipping bolt from the inside both doors initial setup
UNSECURED WARNING: AT THIS POINT, THERE SHOULD BE NO ELECTRICAL
CONNECTION TO THE MACHINE. ELECTRICAL PANEL MUST BE CLOSED AND
SECURED. WHEN MAIN SWITCH IS ON, THERE IS HIGH VOLTAGE
THROUGHOUT THE ELECTRICAL PANEL (INCLUDING THE CIRCUIT BOARDS
AND LOGIC CIRCUITS) AND SOME COMPONENTS OPERATE AT HIGH
TEMPERATURES. THEREFORE, EXERCISE EXTREME CAUTION WHEN
WORKING IN THE PANEL.
1. Set the main switch at the upper right of the electrical panel on the back of the machine
to OFF.
2. Using a screwdriver, unlock the two latches on the panel door, unlock the cabinet with
the key, and open the door.
3. Take sufficient time to check all the components and connectors associated with the
circuit boards. With the power off, push on them gently to make sure that they are seated
in their sockets. Look for any cables that have become disconnected, look for any signs of
damage and loose parts in the bottom of the panel box. If there are any signs that the
machine was mishandled, call the factory before proceeding.

Installation of pendant (VS series only)

CAUTION: Use proper lifting equipment and techniques when performing the following
steps.
1. Unpack and remove the pendant from its shipping crate. Remove the small retaining
plate bolted to the bottom of the pivot of the pendant.
2. Position the pendant so that the pivot point is near the pendant pivot block already
bolted to the table casting. Ensure the pendant wiring is moved out of the way and will not
interfere in fitting the pendant pivot to the pendant pivot block.
3. Insert the pendant pivot into the pendant pivot block. Secure the pendant using the plate
and hardware removed in Step 1.
NOTE: When inserting the pendant pivot into the pendant pivot block, make sure the
pendant arm is perpendicular to the table, as shown in the figure.

4. Place the table cable trough on the floor. Arrange the pendant wiring through the
pendant pivot block and into the trough. Slide the trough under the mill table.
5. Move to the opposite side of the table (chip auger side). Remove the 1/4-20 BHCS from
the trough cover and remove the cover. Cut the cable ties and unroll the control cabinet
wiring into the trough.
6. Attach trough extension to the flange of the table bed. Route the cables from the table
cable trough up into the trough extension. Connect the cable ends from the pendant to the
cable ends from the control cabinet. 7. When the proper cable connections have been
made, attach all the trough covers to the trough assembly using 1/4-20 BHCS.
8. Attach the table cable trough to the table and secure with 1/4-20 BHCS. 9. Move to the
pendant side of the table. Attach the table cable trough to the bottom of the pendant pivot
block using 1/4-20 BHCS.
10. Attach the pivot block top cover to the pendant pivot block. Secure with 1/4-20 BHCS.

Air connection
CAUTION: Working with the air service required for a mill can be hazardous. Make sure
that pressure has been removed from the air line before connecting/ disconnect it from the
machine, or servicing parts of the air system.

1. When the machine leaves the factory, the air filter is empty, and the lubricator reservoir
tank is full. However, they should be checked and serviced if required before compressed
air is supplied to the machine.
2. With the pressure off in the air line, connect the air supply to the hose barb next to the
air filter/ regulator. If the fitting supplied is not compatible, replace it.
3. Start the compressor; set it between 100 and 150 psi. Set the regulator on the machine to
85 to 90 psi.
4. Prime the lubricator to make sure it is working. To prime the lubrication system, pull up
on the handle on top of the reservoir tank.
CAUTION: Never push down on the primer handle. It gradually returns to the down
position by itself, and the corresponding pressure increase can be seen on the pressure
gauge.
NOTE: Depending on the position of the cam that drives it, the lubrication system may
not activate until a few minutes after the machine is started. However, if there is a problem
with the system, an alarm will stop the machine.

5. Verify spindle air pressure using the gauge located behind the Air Regulator panel.
Most machines should show 17 psi. Adjust if necessary. VF machines equipped with a
15K spindle must have the regulator set to 20 psi.

Electrical connections
NOTE: The machine must have air pressure at the air gauge, or a “ Low Air
Pressure ” alarm will be present on power-up.
CAUTION: Working with the electrical services required for the mill are extremely
hazardous. The electrical power must be off and steps must be taken to ensure that it will
not be turned on while you are working with it. In most cases this means turning off a
circuit breaker in a panel and then locking the panel door. However, if this is not the case
or are not sure how to do this, check with the appropriate personnel or obtain the
necessary help before continuing.
WARNING: KEEP THE ELECTRICAL PANEL CLOSED AND THE LATCHES ON
THE DOOR SECURED AT ALL TIMES EXCEPT DURING INSTALLATION AND
SERVICE. AT THOSE TIMES, ONLY QUALIFIED ELECTRICIANS MAY ACCESS
TO THE PANEL. WHEN THE MAIN CIRCUIT BREAKER IS ON, THERE IS HIGH
VOLTAGE THROUGHOUT THE ELECTRICAL PANEL (INCLUDING THE CIRCUIT
BOARDS AND LOGIC CIRCUITS) AND SOME COMPONENTS OPERATE AT HIGH
TEMPERATURES. THEREFORE, EXTREME CAUTION IS REQUIRED.

1. Hook up the three power lines to the terminals on top of the main circuit breaker at the
upper right of the electrical panel. Connect the separate ground line to the ground bus to
the left of the terminals.
NOTE: Make sure that the service wires actually go into the terminal-block clamps. (It is
easy to miss the clamp and tighten the screw. A poor connection will cause the machine to
run intermittently or have other problems, such as servo overloads.) To check, simply pull
on the wires after the screws are tightened.
2. After the line voltage is connected to the machine, make sure that the main circuit
breaker (at top right of rear cabinet) is OFF. Turn ON the power at the source. Use a
digital voltmeter and appropriate safety procedures, to measure the voltage between all
three pair phases at the main circuit breaker and write down the readings. The voltage
must be between 195 and 260 volts (360 and 480 volts for high-voltage option).
NOTE: Wide voltage fluctuations are common in many industrial areas; you need to
know the minimum and maximum voltage which will be supplied to the machine while it
is in operation. The U.S. National Electrical Code specifies that machines should operate
with a variation of +5% to -5% around an average supply voltage. If problems with the
line voltage occur, or low line voltage is suspected, an external transformer may be
required. If you suspect voltage problems, the voltage should be checked every hour or
two during a typical day to make sure that it does not fluctuate more than +5% or -5%
from an average.
CAUTION! Make sure that the main circuit breaker is set to OFF and the power is off at
your supply panel BEFORE you change the transformer connections. Make sure that all
three black wires are moved to the correct terminal block and that they are tight.
3. Check the connections on the transformer at the bottom-right corner of the rear cabinet.
The three black wires labeled 74, 75, and 76 must be moved to the terminal block triple
which corresponds to the average voltage measured in Step 2 above. There are four
positions for the input power for the 260-volt transformer and five positions for the 480volt transformer. The labels showing the input voltage range for each terminal position are
as shown in the following illustrations.
4. Transformer T5 supplies 24VAC used to power the main contactor. There are two
versions of this transformer for use on 240 and 400V machines (32-0964B and 32-0965B,
respectively). The 240V transformer has two input connectors located about two inches
from the transformer, which allow it to be connected to either 240V or 200V. Users that

have 220V-240V RMS input power should use the connector labeled 240V, while users
with 190-220V input power should used the connector labeled 200V.
Users with the External High Voltage Option should use the 240V connector if they have
420V-510V 60Hz power or the 200V connector if they have 50Hz power. Failure to use
the correct input connector will result in either overheating of the main contactor or failure
to reliably engauge the main contactor.
The 480V transformer has three input connectors, labeled 360V, 400V and 480V. Users
with 340-380V 50Hz power should use the 360V connector while users with 380-440V
50Hz power should use the 400V connector. The 480V connector is not currently used.

5. Set the main circuit breaker to ON. Check for evidence of problems, such as the smell
of overheating components or smoke. If such problems are indicated, immediately set the
main circuit breaker to OFF and call the factory before proceeding.

WARNING: THE THROUGH THE SPINDLE COOLANT (TSC) PUMP IS A THREEPHASE PUMP AND MUST BE PHASED CORRECTLY! IMPROPER PHASING
WILL CAUSE DAMAGE TO THE TSC PUMP AND VOID THE WARRANTY. REFER
TO THE TSC START-UP SECTION IF YOUR MACHINE IS EQUIPPED WITH TSC.
6. After the power is on, measure the voltage across the bottom terminals on the main
circuit breaker. It should be the same as the measurements where the input power connects
to the main circuit breaker. If there are any problems, check the wiring.
7. Apply power to the control by pressing the Power-On switch on the front panel. Check
the high voltage buss on the Vector Drive (pin 2 with respect to pin 3 on the terminal bus
at the bottom of the drive). It must be between 310 and 360 volts. If the voltage is outside
these limits, turn off the power and recheck steps 2 and 3. If the voltage is still outside
these limits, call the factory.
Next, check the DC voltage displayed in the second page of the Diagnostic data on the
display. It is labeled DC BUS. Verify that the displayed voltage matches the voltage
measured at pins 2 and 3 of the Vector Drive ± 7 VDC. If the displayed voltage exceeds
the measured voltage by 12 volts or more, install a ferrite EMI filter (65-1452) to the
current command cable near its connection to the vector drive. Secure with a cable tie (See
photo). Recheck voltage.

8. Electrical power must be phased properly to avoid damage to your equipment. The
Power Supply Assembly PC board incorporates a “ Phase Detect ” circuit with neon
indicators, shown below. When the orange neon is lit (NE5), the phasing is incorrect. If
the green neon is lit (NE6), the phasing is correct. If both neon indicators are lit, then you
have a loose wire; check the connections. Adjust phasing by swapping L1 and L2 of the
incoming power lines at the main circuit breaker.

WARNING: All power must be turned off at the source prior to adjusting phasing.
9. Turn off the power, close the door, lock the latches, and turn the power back on.

10. Remove the key from the control cabinet and give it to the shop manager.

Installation procedure for external 480v transformer
The external transformer adds to overall machine reliability and performance; however it
does require extra wiring and a place to locate it.
The external transformer provides electrostatically shielded isolation. This type of
transformer acts to isolate all common mode line transients and improve EMI conducted
emissions. The external transformer has a 45 KVA rating. It is a 480V 60Hz only
transformer.
Installation
The transformer should be located as close to the machine as possible. The input and
output wiring of the transformer should conform to the local electrical codes and should
be performed by a licensed electrician. The following is for guidance only, and should not
be construed to alter the requirements of local regulations. The input wire should not be
smaller than 6 AWG for the 45KVA transformer. Cable that runs longer than 100” will
require at least one size larger wire. The output wire size should be 4 AWG. The
transformer is 480V to 240V isolation transformers with delta-wound primary and
secondary windings. The primary windings offer 7 tap positions, 2 above and 4 below the
nominal input voltage of 480V. The primary side should be wired as follows:

This should produce a voltage on the secondary side of 234-243 V RMS L-L. Verify this
and readjust the taps as required. At the machine, connect the cables at the input of the
internal 230V transformer to the 227-243V taps. Apply power to the machine and verify
that the DC voltage between pins 2 and 3 of the Vector Drive (2nd and 3rd pins from the
left) is 329-345VDC. If not, return to the 480V isolation transformer and readjust the taps
as required. Do not use the taps on the internal 230V transformer to adjust the voltage.

50Hz Installations
The external transformers are 60Hz rated, and cannot be used at 50Hz without derating the
input voltage. For these applications, tap the internal 230V transformer on the lowest
setting (195-210V RMS). The external transformer should be tapped according to the
following table. If these tap settings do not produce a DC bus voltage between pins 2 and
3 on the Vector Drive between 320 and 345VDC, readjust the taps on the external
transformer as required. Do not move the taps on the internal transformer from the lowest
position.

Machine power ON
Remove Shipping Brackets
CAUTION: DO NOT press POWER UP/RESTART on the control panel while the
shipping brackets are under the spindle. Also, do not press the X, Y, or Z buttons or the
jog handle while the shipping brackets are located under the spindle.
Spindle Head Shipping Bracket

Loosen the four SHCS (three screws are in the table, and one is in the spindle head)
holding each shipping bracket under the spindle head, and remove the two brackets.

VF-11 and VR-11 Door Shipping Brackets
The operator doors are secured, top and bottom, with blocks. Remove the bolt that secures
each block. Mill Drill Rear Shipping Bracket Removal 1. Remove the screws that secure
the rear panel.
2. Remove the four screws that hold the shipping bracket to the spindle and saddle
castings.
3. Remove the rear shipping bracket and two column shipping brackets (there are three
bolts in each one) and replace the rear panel.
MDC Pendant Arm Shipping Bracket Removal
1. Remove the pendant shipping bracket, there are three screws holding it in place.
2. Replace the pendant stop; orient it as shown in the illustration. Use the screws removed
from the shipping bracket.

Power ON
1. With the main switch on the electrical panel set to ON, press and release POWER ON
at the upper left of the control panel. You will hear a click in the back of the machine and
the fans will energize. After a few seconds, the display will appear on the screen.

2. Press and release SETNG/GRAPH. Page down to the last page (press and release PAGE
DOWN several times). Cursor to Setting 53, JOG W/O ZERO RETURN (with the cursor
down key). Press and release the cursor right key and then press and release the WRITE
key to turn this setting on. Turning on JOG W/O ZERO RETURN bypasses the zero
return interlock.
3. Press and release the RESET button twice, or until there are no alarms, to turn the
servos on. (The message “ ALARM ” appears at the lower right of the screen if any alarms
are in effect.) NOTE: If any alarms are present and cannot be cleared with the RESET
button, press and release the ALARM / MESGS button for more information on the
alarms. If you are unable to clear the alarms, write down the alarm numbers and call the
factory.
4. Press and release the HANDLE JOG button and check the screen for the “ JOGGING Z
AXIS HANDLE .001 ” message. If the message does not read .001, press and release the
.001 button next to the HANDLE JOG button. If the “JOGGING__” message shows the
X- or Y-axis instead of Z, press and release the +Z button. Verify that the head will travel
SLOWLY (not more than 0.001 inch per impulse — the “.001” part of the Z-axis
message). Jog the Z-axis to the top of its travel. For the VF-1/2/3/4, jog the Z-axis to the
top of its travel, and remove the flex tube cradle as shown.

NOTE: The upper numbers on the buttons next to HANDLE JOG are for the jog handle
use, and the lower numbers are for the jog speed in inches per minute when using the JOG
buttons on the keypad.
5. Once the Z-axis is working correctly (it operates smoothly and there are no strange
noises, etc.), make sure that all alarms are clear — check for the “ ALARM ” message at
the lower right of the screen. Next, close the doors and press and release the ZERO
RETURN button followed by the AUTO ALL AXES button. The Zaxis moves up slowly.
After it has reached its home position, the X- and Y-axes move to their home positions.
IMPORTANT: To verify correct hydraulic counterbalance pressure, jog the head to the

top and bottom of its travel, and ensure the tank pressures match those printed below and
on the tanks.

VF/VM/VR series leveling overview
Leveling of the machine is required to obtain the correct right angle geometry of the
VMC ’ s X, Y, and Z axes. Incorrect level will result in out-of-round circle milling and
incorrect linear interpolation. Leveling is done in two steps without removing covers:
rough leveling ensures the machine is level for coolant and oil drainage, and fine leveling
for axis geometry. Finally, the spindle sweep is checked.
NOTE: Many factors can affect a machine ’ s ability to remain level — the rigidity of the
floor, the stability of the support under the floor, trains or trucks passing nearby, seismic
activity, and so on. Therefore, until your experience shows how often re-leveling is
required, you should check the machine ’ s level frequently after it is installed. Wiring
connections to power the machine must be made before the Leveling Procedure can be
followed.

Use a precision bubble level with each division equal to 0.0005 inch per 10 inches, or .05
mm per meter, or 10 seconds per division. Before starting, check the accuracy of your
level. Set it on the table on the X axis and record the reading. Then turn it 180 ° and the
reading should be the same. If it is not, the level is out of calibration and should be
adjusted before you continue.
Rough Leveling
NOTE: For the VF-1/2, it may be necessary to pull the coolant tank toward the back of the
machine to access the leveling screws.
1. Screw the four leveling screws at the corners through the base until the base is 2 ½ ” to
3” above the floor. That translates into a minimum of one inch of the leveling screw
extending from the bottom of the machine or one inch between the pads and casting. Turn
each screw until tension is about the same as on the other screws (same effort to turn each
screw). Screw jam nuts onto the leveling screws, but do not tighten down.

2. Install the two center leveling screws, ensuring that they do not touch the floor. Screw
the jam nuts onto the leveling screws, but do not tighten them down.
3. Use Handle Jog set for 0.01 on the X and Y axes for the leveling procedure. This
provides a good rate of travel as you manually move the table.
4. Using the jog handle, center the table under the spindle. You do not need to move the
table while roughleveling the machine.
5. Place the level parallel to the Y axis (side to side) on the table and observe the bubble.
If the bubble is centered, the table is level on this axis. If the bubble is off to the left of the
level, it means that the left side of the table is high. And, conversely, if the bubble is off to
the right, it means that the right side of the table is high. Adjust the two front leveling
screws until the level reads +/- 0.0005 ” .
6. Rotate the level head so that it is parallel to the X-axis. Adjust the right front and rear
leveling screws until the level reads +/-0.0005. NOTE: Make sure that the bubble has
steadied before you take the reading. 7. Turn the screws on the low side of the machine
clockwise (screw them in) a little at a time and check the level until the bubble is centered.
NOTE: In most cases it is better to raise a side or corner than it is to lower it — when you
lower a machine there is a greater risk of running out of adjustment.
8. Repeat the previous steps with the level on the Y axis (front to back).
9. Continue this process until the machine is level on both axes.
NOTE: If the level is off on both axes, it indicates that one corner of the machine is high
or low.
10. As the process continues, the leveling screws are turned in smaller increments — 1/4
turn, 1/8 turn, and smaller. Also, as the machine is leveled, make sure that the tension
continues to be equal on the screws at all four corners.
NOTE: The following procedure for fine-leveling the machine must be performed
exactly as noted to ensure the machine will meet all quality standards for machining
operations. Failure to follow these guidelines will prevent the machine from being
truly leveled and result in poor machining finishes.
Fine Leveling

11. With the table centered, place the bubble level in the center of the table parallel to the
Y-axis. Using the jog handle, move the Y-axis, stopping at the front, middle, and back of
the travels. The objective is to adjust the level to make the Y-axis guides parallel. The
bubble level must indicate the same reading at each position (front, middle, back). Adjust
the front leveling screws as necessary. To check for Y-axis roll, position the level
perpendicular to the Y-axis and jog to each end of travel. If necessary, adjust the front
right or left leveling screw. To check the X-axis, jog axis to each end of travel and tighten
the middle leveling screws against the leveling pads. Verify X-axis roll by placing level
parallel with the Y-axis, jog X-axis to each end of travel. Repeat the above steps until
there is no perceptible X or Y-axis roll. The following procedure is simply a check of
machine level. If it does not meet specifications, then you must repeat this operation. Do
not adjust the middle screws at this point. Refer to the Machine Inspection Report that
accompanies your machine. Check your results with those of the report under the Table
Travel Flatness verification. By duplicating these results, you will obtain the same
alignment specifications that were achieved at the factory.
12. Place a 0.0005 test indicator in the spindle and sweep a 10” diameter circle on the
table (see the Machine Inspection Report in the manual for the results of this test at the
factory). Grease the dimple in each of the two remaining pads, locate them under the
middle leveling screws, and use these screws to compensate for any error. If there is no
error, tighten the screws evenly until they contact the pads. When fine leveling is
completed, tighten the jam nuts on the leveling screws.

Tool changer assembly (VR series)
CAUTION! Use extreme caution when installing the tool changer. Since the machine
has not been leveled yet, the tool changer may swing and cause serious
injury or
machine damage.
1. Remove the tool changer components from their shipping crate. 2. IMPORTANT:
Remove the shipping bracket from the tool changer to the column (2 SHCS). Remove the
tool changer enclosure from inside the machine (18 BHCS). 3. Remove the 1/2”-13 x 1
1/4” SHCS that mounts the tool changer link to the column.
4. Hoist the tool changer rear mount into place and mount it with six 1/2”-13 x 1 1/4”
SHCS, two 1/2”-13 x 3” SHCS, and two spacers.
5. Carefully swing the tool changer into place. Attach the air cylinder rod with the 5/8”-11
x 7” SHCS. Attach the stabilizer rod with the 1/2 x 5” SHCS.
6. Mount the tool changer link to the rear mount with two 1/2”-13 x 1 1/4” and the shaft
link.

7. Connect the air lines (2) at each end of the air cylinder.
IMPORTANT! The air line from the bottom fitting of the lube/air panel connects to the
rear fitting on the air cylinder. The air line from the top fitting of the lube/air panel
connects to the front fitting on the air cylinder.
8. Hoist the tool changer enclosure into place, so that it protrudes from the rear of the
machine. Attach it with the 18 BHCS. Attach the bracket from the column to the tool
changer enclosure with 6 BHCS.

Tool changer alignment (VR series)
This procedure will align the tool changer to the spindle in the Y-axis. 1. Zero Return All
Axes. Place cardboard on the table for protection. 2. Place a tool in the spindle. Press the
ORIENT SPINDLE key. Ensure there is no tool in the tool changer pocket facing the
spindle. Press Emergency Stop.
3. Swing the tool changer into the tool change position by hand. Mark the top of the tool
changer link with paint to establish an initial position.
NOTE: Ensure the spindle does not spin. When E-Stop is pressed, the spindle is free to
rotate, and may lose its orientation.
4. Check the tool changer pocket position in relation to the tool in the spindle. If the tool
changer is misaligned in the Y-axis, continue with this procedure. If the tool changer is
misaligned in the X-axis, contact the Service Department.
5. Loosen the locknut at each end of the tool changer link. Note that one is a left-hand
thread and one is a right-hand thread. Once the locknuts are loose, rotate the link
clockwise, and then counterclockwise until resistance is felt in each direction. Rotate the
link to the center of the area in which the link turns freely.
6. Tighten the locknuts at each end, while holding the link in place with a wrench.
7. Push the tool changer away from the spindle. Zero Return All Axes, and the tool
changer should move back to the HOME (out of the work envelope) position.
8. Run a number of tool changes, and ensure they are performed smoothly. If not, perform
this procedure again.

Outrigger leveling procedures

NOTE: Not all mills are equipped with outriggers.
procedures must be completed before starting this section.

The standard mill leveling

1. Locate the leveling pads underneath the outrigger leveling screws. Grease the dimples
and keep the screws at least 1/4” above the pads.
2. Place a level in the center of the table and parallel to the X-axis.
3. Jog the Y-axis back (toward the column) to max travel.
4. Starting from either the left or right of the machine, jog the table to the max X travel
and over the rear outrigger leveling screw. DO NOT MOVE THE LEVEL.
5. Tighten the leveling screw onto the rear pad, which will raise the table and zero the
level. Over-tightening the outrigger leveling screws will result in poor machine
performance. 6. Jog the Y-axis forward to max travel and repeat step 5.
7. Jog the X-axis to max travel over the other outrigger, and repeat the leveling process.
8. Check level through full X and Y axes ranges of travel.

Sheetmetal support pads
1. Screw the support pads down to the floor.
2. Turn them an additional 1/4 turn once they have come in contact with the floor.
Additional tightening of the pads against the floor may affect the level of the machine.
3. Lock in place with the jam nut.
CAUTION: To avoid damaging the sheetmetal when moving or shipping the machine,
fully retract the support pads.

Leveling the MDC-500
Leveling of the machine is required to obtain the correct right angle geometry of the
machine’s X, Y, and Z axes. Incorrect level will result in out-of-round circle milling and
incorrect linear interpolation. Leveling is done in two steps: rough leveling to ensure the
machine is level for coolant and oil drainage, and fine leveling for axes’ geometry. Finally,
the spindle sweep is checked.
NOTE:

Many factors can affect a machine ’ s ability to remain level — the

rigidity of the floor, the stability of the support under the floor, trains or trucks
passing nearby, seismic activity, and so on. Therefore, until experience shows how often
re-leveling is required, check the machine ’ s level frequently after it is installed. Use a
precision or electronic bubble level with each division equal to 0.0005 inch per 10 inches,
or .05 mm per meter, or 10 seconds per division.
Before starting, check level accuracy. Set it on the table on the X-axis and record the
reading, then turn it 180 ° . The reading should be the same. If not, the level is out of
calibration and should be adjusted before continuing. Verify the four corner feet are
supporting the machine and screw leveling screws at the corners through the base until the
it is 3” to 3 1/2” above the floor. Verify the coolant tank slides under the machine base
with 1/4 ” to 1/2 ” of clearance. That translates into a minimum of 1 3/4” of the leveling
screw extending out of the machine base bottom, or one inch between pads and casting.
Turn each screw until tension is about the same as the other screws. Screw the jam nuts
onto the four (4) leveling screws, but do not tighten them down.
Verify Column Level
1. Clean the column of the machine and the precision level of all debris.
2. Place the level on the machined surface on top of the column parallel to the Y-axis.
3. Jog the X-axis from one side to the other and note the reading from one end of travel to
the other. The maximum allowable deviation is 0.0003”.
4. Rotate the level so it is parallel to X-axis. Jog the X-axis from one side to the other and
note the reading from one end of travel to the other. The maximum allowable deviation is
0.0003”.
Rough Level
1. Center all machine travels (X, Y, Z).
2. Loosen the right front leveling screw so there is at least 1/4” between the tip of the
leveling screw and the leveling pad. The two middle screws should not be touching the
floor or the leveling pads.
3. Position the level on the top of the column, parallel to X-axis. Adjust the right-front
and right-rear leveling screws until the level reads +/-.0005”. 4. Position the level on the
top of the column, parallel to Y-axis. Adjust the two front leveling screws to read
+/-.0005”.

Fine Level
During fine leveling, place the level on the top of the column and note the position of the
bubble. To achieve proper machine geometry, follow the instructions below and adjust the
leveling feet as described so there is no perceptible movement of the bubble position.
1. Position the level parallel to the Y-axis. Jog the Y-axis to each end of its travel. If
necessary, adjust the front leveling screws evenly.
2. Verify Y-axis roll: Position the level perpendicular to the Y-axis and note the reading,
then jog the Y-axis to each end of its travel. If necessary, adjust the right-front or left-front
leveling screw.
3. Jog the X-axis to each end of its travel and tighten the middle leveling screws against
the leveling pads.
4. Verify X-axis roll: Position the level parallel to the Y-axis and note the reading, then
jog the X-axis to each end of its travel.
5. Repeat the axis roll verification as necessary until no roll is perceptible in either the Xor Y-axis.
Spindle Sweep
Place a 0.0005 test indicator in the spindle and sweep a 10” diameter circle on the table
(see the Machine Inspection Report in the manual for the results of this test at the factory).
Grease the dimple in each of the two remaining pads, locate them under the middle
leveling screws, and use these screws to compensate for any error. If there is no error,
tighten the screws evenly until they contact the pads. When fine leveling is completed,
tighten the jam nuts on the leveling screws.

VS series leveling overview
Leveling of the machine is required to obtain the correct right angle geometry of the
mill ’ s X, Y, and Z axes. Incorrect level will result in out-of-round circle milling and
incorrect linear interpolation. Leveling is done in two steps: rough leveling to ensure the
machine is level for coolant and oil drainage, and fine leveling for axis geometry. Finally,
the spindle sweep is checked. Many factors can affect a machine ’ s ability to remain level
— rigidity of the floor, stability of the support under the floor, trains or trucks passing
nearby, seismic activity, and so on. Therefore, until your experience shows how often releveling is required, you should check the machine ’ s level frequently after it is installed.
Wiring connections to power the machine must be made before the Levelling Procedure
can be followed. Haas recommend that the machine be anchored in place for best and

most consistent results while in use. The anchoring bolts (in accordance with the
anchoring instructions Haas document ES0095) should be installed prior to the machine
being set in place. The X-axis auger trough must be removed before mating the column
base to the table base. The auger trough will remain off the table base until the leveling
and squaring procedures are completed. It is recommended that the table base be removed
from the truck and set in place before the column base to better accommodate removal of
the auger trough and keep the installation process moving smoothly.
The installation process is further aided if, when each base is set in place, a very rough
leveling procedure is done. The ideal distance from the floor to the bottom of the two
bases is 2.5 ” (64mm). The use of a machinist scale or small gauge blocks will expedite
the process. While all leveling screws and leveling pads are in place measure from the
floor to the bottom of each base until the distance is very close to the 2.5 ” (64mm) height.
This will accomplish two things: First, that the machine is set to the proper height to
receive the coolant tank and, second, that the machine will be much closer to level than
without having done this procedure. The installation procedure follows the general outline
below (a more detailed explanation follows).
Depending on the available space and equipment it may be simpler to place the column
base assembly before the table base assembly. This outline considers that it is easier to
place the table base assembly first. Regardless of which assembly is placed first, adhere to
the concepts of this general outline:
• Remove the table base assembly from the truck and set in place
• Remove the X-axis auger trough and rough level the table base
• Stone and clean the table base mating flange
• Remove the column base assembly from the truck
• Stone and clean the column base mating flange
• Move the column base to mate with the table base
• Be certain that all connecting bolts are in place but not tightened
• Attach the Pendant and Pendant Arm Support Assembly to the front of the table base
• Run Pendant electrical wires under the table and connect them in the wire covers on the
back of the table
• Rough level the column base assembly
• Remove the dust covers from the column assembly
• Install the counterbalance cylinder and charge the system
• Remove shipping blocks from the table base assembly
• Connect all air/electrical/oil lines between the two assemblies

• Remove shipping blocks from the column base assembly
• Power up the control
• Fine level the table base assembly
• Fine level/square the column base assembly
• Fully tighten the connecting bolts and adjust fine level/square
• Fully check machine geometry
• Replace the X-axis auger trough
• Install the coolant supply system
• Check all motors for rotation/phasing

Machine leveling and geometry check (VS)
At this point the machine is completely unblocked and all axes are enabled.
The following criteria should have already been met at this point:
• The machine correctly placed with respect to the anchoring points.
• The very rough leveling has taken place, ensuring that the bottom of the two bases are
very close to 2 ½ inches off the floor.
• The mating flanges of the two bases have been pulled into contact.
• The screws that connect the two bases have been backed off and can rotate freely.

Overview of leveling the Machine
When leveling the machine the best results are achieved when the entire machine is
leveled with respect to the earth. For the table that means that over the entire travel of the
X-axis the table is level to earth in the direction across the table and along the length of
the table. The same concept applies to the column base, but a slight modification may
occur when checking perpendicularity of the Z-axis to the X-Y plane of the machine.
Leveling and squaring the machine is an iterative process where a change of level in one
part of the machine affects the geometry in another part of the machine. The process is
begun by establishing a known level datum plane that is the table surface in the center of
travel, and all subsequent geometry is with respect to that plane. The general profile of the
process of leveling and squaring the machine is as follows:

• The table base will be leveled to earth
• The column base will be leveled to earth
• The X-Y axes will be checked for perpendicularity
• The table will be swept for parallel to the X-Y plane of the machine
• The Z axis will be adjusted for perpendicularity to the Y axis
• The Z axis will be adjusted for perpendicularity to the X axis
• The mating flange will be completely tightened
• Final leveling, squaring, and anchoring
• Geometry check Establishing the Table as the Datum Surface
1. Remove all but five of the mating flange connecting screws. The five that should be
left in position are the four that are in the corners of the mating flange and the one that is
in the center of the top of the mating flange. Be sure that the five remaining screws are
able to rotate freely, indicating that no binding will occur by changing the level of the
table base. (The freedom of these screws is important to the process, and they should be
checked frequently since, if they bind, the leveling process associated with the column
base could alter the table base level). If the screws do begin to bind, the column base
should be raised or lowered accordingly to free the screws, while maintaining full face
contact of the mating flange surface. 2. Zero return all axes
3. Move the X-axis so the position is 75 inches, which is the midpoint of X-axis travel.
4. Place two levels at right angles to each other as close as possible to the center of the
table. One will show the level across the width of the table and the other will show the
level along the length of the table.
5. Focus on leveling the table only in this X-axis position to establish a primary datum for
the machine. Adjust only the four leveling screws indicated (the two on the table base
closest to the column base, and the two immediately on the other side of the table base).
No other leveling screws on the table base should be in contact with the leveling pads at
this time.
6. When the table level is close to zero in both directions, the four very end leveling
screws may be brought down to touch the leveling pads.
7. Continue to level the table base until both levels on the table read zero.
Leveling the Column Base
1. Check that the mating flange screws are still free to turn so the following steps do not
affect the level of the table base primary datum.
2. Allow only the four leveling screws on the corners on the column base are to be in

contact with the leveling pads at this time.
3. With column at approximately center of travel, lay one granite parallel across linear
guides as close to the table as possible and another granite parallel across linear guides as
near the rear of machine as possible. 4. Place a level on each parallel and adjust the level
of the column from side to side.
5. Check the freedom of the mating flange screws to be certain there is no binding. Raise
or lower the column base as necessary to free screws.
6. On the guide nearest the control, place one level on the linear guide in front of the
column and one level on the linear guide to the rear of the column. Adjust the level of the
machine in the direction of Y-axis travel. Move the levels to the opposite linear guide and
complete the process. Repeat steps 3-6 until the column base is level. Be certain
throughout the process that the mating flange screws are free to rotate. A binding of the
screws will mean that the column base will have to be raised or lowered as necessary and
the leveling process of the column base will need to be repeated. 7. When the column base
is level to earth in both directions, the six center leveling screws should be lowered to
touch the leveling pads.
8. Remove the granite parallels from the column base.
Checking the Level of the Column Base
1. Handle jog the column to the rear.
2. Place a single level on the top of the spindle head parallel with the X-axis of the
machine. It is very unlikely that this surface will read zero, do not expect it to. Note the
reading that is present.
3. While monitoring the level, move column fully forward and check for a change in the
level reading. If there is no change, the column base has no twist. If there is a twist in the
base, this must be corrected.
4. Place an indicator in the special tool and touch off on the table surface. Sweep the table
in the Y-axis direction only, to determine, and correct column base flatness in the Y-axis
direction. This is a very sensitive measurement method and corrections to this level
should be made in conservative steps.
NOTE: Corrections that are made in this check of the column base level require a
repeat of the basic leveling procedure and a recheck of the level be done.
Sweeping the Z-Axis

Before continuing to the final attachment of the column base to the table base the Z-axis
needs to be swept. Until now we have assumed that the geometry of the column is
perfectly perpendicular to the plane of the column base, but that may not be close enough
to maintain the required machine geometry.
4. Place an indicator in the special tool and touch off on the table surface. Sweep the table
in the Y-axis direction only, to determine, and correct column base flatness in the Y-axis
direction. This is a very sensitive measurement method and corrections to this level
should be made in conservative steps.
NOTE: Corrections that are made in this check of the column base level require a
repeat of the basic leveling procedure and a recheck of the level be done.
Sweeping the Z-axis is accomplished using a cylinder square, which will verify that the
line of Z-axis motion is perpendicular to the X-Y plane described by the Y-axis motion
and the X-axis motion. The X-Y plane, as defined by the leveling process, should be
equivalent in the squaring function as the parallel plane described by the surface of the
table. The Z-axis line of motion will be checked by comparing it to the line of intersection
of the X-Z plane and the Y-Z plane. By assuring that each of these planes are
perpendicular to the X-Y plane within specification, the machine geometry will be
preserved.
Final Connection of the Column Base to the Table Base
1. Completely remove the front Y-axis way cover from the machine.
2. Remove the front Y-axis way cover bottom cover and the way cover support bars to
allow access for properly tightening of the connecting screws.
3. Before inserting and tightening all the connecting screws, recheck the table level to be
certain that the leveling process of the column base did not affect table level.
4. Tighten the connecting screws with lock washers in place and loctite on the screws.
Geometry Check After Mating the Two Bases
Before continuing two fundamental geometry checks need to be made. The first is the
perpendicularity of the X-axis to the Y-axis, and the second is to verify the sweep of the
Z-axis. 1. X-axis to Y-axis sweep is accomplished using a granite square. Set zero by
sweeping the Y-axis on one side of the square, and then to verify that the motion of the X-

axis is perpendicular by sweeping the adjacent side of the square. If the X and Y axes are
out of tolerance, there almost certainly is contamination or damage between the mating
flange surfaces that is creating this error. The assembly will have to be disassembled, the
surfaces re-stoned and cleaned, and the entire leveling/squaring process repeated to this
point.
2. Verify the sweep of the Z-axis by repeating the previous section ( “ Sweeping the ZAxis ” ).
Fine Leveling the Machine
Now that the preliminary leveling is done and the bases are securely mated, the machine
can be treated as a unit with confidence that the geometry will be maintained as long as
adequate control is maintained in the fine leveling process. The process begins with
loading the remainder of the leveling screws very lightly and working into an equally
loaded situation that does not affect the geometry already achieved. The column base is
affected first, and is fine leveled with respect to the table at the middle of travel.
CAUTION: Do not rush the leveling process. Any drastic attempt to fine level the
column base will be propagated to the table base assembly and may not be correctable if
not addressed early in the process. The table base is more complicated to fine level, and
small steps will be taken to preserve the level to earth established at the middle of travel.
The first step of the process will be to begin to load the leveling screws over the length of
the base. The second step will be to begin to pull the overall length into earth level. The
third step will be to fully pull the base into level.
1. Begin with the column base assembly. Place the level on the spindle head parallel to
the Y-axis and run the column through the range of travel. If no deviation in the reading
exists, the column base is flat in the direction of the Y-axis. Move the level to each linear
guide surface in front of the column. If the readings are zero, the column is flat to earth in
the direction of the Y-axis. Power up the control. Place the level on the spindle head
parallel to the X-axis. Run the column through the range of travel. If no deviation in the
reading exists, the column base has no twist. Place the granite parallels across the linear
guide surfaces in front and behind the column. Place the levels on the granite. If the
readings are zero, the column base is flat to earth in the X-direction.
2. Move the levels to the table and place them as close to the center as possible. One level
should be parallel to the X-axis and one level should be perpendicular to the X-axis. If the
readings are still zero, then the table at the center of travel is still level to earth.
3. If any deviations exist, they need to be corrected at this time. If the deviations are very
small, the mating flange of the two bases does not need to be unscrewed. If the deviations
are very large, attempting to correct the level may induce a large stress in the assembly

that will not allow earth level to be fully achieved. It is important for the geometry of the
machine that earth level be achieved. The table at center of travel is now known to be at
earth level and the column base is also at earth level. The process of extending that level
over the travel of the X-axis may now begin by starting to load the remainder of the
leveling screws.
4. Lower the remainder of the table base leveling screws to touch off on the leveling pads
below.
5. Move the table toward zero so the levels are in line with the next set of leveling screws
after the primary leveling screws. Make a very slight correction to the leveling screws if
the level deviates from zero.
NOTE: Attempting to compensate for all of the deviation at any single position may
compound an otherwise small error. Do not try to final level the table base in a
single pass over the travel of the X-axis.
6. Continue moving the table toward zero, stopping at each instance where the levels are
in line with the leveling screws. Make small adjustments that begin to correct the
deviation from earth level. When the end of travel is reached, the leveling screws on the
end of the table base can be slightly adjusted.
7. Return the table to the center of travel. Verify that earth level still applies to the table at
that position. If it does not, it must be attained again before continuing. Only the leveling
screws that have been previously adjusted should be used. Do not alter the position of the
four primary leveling screws at this time.
8. Move the table in the same increments as before but in the direction away from zero.
Repeat the very slight adjustment procedure, beginning to make a correction in the table,
level to earth.
9. Move the table back to the center of travel and verify that the primary earth zero has not
been affected. If earth zero does not exist at the center of travel, make the correction now.
The load of the table base assembly is now being shared over all of the leveling screws.
The table at the center of travel is at earth zero, and the column base is at earth zero.

Fine Leveling of the Table Base
Using the same process as loading the leveling screws, move the table over to line up
levels with leveling screws and begin to make very moderate adjustments toward earth
zero. Continue process to end of travel as before, then return to center of travel and verify
earth zero. Move from center of travel the other direction and repeat the procedure until
the table is at earth zero over the entire travel of the X-axis. Verify that the Y-axis has not
been affected by the leveling procedure of the X-axis. If it has, use the steps described

previously to make the necessary correction and then verify that the X-axis is still correct.
Do not try to hurry this process. This is a careful, repetitive, process that relies on modest
adjustments for each step along the way. If too large an adjustment is attempted, the
geometry will fail and it may not be possible to determine the corrective action and the
bases may have to be disconnected to rectify the situation.
When fine leveling is completed, tighten the jam nuts on the leveling screws.

Sweeping the Table
The sweep of the table should be little more than a verification of the leveling process.
Using the special tool for mounting the indicator, first verify that the table is within
specification as the Y-axis is moved. Then, for several Y-axis positions where the
indicator is on the table surface, run the X-axis from end to end and verify that it is also
within specification.

Geometry Check
The final step of the leveling and squaring process is to verify the overall machine
geometry with respect to the individual geometric inspection report of the machine. Every
point of inspection must be verified to be within the tolerances specified for the machine.

Completing the Installation
1. Replace all sheet metal removed paying particular attention to sealing any component
mating surface potentially exposed to coolant flow. 2. Install the table gutter fence.
3. Install and verify operation of the tool changer (see the section on tool changer
installation and alignment for the specific toolchanger). Verify all machine functions.
Spindle sweep
NOTE: The machine must be properly leveled for the spindle sweep adjustment to be
accurate; no more than .0002 ” twist on the Y-axis (vert mill).
1. To check spindle sweep, place a .0005 ” indicator on a suitable holder, place on spindle
nose and jog the Z-axis in the negative (-) direction enough so that you can adjust the
indicator to sweep a 5” radius from the center of X- and Y-axis travel.

Slowly jog Z-axis in the negative (-) direction to zero out indicator.
2. Establish a reference point (indicator zero), sweep the three remaining points and record
the reading.
Coolant tank installation
1. The coolant pump(s) is packed inside the machine enclosure for shipping.
2. Remove the handle from under the coolant tank lid. Remove the packing material and
use the supplied hardware to attach the handle to the tank.

NOTE: Do not fill the coolant tank before removing the handle from under the lid.
3. Orient the pump(s) and lower into the coolant tank as shown. Place supplied cover as
shown. When not using a TSC pump, install a double lid in place of the single lid (see
illustration).
4. Position the coolant tank under the left side of the machine.

NOTE: It is important that the coolant tank is in place before leveling the machine to
ensure adequate clearance between the bottom of the discharge tube and the tank.

5. The Coolant Level Float Assembly is shipped in a separate box. It consists of a
housing, float and cable. Install the Coolant Level Float Assembly by lowering the float
through the tank lid, line up the slots in the housing with the dimples on the side of the
tank and press down so the float assembly clips onto the tank. 95-Gallon coolant tank The float can be mounted on either the edge of the coolant tank or the center.
6. Insert a plastic push wire mount into the hole in the tank lid, then route the cable to the
coolant pump(s). Tie wrap the coolant float cable to other cables, when available, when
routing from the coolant tank.
7. Connect the cable to the Coolant Level Gauge (CLG for VF 1-5 machines) plug.
Remove the cover
from the RJ-12 style connector, plug in the coolant level sensor
cable, and replace the cover. Locations:
-VF 1-5: CLG on left side of control cabinet.
-VF 6-11, VR: Sheet metal on lower back of column.
-VS: Bulkhead on back of X-axis table.
-MDC: Rear sheet metal below tool changer.
8. Select the Current Commands screen on the operator’s pendant and move the float up
and down to ensure that the display reflects a corresponding change in the coolant level.
9. Connect the main coolant line (3/4” O.D.) to the standard pump. Connect the standard
pump power line to the outlet on the right side of the electrical panel.
10. If machine includes Through the Spindle Coolant option (TSC), attach the 3/4” (for
VF/VM Series) or 1/2 ” (for VR and VS series) O.D. coolant line to the TSC pump.
11. Fill coolant tank with water-based coolant only. Do not use mineral cutting oils, they
will damage rubber components throughout the machine and void the warranty.
NOTE: Before operating the coolant system, ensure the machine drain is positioned
halfway over pull out chip tray.

Oil/coolant separator
The oil/coolant separator may be shipped installed or no installed depending on the
machine configuration. If the separator is not in place, install the assembly to the nipple on
the base casting. Install the aluminum tube to the fitting on the back of the separator. Once
installed, check the level of the separator (use the built-in bubble level) and tighten the
jam nut.

NOTE: Never reuse waste oil from the Oil/Coolant Separator; dispose of properly.
Installation
1. Place the Auxiliary Filter system next to the coolant tank of the machine.
2. Connect the output of the Standard Coolant pump to the input of the Auxiliary Filter.
3. Connect the Auxiliary Filter output hose to the coolant hose of the machine.
4. The Auxiliary Filter tank must be filled with coolant before use.
Optional Auxiliary Filter for TSC300 System

TSC300 System

1. Connect the coolant hose from the machine ’ s head to the hose connection on the
Standard Coolant Pump.

2. Connect the hose attached to the TSC Coolant Pump Assembly to the TSC Filter
Assembly.
TSC300 System with Auxiliary
Filter

1. Connect the hose attached to the machine ’ s head to the hose connection on the
Standard Coolant Pump.
2. Separate the hose coming from the top of the Auxiliary Filter from the hose coming
from the bottom. They have been connected together for shipping.
3. Attach Auxiliary Filter male connector (top hose) to female connector on TSC
Coolant Pump Assembly.
4. Attach the Auxiliary Filter female connector (bottom hose) to the short hose with the
male connector on the TSC Coolant Pump Assembly.
5. Connect the plastic tubing (tied to the Auxiliary Filter) from the small elbow fitting on
the top of the Auxiliary Filter to the small elbow fitting on the Standard Coolant Pump
hose connector.
6. Connect the hose attached to the TSC Coolant Pump Assembly to the TSC Filter
Assembly.

Chip auger installation
1. Unpack the auger and discharge tube.
2. Slide the auger into the discharge tube opening and then slip the opposite end onto the
motor hub. Fasten it to the motor hub with the 5/16-18 x 2 ½ ” bolt.
3. Install the gasket and slide the discharge tube up and onto the studs. Attach the eight
nuts with locking washers and tighten uniformly.
4. After machine start-up, check auager operation to ensure the direction of rotation will
move the chips toward the discharge tube. If the auger is turning so that the chips are not

being moved toward the discharge tube, change the bit switch
CONVEYOR ” from 1 to 0 or 0 to 1 to establish a new forward direction.

in “ REV

VF-1/2 with 95-Gallon Coolant Tank
“Clock” the chip chute in a VF-1 or VF-2 with a 95-gallon coolant tank to accommodate a
chip container. Rotate the chip chute mounting flange one bolt hole toward the front of the
machine. Refer to the following illustrations to verify correct orientation. Secure the chute
with the provided bolts.

MDC-500 chip conveyor installation
Unpacking
1. Inspect the container for damage, open the container, and cut the bands holding the
conveyor in place. Install the feet, leaving approximately 4” of thread for proper height.
2. Unfold the conveyor, feeding the belt into the head as the conveyor unfolds. Do not
pinch the belt with the conveyor body. Once unfolded, the belt should hang out the end.
Install the bolts at the hinge to lock the conveyor body in place.
3. Take slack from conveyor belt until belt hangs about 6” out. Align links and install the
link pin. Install washer and cotter pin to lock the pin in position. Set the belt tension
adjustment screws to approximately 2 3/4” (70mm). Install conveyor motor and ensure all
four of the motor bolts are tight. Install the sheet metal covers.

Installation
1. Remove the conveyor gap covers from the conveyor pickup area inside the machine.
2. Attach a lift to the hoist loops, raise the conveyor and reorient the caster wheels in the
operating position.
3. Slide the conveyor into the discharge opening. Adjust caster wheel height to properly
support the conveyor. The illustration shows sheet metal and components removed for
clarity.

4. Re-install the conveyor gap covers to the conveyor pickup area inside the machine.
5. Install Air Knife into the head of the Chip Conveyor. Use the four supplied flanged
button head cap screws to install the air knife in the head of the chip conveyor as shown.
Install hose to the fitting on the air knife.

6. Route the chip conveyor motor cable and the air knife air hose along the side on the
chip conveyor and along the mill (above the coolant tank) to the sub-panel and connect to

the plugs. Insert cable guides in available holes in the sheetmetal for neatness. Do not let
the electrical cables droop into the coolant tank.

Unblocking
Two brackets secure the chip conveyor for shipping: a lower bracket inside the machine
enclosure at the end of the conveyor, and an upper bracket on the roof of the machine.
There may also be a bracket at the conveyor head that maintains tension on the conveyor
belt during shipping.
Remove the Lower Bracket
1. Remove the two hex head bolts that attach the lower bracket to the wings on either side
of the conveyor.
2. Remove the three SHCS that attach the bracket to the inside of the machine.
3. Replace the hex head bolts in the conveyor, using care not to strip the rivnuts in the
conveyor.
Remove the Upper Bracket
1. Hold the conveyor while you remove the screws that attach the upper bracket to the
enclosure roof.
2. Carefully lower the conveyor lift section into operating position.
3. Replace the screws in the enclosure roof.
Remove the Tensioning Bracket (If Installed)
Some conveyor models ship with a tensioning bracket attached to the conveyor head that
uses springs to keep the belt under tension in shipping position.
1. Loosen the wing nuts at the top of the bracket to loosen and remove the tensioning
springs and cable loops.
2. Remove the tensioning bracket from the conveyor head.

Adjust belt tension

Removing the tension bracket causes slack in the conveyor belt. You must adjust the belt
tension before operating the conveyor.
Removing the tension bracket causes slack in the conveyor belt. You must adjust the belt
tension before operating the conveyor.
1. Remove the conveyor lift section access cover from the conveyor head. Depending on
the conveyor manufacturer, this cover may have already been removed for shipping.
2. Tighten the belt tensioning screws at either side of the conveyor head to adjust the belt
drive shaft and remove slack from the belt.
NOTE: Keep the drive shaft perpendicular to belt travel while adjusting the belt.
3. At intervals while you adjust the belt tensioning screws, inspect belt deflection at the
center of the belt in the lift section of the conveyor. The belt is correctly tensioned when
deflection is approximately 3/8 ” . 4. Apply the jamnut on each tensioning screw to lock it
in place.
5. Install the access cover.

Completing setup
All necessary mounting hardware is included with the conveyor, in a bag tied to the
conveyor or found inside the machine enclosure.
Install the Conveyor Leg/Foot
If the conveyor leg is not shipped attached to the conveyor, you will find it packed inside
the machine enclosure.
1. Install the conveyor leg using the top three threaded holes in the sides of the conveyor.
2. Allow the foot to drop to the floor, then install and tighten the screws and nuts to lock
the foot in place.
Install the Hood Cover

Depending on the conveyor manufacturer, the conveyor head may have either a hinged or
a bolt-on hood. Use the supplied hardware to install the supplied hood.
Assemble and Install the Safety Skirt
1. Test-fit the skirt bracket to the conveyor to determine the “ back ” of the bracket (the
end closest to the conveyor lift section). The ends of the skirt should meet at the center of
the back of the bracket when assembled.
2. Remove the nut plates from the skirt bracket.
3. Install the skirt to the bracket, starting and ending at the center of the back of the
bracket. Secure the skirt with the nut plates.
4. Install the skirt/bracket assembly to the discharge area of the chip conveyor using four
1/4-20 screws.
Connect Power
1. Connect the conveyor power twist-lock plug into the receptacle at the side of the
machine.

Pendant leveling
On VF1/5 machines, make sure hinge screw is installed and tight before leveling the
pendant. Pendant leveling feature allows the angle of the pendant to be adjusted during
installation.
1. Rotate the pendant as shown for proper leveling.

2. Loosen the two (2) screws on the end cap before adjusting the leveling screw.

3. Use a wrench on the leveling screw to change the angle of the pendant.
4. Tighten the two (2) screws on the end cap once the pendant is level.
VF-5 VF-3/4VF-1/2
5. Rotate the pendant 90 ° forward and check the level again. Repeat the procedure if
necessary.

Thin pendant installation
Mill
The Thin Pendant assembly is positioned on top of the mill when shipped. Foam padding
is wrapped around the assembly, which is held to the machine with a shipping bracket.
The cable cover is slid back toward the rear of the mill and secured with two screws, to
provide room for the assembly to rest on top of the mill.
1. Remove the shipping bracket and packing material from the assembly and pivot the
Thin Pendant Assembly left and swing it down, allowing cabinet keyholes to locate onto
mounting screws on the front panel. Unscrew the cable cover, slide it forward into
position, and secure it to the top of the machine.

2. Remove the shipping bolt (accessed through the glove box), open the pendant and
install and tighten all fasteners.

High intensity lighting
To properly orient the High Intensity Lighting on a VF-6/10, perform the following

procedure. For shipping purposes, the right High Intensity Light assembly has been
rotated 180 ° as shown:

After the machine is installed, the High Intensity Lighting option must be reconfigured
from its shipping position. To do this, perform the following steps on the right light
assembly.
1. Remove the BHCS securing the cover to the light arm. Remove the cover.
2. Remove the two BHCS securing High Intensity Light assembly to header bar. Loosen
(not remove) center pivot screw. Remove the two BHCS from threaded holes in header
bar. Rotate light assembly 180 ° . Line up holes in light assembly with threaded holes in
header bar. Insert removed BHCS and tighten all five screws.

3. Take up any slack in the power cables. Tighten the strain-relief nuts.
4. Attach High Intensity Light cover to back of the light assembly and secure with screws
removed in step 1.

Accessory table
The Accessory table is wrapped and shipped in the machine. Unwrap and install the table
in the provided mounting brackets on the front of the machine.

Crane arm installation
NOTE: The Crane Arm is optional on VF 6-11 machines.

Important: Crane Arm is secured to the pallet, under the machine. Do not discard the
pallet or packing material until the crane arm has been removed.
Installation Procedure
1. Remove the Crane Arm from the shipping base.
2. Lift the Crane Arm into position. There is a hole in the Crane Arm specifically for
lifting.
3. Secure the Crane Arm to the right side of the column using the four (4) bolts and
washers provided. Make sure all of the cables are guided through the opening on the crane
between the mounting bolts. Do not allow them to become pinched between the Crane
Arm and the column when mounting.
NOTE: The Crane Arm capacity is 1000 lbs, and does not include lift chain device
or trolley.

Through the Spindle Coolant (TSC) system

Warning: The TSC pump is three phase and must be phased correctly. Improper
phasing will damage the TSC pump and void the warranty.
1. Fill the coolant tank with coolant and connect all hoses and power cords. Zero Return
the machine.
2. Press the MDI button and turn on TSC by pressing the AUX CLNT button. Quickly
go to the back of the machine and check if the TSC pump motor is turning and pushing
coolant through the clear intake hose. If it is, the machine is properly phased. If not
immediately stop the pump by pressing the RESET button. Check that the intake hose
connection is tight, the connection must be tight for the pump to prime itself. If the motor
is not turning, check that the power cords are connected and the circuit breaker inside the
control box is on.
The TSC pump will not pump if it is rotating backwards. The motor rotation should be
clockwise when viewed from the fan end.
CAUTION: Running The TSC pump dry for more than 60 seconds can cause serious
damage to the pump.
3. If the machine is improperly phased perform the following procedure:
a. Turn off the power to the input side (top) of the main circuit breaker. Measure the
Voltage.
b. Exchange any two wires at the input side (top) of the main circuit breaker as shown.
c. Close the control box. Return to Step 2 and test for proper phasing.

Optional auxiliary filter for TSC system

Installation
1. Hang the auxiliary filter assembly from the coolant tank handle and secure it with two
1/4-20 screws as shown.
2. Connect the hose attached to the spindle head to the hose connection on the Standard
Coolant Pump.
3. Separate the hoses coming from the Auxiliary Filter. They have been connected
together for shipping.
4. Attach the Auxiliary Filter male connector (top hose) to female connector on the TSC
Coolant Pump Assembly (Items labeled “ 1 ” in the previous illustration).
5. Attach the Auxiliary Filter female connector (bottom hose) to the short hose with the
male connector on the TSC Coolant Pump Assembly (Items labeled “ 2 ” in the previous
illustration). 6. Connect the plastic tubing (shipped tied to the Auxiliary Filter) from the
small elbow fitting on the top of the Auxiliary Filter to the small elbow fitting on the
Standard Coolant Pump hose connector.
7. Connect the hose attached to the TSC Coolant Pump Assembly to the TSC Filter
Assembly.
8. Check that the filter lid is securely closed.
9. Run the primary coolant system for ten minutes to prime the bag filter housing before
using the TSC system.

1000 psi Through the Spindle Coolant installation

Place the 1000psi TSC assembly next to the coolant tank behind the machine with the
hose connections facing the back of the machine. Use the following coolant schematic as

an aid for hose routing.
1. Connect the power cable for the pump assembly to an external source in order to power
the motor. Note that the CNC control does not provide power to the pump motor.
Customer supplied external power must be supplied at the time of installation.
The power required is 208-230 volt 3-phase 50/60Hz, and have a 20-amp circuit breaker.
The pump assembly is pre-wired with a NEMA L15-20 plug. The pump assembly can
also use an alternate power source, these are: 240-230V 50/60HZ @ 20A or 480V
50/60HZ @ 10A.
To power the pump assembly from an alternate source, first replace the plug at the end of
the cable with an appropriate plug for the voltage being used. Then, rewire the pump
motor according to the directions on the side of the motor.
2. Plug the TSC cable from TSC junction box (J-box) to the TSC amphenol port on the
side of the control cabinet.
3. Connect the hose attached to the coolant connection on the spindle head to the hose
connection on the Standard Coolant Pump.
4. Connect the hose attached to the TSC input on the machine ’ s head to the connector
labeled “ 1000 psi Out ” on the TSC1000 connector panel (located on the side opposite
the handle).
5. Attach the supply hose from the coolant tank lid to the connector labeled “ Supply
In ” on the TSC1000 connector panel (items labeled “ 1 ” in the following illustration).
6. Connect the filter drain line from the coolant tank lid to the connector labeled “ Filter
Drain ” on the
TSC1000 connector panel (items labeled “ 2 ” in the following
illustration).
7. Connect the plastic tubing (ships tied to the Auxiliary Filter) from the connector
labeled “ Prime Line ” on the TSC1000 connector panel to the small elbow fitting on the
Standard Coolant Pump hose connector (items labeled “ 3 ” in the following illustration).

Initial start-up
Before using the 1000psi system the auxiliary filter must be primed. There are two ways
to do this. The first is to run the standard coolant pump for 5 minutes. This will fill the
auxiliary tank, through the priming hose. The second method is to attach the wash down
hose to the standard coolant pump. Turn on the standard coolant system (press “MDI”,
then “Coolant”). It may be necessary to turn the valve(s) on the standard coolant pump
to divert coolant to the hose. Open the auxiliary filter tank cover and use the wash down
hose to fill the auxiliary filter with coolant. Replace the auxiliary tank cover and tighten
securely.
NOTE: To ensure the TSC pump does not lose its priming, a 1/4” nylon hose is
connected between the standard coolant pump and the auxiliary filter to maintain
the coolant level in the filter tank.
Pressure Regulator Adjustment

The pressure regulator has been set at 1000psi and tested at the factory. No further
adjustment is required. However, to change the pressure, loosen the regulator jam nut.
Turn the adjusting bolt clockwise to increase the pressure or counter clockwise to decrease
the pressure. (Note, the system does not need to be on to change pressure)
Tighten the regulator nut once the pressure has been set.

Replacement of filter bags
Change the filter bag when the filter gauge indicator displays a vacuum level of -5 in. Hg
or more. Do not allow the suction to exceed -10 in. Hg or pump damage may occur.
HAAS recommends using 25-micron rated filter bags. Replacement bags can be
purchased from local filter suppliers or from HAAS. Finer micron rating bags can be used.
Maintenance
Before doing any maintenance to the 1000psi system, disconnect the power source; unplug
it from the power supply. Check the oil level on a daily basis. If the oil is low, add oil
through the fill cap on the reservoir. Fill the reservoir about 25% full with synthetic 5W30
oil.

Washdown hose installation
The Tote Kit supplied contains a Washdown Hose Kit. This includes one Hose, one
Nozzle, two (2) Hose Washers, and one “ Y ” connector. The nozzle should have a washer
tied on to the handle.
1. Detach the washer from the nozzle handle, and insert it into the connecting end of the
nozzle.
2. Insert one of the hose washers in the female end of the hose. The other washer is a
spare.
3. Attach the nozzle to the male end of the hose.

4. Detach the Coolant hose from the coolant pump.
5. Attach the “ Y ” connector to the coolant pump where the Coolant hose was.
6. Attach the Coolant hose to one of the “ Y ” outlets and the Washdown hose to the other.
Servo control bracket installation (optional)
1. Remove tool holder bracket from pendant shelf.
2. Use the tool holder bracket screws to attach the Servo Control bracket to front pemnuts
of the pendant shelf. Use a scribe to mark the location of the two holes to drill. Remove
the bracket and drill two ¼” (0.25) holes through the pendant shelf in the middle of the
scribed circles. Reinstall the Servo Control pendant bracket to pendant shelf using four 1032 X 3/8 button head cap screws.
3. Attach the tool holder bracket to the Servo Control pendant bracket with the remaining
screws.
4. Remove rear servo control rubber feet and screws. Slide servo control into the bracket
from the back. Position the control so the rear baseplate threaded holes line up with the
holes in the bracket. Reinstall the screws into the servo control baseplate, through the
bracket, without the rubber feet.
5. Mount the table or indexer to the mill table. Route the cables over the mill sheet metal
enclosure. Make sure the cables do not limit the table travels. Attach the cables to the
control box; control must be powered off.

Spindle Run-In
CAUTION: The spindle run-in program must be run before the spindle can be run above
1000 rpm. Failure to run this program can result in spindle over heating and failure.
Before running the spindle, a spindle run-in must be performed. A program has been
supplied with the machine which will slowly run the spindle up to speed (approx. 2 hrs).
This will purge out any oil which may have settled at the nose of the spindle due to long
idle time. The program is # O02021 Spindle Run-In and will be used for all spindle types
and rpms.
Adjust spindle speed override depending on maximum spindle speed of the machine: Set
override at 50% for 5,000 RPM machines; at 100% for 7,500 and 10,000 rpm machines;
and at 150% for 15,000 rpm machines. For machines equipped with a 50 taper spindle, run
spindle speed override at 50%.

The HSK 63A Faemat spindle requires a toolholder in the spindle and the chiller to be set
at 20 ° C while the spindle is running. The spindle should be checked periodically for
spindle temperature rise. If the temperature rises above 150 ° F, start the program from the
beginning. If the temperature rises above 150 ° F again, contact your dealer.

Cable handling/storage
Complete the machine installation by looping and storing the extra lengths of electrical
cables. Use the following techniques when dealing with excessive cable length.
• Loop cables individually, being careful to not force the cable into too sharp a bend and
tie-wrap the loop. The cable bend radius should not be less than 4 times the diameter of
the cable.

• Place the loop in the cable out of sight, hidden by the machine sheet metal, if possible.
• Do NOT allow the cables to rest on the floor.
• Do NOT coil a cable around another piece of machinery (such as a pump motor).

Access window latch assembly
The mill is shipped with the handle for both of the side window latches removed.
Assemble the latch as shown in the figure.

Note: Do not raise window to assemble handle to latch. The handle is fastened to the latch
with two screws and a nut plate
woRk platFoRM installation Large vertical and horizontal mills include work platforms
to be installed in front of the machine and secured with chains or by bolting to the floor.
WARNING: Observe the 450-lb (204 kg) weight limit on the work platform, and
understand that this limit includes the weight of the operator(s) standing on the
platform and any objects they carry. Overloading the platform can lead to injury.

Installation

1. Place the platform in front of the machine, centered between the keyholes in the
enclosure and as close as possible to the machine.
2. Push chain links through the top of each keyhole until the last possible link passes
through to remove as much slack as possible from the chain.

3. Allow the first link out of the hole to settle into the bottom of the keyhole to engauge
the chain and secure the platform in place.
Floor anchoring (optional)
The work platform can also be anchored to the floor. Ø .625”
1. Through the triangular access hole on either side of the platform, check for a Ø .625”
hole in the flange on the inside bottom of the higher step. If your platform assembly does
not include this hole, drill one in the approximate location shown in the illustration.
2. Use 1/2” concrete lag screws or other anchoring hardware to secure the platform to the
floor.

The goal of this lecture and the accompanying “ training ” is not to make you a mill
operator/machinist, but to make sure you can safely do certain tasks. It applies to all
students, staff, faculty and others who wish to use the machine shop! This SOP should be
read, fully understood, and reviewed at the machine with the Shop Manager.

Every machine user will have to take the “ Basic User Safety Test ” , demonstrate “ handson ” proficiency and then sign the “ BASIC USER CLEARANCE FORM &
SUPERVISED EXPERIENCE LOG ” before being approved to operate the machine. The
allowable machining tasks will be limited to those covered in this SOP. There is much
more to using a mill than what is covered in this SOP. Always ask before doing a new
operation.

Fig. 2b-1. Basic machine parts.

2b) I. SAFETY RULES
1. Safety glasses worn at all times, by everyone in the shop.
2. No long sleeves, no gloves, no open toe shoes, and no jewelry or watches.
3. Long hair must be secured behind your head.
4. Become thoroughly familiar with the machine before operating it.
5. When in doubt, always ask a supervisor or shop manager.
6. Never use the mill (or any other equipment) when tired or rushed for time.
7. Only attempt work that you have been approved to do and are comfortable doing.
8. Get additional training, refresher courses and approval as necessary.
9. Never reach anywhere over, around or near any rotating cutter(s).
10. Stop the machine every time the cutter is not cutting, not being used, or you are
changing tools/parts.
11. Only remove chips using gentle air blasts or chip brushes, be aware of cutting tools.
12. Use a chip shield to keep chips from hitting you and/or others in the area.
13. Keep ALL rags and tools away from the machine and off machine table(s) during use.
14. Be sure the holding device and workpiece are both securely clamped.
15. Always make sure that the cutting tool is sharp, at the correct height and has the

proper clearance.
16. Do not be distracted or talk to others when operating the machine.
17. Do not walk away from running machines. Turn them off every time.
18. Report all broken tools, cutters and/or malfunctioning equipment to a supervisor or
the shop manager.
19. Keep your work area clean (including the floor), free of chips and any oils.
20. Students/workers are NOT ALLOWED to teach other students in the use of the mill.
21. Leave the entire machine CLEANER than when you found it. Be safe, ask if unsure,
use your common sense, and look out for the safety of others.

2b) II. USING THE MACHINE
1. Tramming the Head with the help of a Supervisor or Shop Manager The head of a
vertical milling machine can be tilted from side to side and from front to back. This allows
for versatility of the machine, but these adjustments can drift. Occasionally, one should
check and adjust the head so that the spindle will be normal to the plane of the table. To
check, install a dial indicator into the tramming bar, and install the dial indicator on the
other end of the bar. The indicator face should be facing up and the probe at 45 degree to
the table. Lower the spindle until the dial indicator contacts the table then registers about
one half of a revolution. Set the dial indicator is toward you and set the bezel to zero.
Rotate the spindle by hand 180 degrees. If the dial indicator still reads zero, the spindle is
aligned front to back. If not, adjust the head until the dial reads half of the original reading
and iterate the entire process until the error falls within acceptable limits. Repeat the
process with the dial displaced left and right to alight the head side to side.
2. Squaring the Vise. Check before every job, don ’ t assume it ’ s aligned or tightened.
Work on a milling machine is most often held in a vise clamped onto the bed. To make
sure the parts we make are square and parallel, the vice must be aligned with the X travels
of the machine. To do this, mount the vise on the bed and secure it with T-bolts, but only
lightly so as to permit adjustment of the orientation of the vise.

Mount a dial indicator in the spindle of the machine with the probe facing away from you.
Lower the spindle and run the bed of the table back until the fixed (back) jaw of the vise is
in contact with the indicator and further until the indicator registers one half of a
revolution. Set the bezel to zero.
Use the manual cross feed to run the indicator across the face of the vise. If the vise is
squared, the indictor will remain at zero. If the dial indicator does not read zero, tap lightly
with a soft hammer to realign the vise. Repeat this procedure until the dial indicator reads
zero through the full travel across the face of the vise jaw.
Tighten down the T-bolts be careful not to change the vise orientation. Recheck the
alignment of the vise.
3. Setting Spindle Speed & High/Low GearingSpindle speed is set by turning the speed
crank on the right side of the spindle. The spindle must be on and rotating to adjust the
speed. There is a manual display (dial) on the head of the machine that shows the speed in
rpm. The spindle speed dial has two scales, one for low range, and one for high range. The
machine is switched between ranges with “ SPEED RANGE ” lever on the right side of
the machine head. Switching this lever must be done with the spindle not running.
Sometimes, the spindle must be rotated slightly (by hand) to allow the gears to mate
properly and allow the lever to “ click ” into gear.

4. Using an Edge Finder Before doing precise work on a milling machine, one must
locate the edges of a part accurately. An edgefinder is designed to do this on edges with
flat vertical surfaces.

An edgefinder is composed of two concentric cylinders, spring loaded together. To use it
you must first insert it into the machine with the appropriate collet. The big end of the
edgefinder is held in the collet at least ½ way in.
Start the spindle and set the speed to approximately 1,000rpm. Flick the bottom of the
edgefinder to induce a wobble in the smaller diameter. The smaller diameter is usually
.200 ” diameter. Then, move the part into the tool very slowly. The edge finder will center
up, then break out of concentricity suddenly. At that point, reset the dial indicator or
digital readout for that axis of the machine to a value equal the radius of the edgefinder.
Repeat the process at least twice to make sure your edge finding was correct.
5. Using the Digital ReadOuts commonly known as DROs The mills are equipped with
electronic display for accurate positioning. These DROs have a 4 place display
(.0002 ” accuracy) for the X and Y axes. The Z axes is still read off the mechanical dial on
the Z-axis handle with a .001 ” accuracy.

There are two systems of measurement that the DROs can supply, Incremental and
Absolute. Absolute should be used for the “ zero ” corner of your part and not be changed
during the job. The incremental setting can be “ zeroed ” as necessary for use between any
two locations, features, holes, etc.

6. Cutting Fluids and their applications Different applications and/or materials require
slightly different cutting fluids. These fluids are designed to provide the correct amount of
lubricity, cooling, better surface finish, increased tool life and more.
All cutting fluids (especially WS11) should be thoroughly cleaned / removed from the
machine when finished. The machine should be dry and a light “ misting ” of WD40
applied to the entire vice, tables and machine ways to prevent corrosion.
• Fluids
- WS11 – Water soluble oil.
Resembles “ milk ”

A combination of 5% WS11 oil + 95% water.

- A9 Cutting Fluid. Specially designed for aluminum and other soft metals. Green in color.
- MolyDee. A thick, black, heavy cutting fluid for steels and other tough to machine
materials.
- WD40. Not a cutting fluid, only use to protect for corrosion on cleaned machines.
• Applications:
- Aluminum & other soft materials tapping: Use A9 cutting fluid. Applied with a drip
from the nozzle or brushed onto the tap.
- Aluminum & other soft materials drilling/ milling/ boring/etc: Apply liberal amounts
of WS11 with an acid brush or spray bottle.
- Steel tapping & heavy cutting: Use MolyDee, applied with a drip or acid brush directly
to the tap.
- Steel drilling/ milling/ boring/etc: Apply liberal amounts of WS11 with an acid brush or
spray bottle.
- Plastics: Most do not need any cutting fluids. Correct speeds & feeds are more critical.

7. Cutting Tool Holders You must match the correct ones. The only types of tools that are
permitted to be used in the manual mills are listed below. The machine operator should
review and learn the information given in the separate [MILL CUTTING TOOLS SOP] to
determine when to use what type of cutting tools. Mill cutting tools can only be held in the
machine with a collet or Drill chuck:
• In an R8 mill collet, you can hold: End Mills, boring heads, flycutters, shell mills,
counterbores.
- Diameter of tool MUST match the size of the collet.
• In a precision drill chuck, you can hold: Drill bits, reamers, countersinks, center drills.
· Do not use keyed or tapered drill chucks in the mill.
8. Removing and Installing Cutting ToolsEasy if done correctly REMOVNG OR
INSTALLING CUTTING TOOLS IS ALWAYS DONE WITH THE MACHINE OFF!!!
Make sure that there is enough room between the quill and workpiece/vice/table
(8 ” -12 ” ) to easily remove/insert the cutting tool and collet. To remove a tool from a
machine WITH a power drawbar installed, move the quill to the highest position and lock
it in place with the quill lock. Hold whatever is in the collet (endmill, drill chuck, etc.)
then press and hold the green button and the red “ OUT ” button simultaneously (for 3
seconds) on the power drawbar box. This will release the collet and cutter from the
spindle.
Hold on to both as you remove them. If you do not hold on to the collet and cutter, they
will fall out and can be damaged. In order to install a collet and cutter, move the quill to

the highest position and lock it in place with the quill lock.
Place the desired milling cutter (or drill chuck) in a collet of the correct diameter. Insert
the collet into the spindle. Ensure that the key way on the collet mates properly with the
key in the spindle and is fully inserted. While holding the tool with one hand, press and
hold the green button and the red “ IN ” button simultaneously (for 3 seconds) on the
power drawbar box.
9. Cleaning the Machine: proper procedures for care and feeding The entire machine must
be cleaned after every use. If another user needs the machine, immediately after you,
make sure you discuss who will leave the machine clean. The process is simple and should
not take more than 10 minutes. Make sure you are aware of clock to leave enough time to
finish clean-up.
The procedure is:
A. Turn off the machine and remove the cutter and collet from the spindle.
B. Put away all your hand, set-up and cutting tools. If not sure where they go, ask a supervisor. C. Use a brush or light
blasts of air to remove the chips from the vice, table and ways.
D. Do not blast the chips and fluids across the shop, use enough force to get the chips to the ground.
E. Brush or vacuum the difficult to reach spots. Wipe the spindle, table, ways, covers, vice, etc.
F. Wipe off ALL cutting fluids and oils from the ENTIRE machine. Top to bottom, machine must be dry.
G. Gently mist the table, ways, vices or chuck(s) with WD40. Pump the central lubrication handle 4x.
H. Sweep the floor and surrounding areas. Chips are to be placed in chip buckets, not regular trash cans.
I. There should be NO visible chips of any size on the machine. Leave it cleaner than when you found it.

10. Unfinished Work and leaving your machine A machine may be left set-up with your
job ONLY if you will be returning at the next available opportunity. If it is less than a 2
hour gap, the machine may be left as is, just sweep the floor. If it is to be more than two
hours or you are unsure, the machine must be cleaned (as above) and all
tools/cutters/supplies must be put away.
Machine set-ups will be broken down after 4 hours or if there is an urgent need, unless
other arrangements are made with a supervisor or shop manager. Make sure you leave a
sign with your name, phone number and a time/date when you will be returning to use the
machine.
11. Climb vs. Conventional Milling The wrong choice can do damage! This section refers
to using end mills (or similar tools) and cutting away at the side/wall of a workpiece.

When milling, one should be aware of the difference between conventional and climb
milling. In conventional milling, the workpiece is fed against the rotation of the cutter. The
material is being scooped away.
This type of cut has lower forces and is preferred for roughing or heavy cuts. It should be
used in most cases. In climb milling, the work moves with the rotation of the cutter, as if it
is “ climbing up ” the material. Using a climb cut for a “ last pass ” or a “ finish pass ” to
remove only .002 ” - .015 ” is OK. Using a climb cut for heavy material removal could
lead to tool breakage and damaged parts.
12. Drilling and use of drill chucksDrilling is the process normally described as cutting
round holes in a material. Keyless drill chucks are the most common way to hold drill
bits. Bigger drill bits (over .500 ” dia) can be held in R8 collets ONLY if the drill shank
(aka, body) is the EXACT SAME SIZE as the collet being used. Be aware of the range
capability of the drill chuck, most are .063 ” to .520 ” The best way to tighten
a “ keyless ” drill chuck is (with the machine OFF) hold the machine ’ s spindle brake and
turn the chuck body counter clockwise. Reverse this to release the drill bit, but make sure
you don ’ t allow the drill bit to fall out.
13. Calculating Speeds and Feeds “ Speed ” refers to the spindle RPM (Revolutions Per
Minute). “ Feed or feed-rate ” refers to the amount you make the cutting tool move across
or into your workpiece (aka, feedrate).
Feeds and speeds affect the time to finish a cut, tool life, finish of the machined surface
and power required of the machine. The cutting speed is mostly determined by the
material to be cut and the material of the cutter.
Lubricant plays a critical role in cutting. Make sure you use plenty of the correct type.
Broken or abused tools are the responsibility of the user and will have to be replaced at
your cost. To find the right speed for any task, first ask a shop supervisor.
If unavailable, use the “ Speed vs. Feed ” guidelines as a starting point. The feed rate
depends on the width and depth of cut, finish desired and many other variables. The most
common mistake is to run the feeds or spindle speed too fast.

14. Using a vise for clamping parts A precision vice (KURT model 675) is the most
common way to hold parts in a milling machine. There are several considerations that
must be taken into account to make sure the part is secure. At first, you should seek
guidance from a supervisor for every setup in a vice and learn by example. Vice stops will
enable you to accurately take parts in and out of the vice, learn how to use them. Most
importantly, always get a supervisors advice for unusual shaped parts or setups. Some
general guidelines:
A. ALWAYS SHUT OFF THE MACHINE BEFORE DOING ANYTHING IN OR NEAR A VICE. B. Don ’ t assume
the vice is aligned or tightened down. Always check with an indicator.
C. Always wipe off the vice jaws, parallels and other fixtures when clamping a new part.
D. Always grip at least 50% of the part and in the center of the jaws.
E. Never grip a part at just one end of the vice, unless an identical part is at the other end.
F. Get instruction or supervision.

15. Using parallels in a Kurt vice Parallels are used to raise the work above the vice jaws

for machining, drilling or other operations. They can set the part height so the vice jaws
will not be hit by your cutting tools and that any drilling operations will not cut into the
bottom of the vice. Make sure you use a matching (height) set. Also be aware of running
into the parallels, and constantly check to see that they have not moved unintentionally. It
is a good idea to always check that no chips have fallen on toip of or underneath the
parallels, as this will greatly effect the accuracy of your parts.
16. Squaring Stock & Face milling First step in accurate parts To create a square corner on
a part, first orient an already finished edge vertically in the vise and clamp lightly onto the
part. Set a machinist’s square against the finished edge and the bottom of the vise. Lightly
tap the part with a plastic hammer to align it with the square. Clamp the vise down
securely. Now the top edge of the part is ready to be milled to horizontal.
It is often necessary to create a flat face on a large part. This is called face milling. Select a
sharp, flat bottom, end mill cutter a little wider than the workpiece so that the facing can
be accomplished in one pass. This can work for end mills up to .750 ” diameter in size.
Beyond that size, you will have to make multiple passes or use a flycutter.
Fly cutting, which is also called single point milling, is one of the most versatile milling
operations. It is done with a single-point cutting tool shaped like a lathe tool bit. It is held
and rotated by a fly cutter arbor. You can grind this cutter to almost any form that you
need. It is more economical to grind the desired form on a lathe-type tool bit than to buy a
pre-ground form cutter, which is very expensive and usually suitable only for one
particular job.
For milling slots, end mills are an idea tool. They will produce a slot to within two onethousandths of an inch in one pass. If greater accuracy is required, use an end mill a little
smaller than the desired slot. Measure the slot you produced and then open it to the desired
dimension with a second pass. Note that the depth of cut should not exceed three times the
diameter of the cutter.
17. DRILLING, BORING & REAMING Much more accurate than a drill press The
milling machine may be used effectively for drilling, since accurate location of the hole
may be secured by means of table positioning. Spacing holes in a circular path, such as the
holes in an index plate, may be accomplished by indexing with the index head positioned
vertically.
Twist drills may be supported in drill chucks fastened in the milling machine spindle or
mounted directly in milling machine collets or adapters. The workpiece to be drilled is

fastened to the milling machine table by clamps, vises, or angle plates.
For boring, there are various types of boring tool holders may be used for boring on the
milling machine, the boring tools being provided with either straight shanks to be held in
chucks and holders or taper shanks to fit collets and adapters. The two attachments most
commonly used for boring is the offset boring head, also known as the “ Criterion Boring
Head ” The single-edge cutting tool used for boring on the milling machine is the same as
a lathe cutter bit.
Cutting speeds, feeds, and depth of cut should be the same as that prescribed for lathe
operations. Boring is usually used for holes bigger than .500 ” diameter. The most accurate
way to finish a hole smaller than .500 ” diameter is the process of reaming.
Reaming is a process which slightly enlarges a pre-existing hole to a tightly toleranced
diameter. A reamer is similar to a mill bit in that it has several cutting edges arranged
around a central shaft. Reaming is always done after hole drilling. If the hole is drill
crooked, the reamer will follow the crooked hole. Reaming should not be relied upon to
correct the location or alignment of a hole. Reamed holes should not intersect with drilled
holes. Its primary purpose is to fine-tune the diameter of the hole. Reaming is most
accurate for axially symmetric parts produced and reamed on a mill. Reamers come in a
multitude of sizes.
18. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS to be aware of:
• Never be afraid to ask for help and guidance, that is why the shop supervisor is there.
When in doubt, always ask.
• These are very capable machines, but must be used correctly to avoid damage and
accidents. Learn how to use them correctly, there are no shortcuts in quality and safety.
• Come prepared. Have your material/parts, complete (accurate) drawing(s), a plan of
action and list of tools you will need.
• Cutting tools are VERY expensive and easy to break or dull. You are responsible if they
are broken or damaged.
• Don ’ t leave rags, measuring or other precision tools on the table of the machine. They
will get damaged, contaminated or fall off.
• Double check your set-up before starting any operation. Check for tightness/rigidity,
correct speeds/feeds, obstructions, clamps, etc.

2b) III. GENERAL SHOP SAFETY
All tools are dangerous if used improperly or carelessly. Working safely is the first thing
the user or operator should learn because the safe way is the correct way. A person
learning to operate machine tools must first learn the safety regulations and precautions
for each tool or machine. Most accidents are caused by not following prescribed
procedures. Develop safe work habits rather than suffer the consequences of an accident.
Most of the safety practices mentioned in this section are general in nature. Safety
precautions for specific tools and machines are described in detail in the chapters along
with the description of the equipment. Study these carefully and be on the alert to apply
them.
EYE PROTECTION Using eye protection in the machine shop is the most important
safety rule of all. Metal chips and shavings can fly at great speeds and distances and cause
serious eye injury. Safety glasses must be worn when working with handcutting tools,
since most handcutting tools are made of hardened steel and can break or shatter when
used improperly. There are many different types of safety glasses available in the supply
system; however, the ones that offer the best protection are the safety glasses with side
shields. Safety goggles should be worn over prescription glasses.
HAZARDOUS NOISE PROTECTION Noise hazards are very common in the machine
shop. High intensity noise can cause permanent loss of hearing. Although noise hazards
cannot always be eliminated, hearing loss is avoidable with ear muffs, ear plugs, or both.
These are available through the local supply system or from the Occupational Health
Clinic. Ear plugs must be properly fitted by qualified personnel.
FOOT PROTECTION The floor in a machine shop is often covered with razorsharp metal
chips, and heavy stock may be dropped on the feet. Therefore, safety shoes or a solid
leather shoe must be worn at all times. Safety shoes are available in the supply system.
These have a steel designed to resist impact. instep guard.
GRINDING DUST AND HAZARDOUS FUMES Grinding dust from abrasive wheels is
made up of extremely fine particles of the metal and the wheel. Some grinding machines
are equipped with a vacuum dust collector. When operating a grinder without a vacuum,
wear an approved respirator to avoid inhaling the dust. Whenever possible, use coolant
when grinding. This will aid in dust control. Grinding dust can be very dangerous to your
health, especially beryllium or parts used in nuclear systems. These materials require
careful control of grinding dust. Metals such as zinc give off toxic fumes when heated

above their boiling point. Inhaling these fumes may cause temporary sickness, or death.
The fumes produced from lead and mercury are very harmful, as their effect is cumulative
in the body and can cause irreversible damage. When unsure of the materials being
machined, it is advisable to wear a respirator.
PROPER LIFTING PROCEDURES Using improper lifting procedures may result in a
permanent back injury. Back injury can be avoided if the correct lifting procedures are
followed. When lifting heavy or large objects, get some assistance or use a hoist or
forklift. Objects within your ability can be lifted safely as long as the following procedures
are followed: Keep your back straight. Squat down, bending at the knees. Use the leg
muscles to do the work and lift slowly. Do not bend over the load as this will put excessive
strain on your spine. Carry the object where it is comfortable, and pay close attention to
where you are walking and objects around you. When placing the object back on the floor,
use the same procedures as when it was lifted.
ELECTRICAL SAFETY Exposure to electrical hazard will be minimal unless the
operator becomes involved with machine repair. The machine operator is mostly
concerned with the on and off switch on the machine tool. However, if adjustments or
repairs must be made, the power source should be disconnected. If the machine tool is
wired permanently, the circuit breaker should be switched off and tagged with an
appropriate warning statement. Most often the power source will not be disconnected for
routine adjustment such as changing machine speeds. However, if a speed change involves
a belt change, make sure that no other person is likely to turn on the machine while the
operator ’ s hands are in contact with belts and pulleys.
SAFETY RULES FOR MACHINE TOOLS Since different cutting tools and machining
procedures are used on various machine tools, the safety precautions for each may vary.
The following are general safety rules for any machine tool: Gears, pulleys, belts,
couplings, ends of shafts having keyways, and other revolving or reciprocating parts
should be guarded to a height of 6 feet above the floor. The guards should be removed
only for repairing or adjusting the machine and must be replaced before operating it.
Safety setscrews should be used in collars and on all revolving or reciprocating members
of the machine tool or its equipment. Do not operate any machine tool without proper
lighting. Never attempt to operate any machine tool until you fully understand how it
works and know how to stop it quickly. Never wear loose or torn clothing and secure long
hair, since these items can become caught in revolving machine parts. Ties should be
removed and shirt sleeves should be rolled up above the elbow. Gloves should never be
worn when operating machinery except when absolutely necessary. Always stop the
machine before cleaning it or taking measurements of the workpiece.
Do not lubricate a machine while it is in motion. Injury to the operator and damage to the

machine may result from this practice. Never remove metal chips, turnings, or shavings
with your hands; they may cause a serious cut. If the shavings are long, stop the machine
and break them with pliers or a bent rod, and then brush chips off the machine. Remove
cast-iron chips, which break into small pieces, with a brush. Never wipe away chips when
the machine is operating. Always wear safety glasses or goggles while operating machine
tools. Also, wear respiratory protection if operation creates hazardous dust. All persons in
the area where power tools are being operated should also wear safety eye protection and
respirators as needed. Know where tire extinguishers are located in the shop area and how
to use them. Never wear jewelry while working around machine tools. Rings, watches, or
bracelets maybe caught in a revolving part which could result in the hand being pulled into
the machine. Avoid horseplay. Tools are very sharp and machines are made of hard steel.
An accidental slip or fall may cause a serious injury. Never use compressed air without a
safety nozzle to clean machines or clothing. It will blow sharp, dangerous metal chips a
long distance.
Keep the floor around machines free of tools, stock, oil, grease, and metal chips. Tripping
over metal on the floor, especially round bars, can cause dangerous falls.
Wipe up all oil, grease, and cutting fluid spills on the floor as soon as possible to prevent a
fall. Metal chips are very sharp and can easily become embedded in the soles of shoes,
making them very slippery, especially when walking on a concrete floor. Never place tools
or other materials on the machine table.
Cluttering up a machine with tools or materials creates unsafe working conditions. Use a
bench or table near the machine for this purpose. Always use a rag when handling sharp
cutters such as milling cutters and end mills.
Do not expose power tools to rain or use in damp or wet locations. Always secure the
workpiece. Use clamps or a vise. It is safer than using your hands, and it frees both hands
to operate the tool
Do not abuse electrical cords. Never carry a tool by its cord or yank it to disconnect it
from a receptacle. Keep electrical cords away from heat, oil, and sharp edges. Have
damaged or worn power cords and strain relievers repaired or replaced immediately.
Remove adjusting keys and wrenches. Form a habit of checking to see that keys and
wrenches are removed from tools before turning them on.

Do not operate any machine tool while under the influence of drugs, alcohol, or any
medication that could cause drowsiness.

When performing maintenance and repair tasks on catapults and arresting gear equipment,
you must take accurate measurements during inspection, to determine the amount of wear
or service life remaining on a particular item or to make sure replacement parts used to
repair equipment meet established specifications. The accuracy of these measurements,
often affecting the performance and failure rates of the concerned equipment, depends on
the measuring tool you use and your ability to use it correctly.
COMMON MEASURING TOOLS LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Identify the different
types of measuring tools.
Describe the uses of different types of measuring tools. Describe the proper care of
measuring tools. You will use many different types of measuring tools in the daily
performance of your duties. Where exact measurements are required, use a micrometer
caliper (mike). If you use the micrometer caliper properly, it will allow you to measure
within one ten-thousandth (0.0001) of an inch accuracy. On the other hand, where
accuracy is not extremely critical, a common straightedge rule or tape rule will suffice for
most measurements.

RULES AND TAPES
Exhibit 3a-1 illustrates some of the commonly used straightedge and tape rules. Of all
measuring tools, the simplest and most common is the steel or wooden straightedge rule.
This rule is usually 6 or 12 inches long, although other lengths are available. Steel rules
may be flexible or nonflexible, but the thinner the rule is, the easier it is to measure
accurately with it, because the division marks are closer to the work to be measured.
Generally, a rule has four sets of graduated division marks, one on each edge of each side
of the rule. The longest lines represent the inch marks. On one edge, each inch is divided
into 8 equal spaces, so each space represents 1/8 inch. The other edge of this side is
divided into sixteenths. The 1/4-inch and 1/2-inch marks are commonly made longer than
the smaller division marks to facilitate counting, but the graduations are not normally
numbered individually, as they are sufficiently far apart to be counted without difficulty.
The opposite side of the rule is similarly divided into 32 and 64 spaces per inch, and it is
common practice to number every fourth division for easier reading. There are many
variations of the common rule. Sometimes the graduations are on one side only,
sometimes a set of graduations is added across one end for measuring in narrow spaces,
and sometimes only the first inch is divided into 64ths, with the remaining inches divided
into 32nds and 16ths. Steel tapes are made from 6 to about 300 feet in length. The shorter
lengths are frequently made with a curved cross section so that they are flexible enough to
roll up, but remain rigid when extended. Long, flat tapes require support over their full
length when measuring, or the natural sag will cause an error in reading.

Exhibit 3a-1. Some common types of rules.

MEASURING PROCEDURES
To take a measurement with a common rule, hold the rule with its edge on the surface of
the object being measured. This will eliminate parallax and other errors that might result
because of the thickness of the rule. Read the measurement at the graduation that
coincides with the distance to be measured,and state it as being so many inches and
fractions of an inch. (See Ex. 3a-2.) Always reduce fractions to their lowest terms, for
example, 6/8 inch would be called 3/4 inch. A hook or eye at the end of a tape or rule is
normally part of the first measured inch.

Exhibit 3a-2. Measuring with and reading a common rule.

Bolts and Screws
The length of bolts and screws is best measured by holding them up against a rigid rule or
tape. Hold both the rule and the bolt or screw to be measured up to your eye level, so that
your line of sight will not be in error in reading the measurement. As shown in Exhibit 3a3, the bolts or screws with countersink-type heads are measured from the top of the head

to the opposite end, while those with other types of heads are measured from the bottom of
the head.

Outside Pipe Diameters
To measure the outside diameter of a pipe, you should use some kind of rigid rule. A
wooden rule or a steel rule is satisfactory for this purpose. As shown in Exhibit 3a-4, line
up the end of the rule with one side of the pipe, using your thumb as astop. Then, with the
one end held in place with your thumb, swing the rule through an arc and take the
maximum reading at the other side of the pipe. For most purposes, the measurement
obtained by using this method is satisfactory. It is necessary that you know how to take
this measurement, as the outside diameter of pipe is sometimes the only dimension given
on pipe specifications. Inside Pipe Diameters To measure the inside diameter of a pipe
with a rule, as shown in Exhibit 3a-5, hold the rule so that one corner of the rule just rests
on the inside of one side of the pipe. Then, with one end thus held in place, swing the rule
through an arc and read the diameter across the maximum inside distance. This method is
satisfactory for an approximate inside measurement. Pipe Circumferences To measure the
circumference of a pipe, you must use a flexible-type rule that will conform to the shape
of the pipe. A fabric or steel flexible tape rule is adaptable to this job. When measuring the
pipe, make sure the tape is wrapped squarely around the axis of the pipe to ensure that the
measurement will not be more than the actual circumference of the pipe. This is extremely
important when you are measuring a large diameter pipe. Hold the rule or tape as shown in
Exhibit 3a-6. Take the reading, using the 2-inch graduation, for example, as the reference
point. In this case the correct reading is found by subtracting 2 inches from the actual
reading. In this way the first 2 inches of the tape, serving as a handle, will enable you to
hold the tape securely.

Exhibit 3a-6. — Measuring the circumference of a pipe with a tape rule.

Inside Dimensions
For an inside measurement such as the inside of a box, a folding rule that incorporates a 6or 7-inch sliding extension is one of the best measuring tools. To take the inside
measurement, first unfold the folding rule to the approximate dimension. Then, extend the
end of the rule and read the length that it extends, adding the length of the extension to the
length on the Steel or fiberglass tapes are generally used for making long measurements.
Secure the hook end of the tape. Hold the tape reel in the hand and allow it to unwind
while walking in the direction in which the measurement is to be taken. Stretch the tape
with sufficient tension to overcome sagging. At the same time make sure the tape is
parallel to an edge or the surface being measured. Read the graduation on the tape by
noting which line on the tape coincides with the measurement being taken.

Exhibit 3a-3. Measuring the length of a bolt or screw.

Exhibit 3a-4. Measuring the outside diameter of a pipe.

Exhibit 3a-5. Measuring the inside diameter of a pipe.

Exhibit 3a-6. Using a folding ruler to measure inside spaces.

Care of rules and tapes
Handle rules and tapes carefully and keep metal ones lightly oiled to prevent rust. Never
allow the edges of measuring devices to become nicked by striking them with hard
objects. They should preferably be kept in a wooden box when not in use.
To avoid kinking tapes, pull them straight out from their cases — do not bend them
backward. With the windup type, always turn the crank clockwise — turning it backward
will kink or break the tape. With the spring-wind type, guide the tape by hand. If it is
allowed to snap back, it may be kinked, twisted, or otherwise damaged. Do not use the
hook as a stop. Slow down as you reach the end.

Exhibit 3a-7. Using a folding rule to measure an inside dimension.

For most measurements with a rules scale, it is desirable to estimate fractions of the
smallest division on the scale. Two common scale attachments that increase the accuracy
of these estimates are the vernier scale and the micrometer screw. Because of the
difficulty of holding a linear scale against a curved surface or against a narrow width,
calipers are used. A caliper is an instrument with two jaws, straight or curved, used
to determine the diameters of objects or the distances between two surfaces. A caliper
with a vernier scale is called a vernier caliper; a caliper with a micrometer screw is
called a micrometer caliper.

THE VERNIER PRINCIPLE
The vernier is an auxiliary scale, invented by Pierre Vernier in 1631, which has
graduations that are of different length from those on the main scale but that bear a
simple relation to them. The vernier scale of Exhibit 3a-8 has 10 divisions that
correspond in length to 9 divisions on the main scale. Each vernier division is therefore
shorter than a main-scale division by 1/10 of a main-scale division. In Ex. 3a-8 the
zero mark of the vernier scale coincides with the zero mark of the main scale. The first
vernier division is 1/10 main-scale division short of a mark on the main scale, the second
division in 2/10 short of the next mark on the main scale, and so on until the tenth
vernier division is 10/10, or a whole division, short of a mark on the main scale. It
therefore coincides with a mark on the main scale. If the vernier scale is moved to the
right until one mark, say the sixth as in Ex.3a-9, coincides with some mark of the main
scale the number of tenths of a main-scale division that the vernier scale is moved is the
number of the vernier division that coincides with any main scale division. (It does not
matter with which main-scale mark it coincides.) The sixth vernier division coincides
with a main-scale mark in Ex.3a-9 therefore the vernier scale has moved 6/10 of a

main-scale division to the right of its zero position. The vernier scale thus tells the
fraction of a main-scale division that the zero of the vernier scale has moved beyond
any main-scale mark. In Ex.3a-10 the zero is to the right of the second mark on the
main scale and the fourth mark of the vernier scale coincides with a main-scale mark.
The reading is 2.0 divisions (obtained from the main scale p to the vernier zero) and 0.4
division (obtained from the vernier coincidence), or 2.4 divisions.

Exhibit 3a-8. Main and Vernier scales.

Exhibit 3a-9. Main scale with attached Vernier, reading 0.6.

Exhibit 3a-10. Main scale with attached Vernier, reading 2.4.

scale. Instruments are manufactured with many different vernier-scale to main scale
ratios. The essential principle of all vernier scales is, however, the same, and the student
who masters the fundamental idea can easily learn by himself to read any special type. In
brief, the general principle of the vernier scale is that a certain number n of divisions on
the vernier scale is equal in length to a different number (usually one less) of main scale
divisions. In symbols
1.

nV = (n - 1) S

where n is the number of divisions on the vernier scale, V is the length of one division
on the vernier scale, and S is the length of the smallest main-scale division. (1) The
term least count is applied to the smallest value that can be read directly from a
vernier scale. It is equal to the difference between a main-scale and a vernier division.
It can be expressed by rearranging Eq. (1), thus
2.

Least count S - V = (1/n)S

When you have occasion to used a new type of vernier scale, first determine the least
count of the instrument. In order to make a measurement with the instrument, read
the number of divisions on the main scale before the zero of the vernier scale and note
which vernier division coincides with a mark of the main scale. Multiply the number of
the coinciding vernier mark by the least count to obtain the fractional part of a mainscale division to be added to the main-scale reading.

The Vernier Caliper
A widely used type of vernier caliper is shown schematically in the inset below. The
instrument has both British and metric scales and is provided with devices to measure
internal depths and both inside and outside diameters.

Exhibit 3a-11.

As shown in Ex. 3a-11, the jaws c and d are arranged to measure an outside diameter,
jaws e and f to measure an inside diameter, and the blade g to measure an internal

depth. The knurled wheel W is used for convenient adjustment of the movable jaw and
the latch L to lock the jaw in position.

Mutitoyo

Using dial calipers. A dial caliper is a useful and versatile measuring tool and can measure
I.D, O.D, Step and depth.
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Clean the measuring faces before and after measurement. Close the jaws and check that
the indicator points to “0” on the dial face. If caliper doesn’t zero, loosen the bezel clamp
screw and rotate the bezel to the “0” position. Tighten the bezel clamp screw to fix the
“0” position.
The main scale on the caliper with the inch system is marked every .100 ” and represents
one revolution. Each graduation on the dial represents .001”.
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Thus a measurement of .617 inches would be obtained by reading .600 on the main scale,
and then adding 0.017 as determined by the dial (as shown in the image).

Exhibit 3a-14.

Metric Dial calipers are read in a similar fashion.
The main scale on the caliper has graduations every 1mm (millimeter) and represents one
half of a revolution of the dial. Every 10th mark is numbered in cm (centimeters). Each
full revolution is 2mm. (It takes 5 revolutions to make 1cm or 10mm). Each graduation
on the dial represents .02mm.
Thus a measurement of 12.02 mm would be obtained by reading 1 (1cm = 10mm) on the
main scale. Add to that two graduations past the 1 and then adding 0.02 as determined by
the dial (as shown in the image). 10 + 2 + .02 = 12.02
Note: When using either a metric or inch dial caliper, smaller readings than those

graduated may of course be obtained by visual interpolation between graduations.

DIGITAL ELECTRONIC CALIPERS
You may be using electronic calipers. These have an electronic readout rather than a
vernier scale. Typically, an electronic caliper will have three buttons, an on/off button, an
English/Metric button, and a Zero button. The procedure of using an electronic caliper is:
Turn the caliper on.
Select English (inches) or Metric (millimeters) reading—almost always in physics you
would choose metric.
Close the caliper jaws and press the Zero button.
Measure the desired object and read the digital readout.

MICROMETERS
The micrometer is a precision measuring instrument, used by engineers. Each revolution
of the rachet moves the spindle face 0.5mm towards the anvil face. The object to be
measured is placed between the anvil face and the spindle face. The rachet is turned
clockwise until the object is ‘ trapped ’ between these two surfaces and the rachet makes
a ‘ clicking ’ noise. This means that the rachet cannot be tightened any more and the
measurement can be read.
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V-Anvil micrometers are used to check out-ofroundness from centreless grinding or
other machining operations. They are also used for measuring odd fluted taps,
milling cutters and reamers.

Exhibit 3a-16.

Dial indicator groove gauges are used for in-process or bench inspection of oil grooves,
snap ring retainer grooves, “ O ” ring seat retainer grooves and similar internal recesses.
They are also useful for checking bore dimensions and testing for taper, bell-mouth and
out-of-roundness. The movable, sensitive gauging contact has a 12.7mm (2.1/2 ” )

retractable range and transfers the measurement through a linear, friction-free transfer
mechanism to the dial indicator. The lower reference jaw is fixed and supports the entire
weight of the gauge and the operator ’ s hands, thus preventing incorrect gauging pressure
and false readings. The reference jaw can be mounted in two positions on the range
adjusting bar. The bar itself is also adjustable for greater or lesser range. A fine
adjustment screw and a lock are also provided.

Exhibit 3a-17.

Depth Micrometer

Exhibit 3a-18.

TUBULAR INSIDE MICROMETER

Using the first example seen below:
1. Read the scale on the sleeve. The example shows 12 mm divisions.
2. Still reading the scale on the sleeve, a further ½ mm (0.5) measurement is seen on the
bottom half of the scale. The measurement now reads 12.5mm.
3. Finally, the thimble scale shows 16 full divisions (these are hundredths of a mm).
The final measurement is 12.5mm + 0.16mm = 12.66

Digital micrometers

Digital micrometers are used to measure the length, diameter, or thickness dimensions. A
digital micrometer consists of the frame, anvil, spindle, lock nut, sleeve, sleeve numbers,
sleeve long line, thimble marks, thimble, and ratchet stop, LCD display, data output port,
mm/in conversion key, and the ON/OFF ZERO key. Digital micrometers are available in a
large amount of different sizes. Usually, there is the 0-to-25-mm (0-to1-inch), 25-to-50mm (1-to 2-inch), 50-to-75-mm (2-to 3-inch), and 75-to-100-mm (3-to 4- inch)
micrometers.
Below are the proper procedures for using a 0-to-25-mm (0-to1-inch) digital outside
micrometer right:
1. Preparation
Step1: Dry and clean the measuring surface of the item to be measured with clean cloth
(or soaked with cleaning oil);

Step2: Dry and clean the cover of the digital outside micrometer with clean cloth (or
soaked with cleaning oil);
Step3: Dry and clean the measuring surface of the anvil of the digital outside micrometer
with clean cloth (or soaked with cleaning oil).
Step4: Dry and clean the measuring surface of the spindle of the digital outside
micrometer with clean cloth (or soaked with cleaning oil).
Step5: Fully close the digital outside micrometer gently.

Step6: Turn the thimble to make sure the 0 line align with the centre long line on the
sleeve completely.
If you use the 25-to-50-mm, 50-to-75-mm or micrometers with larger range, you would
need to use the corresponding calibrated rod to calibrate them before measuring. For
example, you need to use the 25mm calibrated rod to calibrate the 25-to-50-mm digital
outside micrometer.
Step7: Turn on the ON/OFF button of the digital outside micrometer. If it reads 0 and you
can begin to take the measurement. If it doesn ’ t read 0, adjust the thimble and the ratchet
stop until it reads 0.

Step8: Turn on the mm/in button of the digital outside micrometer and then choose the
desired unit system as you like. (Here we choose the mm version.)
2. Taking the measurement
At any time, do not touch the measuring surface of both the micrometer and the item with
your hands, because the sweat on your hands will cause inaccuracy to the measurement.
You have to keep them dry and clean all the time.
Step1: Carefully open the jaws of the digital outside micrometer by revolving the ratchet.

Step2: Slightly place the item to be measured against the anvil of the digital micrometer.
Make sure the micrometer is perpendicular to the surfaces being measured.
Step3: Rotate the ratchet stop until the spindle contacts the item. Do not clamp the
micrometer tightly on to the workpiece. Use only enough pressure on the ratchet stop to
allow the item to just fit between the anvil and spindle. Generally speaking, you can
revolve the ratchet stop for three circles slightly when the spindle contacts the item.
Step4: Lock the lock nut on the digital outside micrometer to make sure that the figures
can not change any more.

3. How to read the digital micrometer correctly?
Step1: The digital micrometer can provide high precision reading with the LCD display.
So you can get the reading directly from the large LCD display. For example, the reading
is 14.054 mm in the picture.

You can also get the reading by reading the marks on the sleeve and the thimble. Usually,
we mainly get the reading from the large LCD display for the digital micrometer because
the digital reading is more accurate. The reading on the sleeve and the thimble is just for
reference.

Step2:
Read the markings on the sleeve and the thimble, firstly, read the point which the thimble
stops at it on the right of the sleeve (It is 14mm here, because each line above the centre
long line represents 1mm while each line below the centre long line represents 0.5mm).
Secondly, read the markings on the thimble, it is between 5 and 6. So you need to estimate
the reading. (It is 0.054mm for each line here represents 0.001mm). At last, add all the
reading up: 14mm + 0.054mm=14.054mm. So the total reading is 14.054mm.
4. Maintenance instructions
1. Remember to switch it off after finishing the measurement to extend the lifetime.
2. Never apply voltage (e.g. engraving with an electric pen) on any part of the digital
outside micrometer for fear of damaging the circuit.
3. Clean the measuring surface of the digital micrometer with dry and clean cloth (or
soaked with cleaning oil), take the battery out and stock in a dry environment if it stands
idle for a long time.

Internal micrometers; How to Read an Inside Micrometer
An inside micrometer reads like an outside micrometer however the scales are just the
opposite and reads left to right.
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Proper Use and Care
Be sure to unlock the locking knob before attempting to rotate the thimble.
Clean the measuring jaws with a clean cloth before and after measurements.
It is also a good practice to occasionally clean the spindle to keep any contaminants from
being drawn into the sleeve. When closing in on the object (to be measured) use the
ratchet stop so as to not over tighten the thimble and give an erroneous reading.
When a micrometer is at its minimum reading (.200) the horizontal line on the sleeve
should line up with the ‘ 0 ’ on the thimble. To see if this is the case you must use the
standard that is supplied with the micrometer.
If the 0 does not line up then it will be necessary to calibrate the micrometer by rotating
the sleeve. Each micrometer comes with a half moon adjusting wrench for this purpose.
To make the adjustment simply puzzle the wrench to the side of the spindle and insert the
small tip into the leverage hole.
It will not require much effort to turn the spindle however there is sufficient resistance in
the spindle so that it will never move on its own.

How to Read an Inside Micrometer Graduated in 0.001”
First of all, the basics: The pitch of the screw thread on a standard spindle is 40 threads per
inch. One revolution of the thimble advances the spindle face toward or away from the
anvil face precisely 1/40” or 0.025” equaling the distance between two graduations on the
sleeve. The reading line on the sleeve is divided into 40 equal parts by vertical lines that

correspond to the number of threads on the spindle. Therefore, each vertical line
designates 1/40” or 0.025”. The graduation marks on the upper side of the scale represent
.050 ” and is numbered every 2nd mark so every number represents .100 ” . The lower
side of the scale is divided even further with each graduation representing .025 ” . Thus
every 4th line, which is longer than the others, designates 0.100” and matches the upper
scale. The beveled edge of the thimble is divided into 25 equal parts with each line
representing 0.001” and every 5th line is numbered.
Example:

Reading of .372
Remember that the scale is reading backwards (left to right) which is just the opposite of a
standard outside micrometer. In the picture above, reading from the upper side of the
scale, the bevel edge of the thimble is positioned to where it is setting less than the .400
mark. Looking at the lower part of the scale you can see one more graduation mark
revealed and that would be the .375 mark. The next mark that can ’ t be seen is the .350
mark and that is the figure to begin with to determine the total value. The scale on the
thimble is showing the second mark from the .020 graduation mark. Again remember that
this scale reads backwards so that would read .022 ” . Adding the two together the total
value would be .350 ” + .022 ” = .372 ”
For accurate readings on all precision measurements it is important to hold the work piece
squarely with the measuring tool. Consider purchasing a micrometer stand that can serve
as a ‘ third hand ’ . A stand can greatly improve the accuracy of a measurement and
actually speed up the process especially when measuring parts repetitiously.

HEIGHT GAUGES
Height gauges measure the height of components and product features by measuring the
distance from a reference point, usually a granite surface plate, to the component or
product.

Height gauges range from simple surface gauges for measurement transfer and marking to
motorized digital height gauges. Height gauges and their surface plates are versatile and
relatively inexpensive, yet precise enough to be used as a rough incoming inspection tool
or for final product approval. incoming inspection tool or for final product approval.
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Low-end height gauges can range from little more than a simple transfer stand with an
indicator to a powerful data calculating tool with auto scanning functions. Digital displays
help to eliminate errors as well as keep track of reference points. Higher end instruments
feature accuracy down to almost 1 micron and perform tedious operator measurements
with a keystroke. Price and accuracy are key considerations when selecting height gauges.
Pneumatic gliding systems require a granite plate for movement. The benefit is greater
ease of use and increased speed. Digital mechanical models are lightweight and durable.
Accuracy and repeatability are more important than resolution. Make sure the model you
select meets your tolerances. Mechanical digital, dial and electronic models are so
affordable that few people bother with Vernier height gauges.
Operators can be a major contributor to gaging errors. Early and basic low-entry gauges

use manual drives to position the sensor to the part. By manually touching or tripping a
sensing switch to trigger a measurement, the operator has a significant impact on the
performance of the machine. How hard the part is touched and at what speed can
significantly increase measurement variation.
More mid-range and high-end height gauges are incorporating motor drives into their
sensing heads. “This guarantees consistent measurement speed and touching force, which
greatly improves repeatability and overall performance. Also, these height gauges
incorporate controllers that automate the simple measurement processes (length and
diameter) so the measurement becomes a one-button operation-with virtually no operator
involvement.
The environment is the main contributor to any length measurement, especially with a 40inch height gauge-a 1 ° F change over 40 inches is a 0.00024-inch deviation, so these
errors can add up fast. Today, however, the controllers in the unit can compensate for
these temperature changes, either by constantly monitoring the environment or correcting
for the nominal temperature of the environment set by the operator.

Exhibit 3a-24. Tesa Micro-Hite 600, an automatic geometric calculating height gauge with air suspension.

The surface plate is an important part of the process. It sets the reference for the whole
measuring system. It will influence the reading if it is not flat or has defects such as a chip.
Dirt can be a source of error and it comes from many places. “There could be dirt on the
surface plate, dirt on the part and dirt on the contact. Each of them will put a slight offset
into the measurement. There also is dirt in the air in the form of mist, oils and dust which
could settle on the measurement scale and influence the readings.
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Setting the references is an important part of the height gauge measurement process. The
first reference is when the machine sets its internal zero to the surface plate. The sensing
head will come down, touch the plate and use this measurement as the reference for all
future checks. The other reference that needs to be set is the diameter of the ball. If
measurements are to be made approaching from the top and bottom, then ball diameter is
critical. There is a test fixture and routine provided with height gauges that check for ball
diameter. Schuetz suggests following the routine at least twice to verify diameter and
repeat.
All electronic height transmit their information in the same basic way to computers and
data-gathering devices. Information is digitized so readings can be used for statistical
process control (SPC) and data collection. However, wireless communication also is
available with height gauges. “To go to wireless, all that is necessary is a transmitter
device that can be attached to a port and a receiver at the computer. And in the future, the
radio also can be built into the gauge. Before wireless, there was the problem with
maneuverability around the surface plate. The cable can snag on the workpiece. With
wireless data transmission, this problem is eliminated.
But wireless transmission has traditionally had problems with signal interference and
operator concerns. Radio signals can pick up other signals, resulting in this interference.
The latest wireless mesh networks eliminate this. With the newest technologies in ultralow power radios and extremely robust network schemes now available, wireless
electronic data collection is feasible and practical. Wireless data collection promises to
eliminate transcription errors, illegible handwriting, keyboard mistakes, misplaced
decimals, missing data and altered data.

In addition to wireless innovations, future height gauges will benefit from full-feature
displays with colors, pictures and instructions to help make the complex measurements
easier for operators’ use. As with the motorized height gauge, in the future we are likely to
see features built into new height gauge models which make them easier to use and
capable of providing a higher degree of repeatability.

SMALL-HOLE GAUGES
A small-hole gauge is a measuring tool with a round expandable head that is used together
with an outside micrometer to measure the inside of small holes.
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Parts, such as valve guides, have very small holes. These holes are too small to use an
inside micrometer or telescoping gauge. Small-hole gauges are made in sets to cover
different diameters of holes.
The small-hole gauge has a round head. The head diameter can be changed with a small
wedge. The wedge slides up or down inside the head by turning the handle adjuster. Put
the round head of the gauge into the hole to be measured. Turn the handle until the round
head touches the sides of the small holes.
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TELESCOPING GAUGES
Telescoping gauges (and their little brothers, hole gauges) are used to measure bores
where inside micrometers will not fit. (Typically holes smaller than 1-1/2”.)
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Telescoping gauges operate like the name implies, one end (or both ends) “telescope” into
larger diameter sleeves. These ends are spring loaded and are held in any given location by

a long screw that is operated via a knurled ring at the end of the handle. (Small hole
gauges operate similarly except that the long screw is terminated by a wedge that spreads
the split-globe heads apart.)
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Steps
1
Collapse the telescoping gauge.
2

Secure the telescoped gauge by turning the knurled ring, lightly tightening it.
3
Insert the gauge into the bore to be measured.
4
Roughly align the handle parallel to the axis of the bore, and release the knurled ring. A
little practice - before measuring - locking and unlocking the ring will give the user a
knack for gradually extending the gauge’s tubes against the bore without having them slap
vigorously against the bore’s surfaces.
5
Lock the knurled ring very lightly, then rocks the gauge’s handle about the bore’s axis.
Properly accomplished, the user will discern a light “drag” on the gauge as the lightlyrounded gauge ends engauge the bore’s surface at it’s largest diameter. If no drag is felt,
the gauge tubes are NOT ninety-degrees to the bore’s axis and aligned at it’s largest
diameter. The user MUST wiggle the gauge handle until this is accomplished.
6
Tighten the knurled ring a bit more to ensure that the gauge ends are held in position for
measuring.
7
Using an outside micrometer or a vernier caliper, rock the telescoping gauge until a drag
similar to that felt in the bore is felt against the faces of the measuring device.

DIAL TEST INDICATORS
Dial test indicators are similar to clocks because of the appearance of the dial and pointer.
They measure the displacement of a plunger or stylus and indicate the magnitude of the
displacement on a dial by means of a rotating pointer. There are two main types of dial test
indicator.
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Plunger type
This type of instrument relies upon a rack and pinion mechanism to change the linear
(straight-line) movement of the plunger into rotary motion for the pointer. A gear train is
used to magnify the movement of the pointer. This type of instrument has a long plunger
movement and is , therefore, fitted with a secondary scale to count the number of
revolution made by the main pointer. A large range of dial range of dial diameters and
markings is available. Dial test indicators are also widely used for setting up workpieces,
and aligning work holding devices on machine tools.
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Lever type
This type of instrument uses a lever and scroll to magnify the displacement of the stylus.
Compared with the plunger type, the lever type instrument has only a limited range of
movement. However, it is extremely popular for inspection and machine setting because it
is more compact and the scale is more conveniently positioned for these applications
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Q & A Originally Posted in The Practical Machinist
Q: I was looking at the MSC site to get a dial indicator so I could Tram the head on my
mill. I was going to get a drop indicator but I do not understand what all the specifications
are (ie Dial Type - Drop Indicators - Indicator Measuring Range: 0.500 In. Graduation:
0.001 In. Dial Reading: 0-100 Diameter: 58.00 mm ). Also do I need to get an accessory

so I can insert it into the collet? I’ve seen special attachments that connect to the quill, is
this the way to go? Is a Drop Indicator the correct one? Thanks.
A: First off there are two types of indicators. First is the drop indicator which is a plunger
style measuring motion and then there is the test indicator which is an indicator that
typically has dovetails on it for mounting and uses a lever action of measuring. As far as
the description and specs for MSC listings it goes dial indicator which means you have to
read it similar to a clock rather than it being digital and telling you the reading. Indicator
Measuring Range is the referance to the over all length the indicator can give you a
reading which in your case would be from 0 to .500”. Then you have Graduation which
means what each line stands for on the indicator face which in your example is .001”. Dial
Reading stands for how many increments one complete face revolution would be in your
example 0-100 means that one complete face revolution would be .100” diameter refers to
the diameter of the face of the indicator.
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THICKNESS MEASUREMENT
Ultrasonic thickness measurement (UTM) is a method of performing non-destructive
measurement (gauging) of the local thickness of a solid element (typically made of metal,
if using ultrasound testing for industrial purposes) basing on the time taken by the

ultrasound wave to return to the surface. This type of measurement is typically performed
with an ultrasonic thickness gauge.

TAPER FEELER GAUGE
A taper feeler gauge is a feeler gauge of tapered as opposed to parallel, shape. The blade
of the gauge is of a constant thickness, and the two types of gauge are used in a similar
way.
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Thread count or pitch is normally measured using a Thread Gauge.
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TPI stands for Threads Per Inch. This is simply a count of the number of threads per inch
measured along the length of a fastener. TPI is used only with American fasteners. Metric
Fasteners use a thread Pitch (see below). In general smaller fasteners have finer threads, so
the thread count is higher.
Metric fasteners are specified with a thread pitch instead of a thread count. The thread
pitch is the distance between threads expressed in millimeters (measured along the length
of the fastener). For example a thread pitch of 1.5 means that the distance between one
thread and the next is 1.5mm. In general smaller fasteners have finer thread so they have
lower thread pitch.

Exhibit 3a-37. US and Metric Thread Sizes (Bolt Depot)

BEVEL PROTRACTOR
A circle can be divided into 360 equal angles. Each angle is called degree. So a circle is
360 degrees (360 ° ). For calculation a degree is divided into 60 parts called minutes and a
minute is sub-divided into 60 parts called seconds.
The bevel protractor is used to establish and test angles to very close tolerances. It reads to
5 minutes or 1/20o and can be used completely through 360 ° .
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The bevel protractor consists of a beam, graduated dial and blade which is connected to
swivel plate (with Vernier scale) by thumb nut and clamp.
When the edges of the beam and blade are parallel, a small line on the swivel plate
coincides with the zero line on the graduated dial, and when any measurement of an angle
between the beam and the blade of 90 degrees or under is desired, the reading may be
obtained direct from the position of the line on the swivel plate with regard to the
graduation numbers on the dial. But remember this: To obtain the measurement of the
angle between the beam and the blade of over 90 degrees subtract the number of degrees
as indicated on the dial from 180 degrees. This is because, the dial is graduated from
opposite zero marks to 90 degrees each way.
Since the spaces, both on the main scale and the vernier scale, are numbered both to the
right and to the left from zero, any angle can be measured. The readings can be taken
either to the right or to the left, according to the direction in which the zero on the main
scale is moved.

Exhibit
Uses of the bevel protractor
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.

Reading the bevel protractor vernier scale:
The bevel protractor vernier scale indicates every five minutes or 1/20 of a degree. Each
space on the vernier scale is 5 minutes less than two spaces on the main scale. Twenty four
spaces on the vernier scale equal in extreme length twenty three double degrees. Thus, the
difference between the space occupied by two degrees on a main scale and the space of the
vernier scale is equal to one twenty fourth of two degrees or one twelfth of one degree (or
five minutes).
Read off directly from the main scale the number of whole degrees between 0 on this scale
and the 0 of the vernier scale. Then count, in the same direction, the number of spaces
from the zero on the vernier scale to a line that coincides with a line on the main scale;
multiply this number by 5 and the product will be the number of minutes to be added to
the whole number of degrees.
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For example: Zero on the vernier scale has moved 28 whole degrees to the right of the 0
on the main scale and the 3th line on the vernier scale coincides with a line upon the main
scale as indicated. Multiplying 3 by 5, the product, 15, is the number of minutes to be
added to the whole number of degrees, thus indicating a setting of 28 degrees and 15
minutes.

STARRETT PROFILE 360-600
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The Profile 360-600 automatically measures pipe OD and OOR from 6 ” up to 24 ” (150
to 600mm) at two locations: in-line before cutting, and in final inspection. The system in
final inspection produces an automated dimensional inspection report for the OD and
OOR of the pipe ends and body to assure compliance with API and other standards. When
installed prior to cutting, the measurements can be used to fine-tune the tooling during a
set up change, and then alarm whenever OD or OOR values approach the allowable limits
so that an operator can intervene before a quality fault occurs.
FEATURES
Caliper Tool Set measures diameter and OOR for both ends and body.
Registration feature provides fast and easy automatic calibration and alignment checking.
Optical Comparator Display compares a measured profile to a round standard template
same as an Optical Comparator.
Data Logging records all measurements to a data log file.
Report Printing feature prints a Quality Report for each run.
Run Mode feature allows the system to be run continuously at a clock frequency or be
triggered from an encoder or relay contact.
Communication Interface communicates measure values to external systems by Modbus
TCP or OPC Server.
Alarm Option features an alarm via red/yellow/green light tower with horn.
Inherently reliable due to its simple design. Profile360 has no moving parts – no slides,
motors, controllers
A single measurement cycle instantaneously acquires about 5,000 data points (for a
24 ” pipe) in a precise cross-sectional plane in 1 millisecond.
CrossCheck ™ Line-Laser Sensors, developed and optimized by Starrett-Bytewise to
achieve the range and accuracy required for pipe mills.
SPECIFICATIONS
Product Size (Diameter): 600mm
Product Type: On-Line Diameter gauge
Field-of-View, Diameter: 600mm
Accuracy: 0.15mm
Repeatability (3s): 0.075

Laser Frequency, Maximum: 0.3mm
Exposure Time, Typical: 0.001 Seconds
Current at 230V: 20 Amps
Laser Classification, CDRH: 3A
Laser Classification, IEC: 3R
Low Voltage Directive 2006/95/EC
EMC Directive 2004/108/EC
Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC

LASER SCAN MICROMETER
A laser beam emitted from the oscillator is directed at the polygon mirror which rotates at
high speed and is synchronized by clock pulses. The direction of the beam reflected by the
mirror is changed via the collimator lens and aims straight at the workpiece. As the
polygon mirror rotates, the horizontal laser beam travels downward and, if it is not
obstructed by a workpiece, reaches the receiver. The output voltage of the photoelectric
element varies proportionally with the amount of light which reaches the photoelectric
cell. Then the period to count the pulses generated during the beam obstruction by the
workpiece can represent the dimension of the workpiece.
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Measuring Condition Memory
In addition to the basic measurement mode, the user can set up measuring conditions
appropriate for workpiece shapes, for the maximum and minimum values and runout
width, and for sample measurement. These measuring conditions can be saved as a
program. The LSM-6000/6000S/9506 is able to store a maximum of ten condition
programs (the LSM-5000/5000S can save only one program). These programs can be
switched with a single operation.
Automatic Workpiece Detection
This function automatically starts measurement when a workpiece advances into the
specified measuring area.
Zero-Set/Offset sets the currently displayed measurement value to zero or a specified
numeric value. This is useful, for example, if a difference in the diameters of a reference
gauge and a workpiece is to be obtained from the comparison measurement, or if a
dimension of a workpiece that exceeds the measurement range of the Laser Scan

Micrometer is to be measured.
Mastering
For continuous processing of high-precision workpieces, fine-adjusting the zero-set or
offset value is called mastering. By specifying a mastering value the total correction
amount will be (zero-set/offset value) + ( ± mastering value). If a positive mastering value
is specified, the display value from a workpiece diameter measurement will be greater
than the real one; if a negative value is specified, the displayed value will be smaller than
the real one.

Exhibit 3a-43(a). A laser beam emitted from the oscillator is directed at the polygon mirror which rotates at high speed
and is synchronized by clock pulses. The direction of the beam reflected by the mirror is changed via the collimator lens
and aims straight at the workpiece. As the polygon mirror rotates, the horizontal laser beam travels downward and, if it
is not obstructed by a workpiece, reaches the receiver. The output voltage of the photoelectric element varies
proportionally with the amount of light which reaches the photoelectric cell. Then the period to count the pulses
generated during the beam obstruction by the workpiece can represent the dimension of the workpiece. (Mitutoyo)

Exhibit 3a-43(b). General scheme of the laser scan micrometer.

Arithmetical Average/Moving Average
Two averaging method modes are provided to obtain the average of measurement values:
the arithmetical average mode and the moving average mode. On this type of LSM either
of them can be specified before starting measurement. In the arithmetical average mode,
the number of scans over which to take an averaging can be set at one of twelve steps
between 1 (measuring period = 0.63 ms) and 2048 (measuring period = 1.28 sec). In the
moving average mode the number of scans can be set at one of seven steps between 32
(measuring period = 0.02 sec) and 2048 (measuring period = 1.28 sec), and the
measurement value will be updated every sixteen scans on and after the second
measurement, irrespective of the specified number of scans for averaging. The latter mode
is suitable for judging the trend in the diameters or widths of a seamless workpiece such as
a wire or tape from a measurement that requires a long period.

External trigger signal input
By inputing a contact signal through the footswitch connector at the rear panel of the
LSM-6000/6000S/6900/9506, the measurement can be triggered.

Automatic Measurement with Edge Specification
By specifying two separate points (edges) which exist within the measuring range on a
workpiece, it is possible to display the distance between these two points. In this case, a
maximum of 127 highlighted sections (edge to edge spaces) and 127 shaded sections
(widths of workpiece projections) can be simultaneously designated as the object of
measurement. This is useful for measuring such things as IC chip leads or connector pins
that are arranged at even intervals. This function cannot be applied to transparent objects.

Abnormal Data Elimination
If a piece of data significantly exceeds the tolerance limit because the workpiece or
measuring unit is contaminated by a water droplet, oil droplet, or dust, the piece of data
will be automatically removed by this function.

Data Output Interval Setting
By setting an interval (between 1 to 999 seconds) to continuous measurement in advance,
data output will take place at each specified period of time.

Statistical Calculation
With this specification multiple measurements are taken from the same kind of
workpieces, the statistical values are calculated from the measurement result, and quality
evaluation is executed for each lot.

Exhibit 3a-44.

Data Output
Every model has a standard RS-232C interface unit, allowing the data to be output to an
external PC or printer. The LSM-5000/6000 has the standard I/O and analog output
interface that allows the LSM to be connected to a sequencer, etc.
The SPC (Digimatic Code) output interface is standard with the LSM-9506, allowing for
easy construction of a quality control system. With the LSM-6000/6000S additional means
of data output, including the SPC, BCD, and GP-IB output interfaces, can be incorporated.

Condition Memory
In addition to the basic measurement mode, the user can set up measuring conditions
appropriate for workpiece shapes, for the maximum and minimum values and runout
width, and for sample measurement. These measuring conditions can be saved as a
program. The LSM-6000/6000S/9506 is able to store a maximum of ten condition
programs (the LSM-5000/5000S can save only one program). These programs can be
switched with a single operation.

Exhibit 3a-45.

Compatibility
The Laser Scan Micrometer has been adjusted together with the ID Unit, which is supplied
with the measuring unit. The ID Unit, which has the same code number and the same
serial number as the measuring unit, must be installed in the display unit. This means that
if the ID Unit is replaced the measuring unit can be connected to another corresponding
display unit.

About a workpiece and measuring conditions
Depending on whether the laser is visible or invisible, the

Exhibit 3a-45.

workpiece shape, and the surface roughness, measurement errors may result. If this is the
case, perform calibration with a master workpiece which has dimensions, a shape, and
surface roughness similar to those of the actual workpiece to be measured. If measurement
values show a large degree of dispersion depending on the measuring conditions, increase
the number of scans for averaging to improve the measurement accuracy.
Electrical interference
To avoid operation errors, do not route the signal cable and relay cable of the Laser Scan
Micrometer along side a high-voltage line or other cable which may generate surge noise.
Ground all appropriate units and cables.
Connection with a computer
If the Laser Scan Micrometer is connected to an external personal computer via the RS232C interface, conform the signal name and pin assignment of the cable connector.

Chip-Breaking Predictive Model for Three-Dimensional Grooved Inserts
This section discusses chip-breaking for three-dimensional grooved inserts, which are the
most popular type of inserts for medium / finish steel turning in industry. The definition
of the three-dimensional grooved inserts will be given first. A few key geometric
parameters are used to define the geometric features of three-dimensional grooved inserts.
Their influence on chip-breaking will be analyzed. Cutting experiments are applied to
prove their influence and to develop the semi-empirical chip-breaking predictive model
for three-dimensional grooved inserts. Semi-empirical equations have been developed to
calculate the chip-breaking limits and the cutting tool modification coefficients as linear
functions of the insert feature parameters.
Definition of Three-Dimensional Grooved Inserts. The three-dimensional grooved insert
are defined as inserts with non-straight chip-breaking grooves that are shown in Figure 51. The chip-breaking groove width of the three-dimensional grooved insert is not constant

along the cutting edge. Figure 5-2 shows two examples of industry inserts with nonuniform chip grooves. A protrusion exists on the insert nose that can help chip-breaking
more when the depth of cut is small. Generally, the protrusion is very close to the insert
nose tip to improve the chip-breaking

when depth of cut is very small. three-dimensional grooved inserts are widely used in
medium / fine steel cutting due to its good chip breakability. More than 70% of the
industry inserts used in finish cutting can be categorized as three-dimensional grooved
inserts.

Fig. 3b-1. Three-Dimensional Grooved Insert.

Figure 3b-2 Two Examples of Commercial Three-Dimensional Grooved Insert.

There are two reasons to work on chip-breaking prediction for the three-dimensional
grooved insert:
1. In steel cutting, the chip-breaking problem exists mostly in finish cutting processes, in
which three-dimensional grooved inserts are widely applied. Solving the chip-breaking
difficulty of three-dimensional grooved inserts means solving an important part of the
whole chip-breaking problem. Furthermore it will help greatly to reduce the gap between
the theoretical work of the chip-breaking and the industry reality.
2. Chip-breaking has been studied extensively for flat rake face inserts and twodimensional grooved inserts, and great progress has been achieved. However, chipbreaking study is still far behind the industry requirements for inserts with a more
complicated groove, due to the difficulty of studying chip-breaking for inserts with
complicated three-dimensional groove. The three-dimensional grooved inserts do not
have very complicated geometric features, so that they can be treated as an extension of
two-dimensional grooved inserts, and more important, it is much easier to describe the
geometric features of three-dimensional grooved inserts, which have fewer feature
parameters than the inserts with complicated three-dimensional groove, Thus, it is much
easier to study the chip-breaking limits for the simple three-dimensional grooved inserts
than for the complicated grooved three-dimensional inserts.
The semi-empirical
approach is still applied in the study to develop chip-breaking prediction model.
Insert feature parameters. Most three-dimensional grooved inserts have complicate
geometric features, although not all of those features have significant influence on chipbreaking. As shown in Figure 3b-3, nine geometric parameters that may have significant
influence on chip-breaking are taken into consideration when developing the chipbreaking predictive model for three-dimensional grooved inserts. They are:
• Tool rake angle in normal direction γ n
• Tool nose radius r ε Tool inclination angle λ s Length of the protrusion edge on the
insert nose l1 • Distance of the protrusion end point to the tool tip L

• Restricted contact length b γ 0
• Raised back-wall height h
• Groove width Wn
• Angle α of the protrusion

Fig. 3b-3. The Three-Dimensional Grooved Insert Geometric Features.

Feature Parameters Based Predictive Model of Chip-Breaking Limits. Suppose other
cutting conditions are constant, the critical feed rate and the critical depth of cut can be
described by the equation:

(3b-1)

The influence of the nose radius r ε , the restricted contact length b γ 0, the rake angle γ n,
the backwall height h, and the inclination angle λ s on the fcr and dcr have been
discussed in previous sections. The three geometric features l1, L, and α are actually
not independent. When any two of them are known, the third one is determined.
Therefore two of them should be chosen and put into the chip-breaking predictive
model. When the angle α becomes 60 degree, the three-dimensional grooved insert
becomes a two-dimensional grooved insert. Therefore two-dimensional grooved inserts
can be treated as a special case of the three-dimensional grooved inserts. For twodimensional grooved inserts, the α is 60 degree and the l1 does not exist. Therefore in
order to include two-dimensional grooved inserts into the final chip-breaking predictive
model, the geometric features α and L will be used and the l1 will be abandoned, which
makes two-dimensional grooved inserts become special cases of three-dimensional
grooved inserts.. An equivalent groove width WE can be used when considering the
influence of the angle α and the distance of the groove end point to the tool tip Lon chipbreaking for three-dimensional grooved inserts. As shown in Figure 3b-4, when we
increase the angle α , the groove width at any point along the line xy will decrease.
Therefore the equivalent groove width WE will decrease, which will lead to better chip
breakability. Experimental data strongly supports this conclusion.

Fig. 3b-4. α and the Groove Width (Change α , Fix L)

As shown in Figure 3b-5, increasing L means backing off the protrusion on the insert nose.
The chip will have more freedom to flow, which leads to worse breakability. Changing L
directly changes the distance of the region that no backwall exists to help the chip break,
and this also changes the groove width along the line xy; therefore, it should also have
great influence on the fcr and dcr. Experimental results also support this conclusion.

Fig. 3b-5. L and
the Groove Width (Change L, Fix α ).

In this research the experimental results show that the critical depth of cut for all threedimensional inserts is smaller than the distance S (Figure 3b-4). This makes sense, because
the three-dimensional inserts are designed to use the protrusion on the nose to help chipbreaking when the depth of cut is small. Therefore only the insert nose part with the
protrusion needs to be considered when analyzing chip-breaking limits. This fact
simplifies the modeling work, because the groove width Wn does not take effects any
more and can be removed from Equation 3b-1. Equation 3b-1 can then be rebuilt as:
(3b-2)

Semi-empirical Chip-Breaking Prediction Model. Assuming a linear relationship exists
between the features parameters and the chip-breaking limits, the equation above can be

further described as:
(3b-3)

Dividing both sides of this equation by the pre-defined standard chip-breaking limits f0
and d0 respectively, the semi-empirical chip-breaking limits predictive model for threedimensional grooved inserts can then be described as:
(3b-4)

The modification coefficients of the cutting speed and the workpiece material have been
developed. The empirical equations of the cutting tool coefficients KfT and KdT are
developed in this study.
Design of the Experiments. Cutting experiments are designed to develop the empirical
equation of Equations (3b-3) and (3b-4). The cutting experiments need three-dimensional
grooved inserts with different feature parameter values. Since the geometric features of the
three-dimensional grooved inserts are much more complicated than two-dimensional
grooved inserts, it is not possible to make three-dimensional grooved inserts with
customized feature parameters values, which have been done in chip breaking modeling
for two-dimensional grooved inserts. Therefore industry inserts have been chosen for use
in the experiments, instead of making inserts ourselves. To make the experimental results

more reliable, lots of three-dimensional grooved industry inserts have been used in the
cutting tests. There is a kind of industry insert that does not fully match the definition of
the three-dimensional grooved inserts but, which can be treated as three-dimensional
grooved inserts when the depth of cut is small. Figure 3b-6 shows the geometric features
of this kind of insert. The geometric difference between this inserts and standard threedimensional grooved inserts is that the edge of the protrusion is not straight. The first
part of the edge of protrusion is parallel to the main cutting edge. When applying this
kind of insert in experiments of cutting 1010 steel at a surface feeding speed of 523sfpm,
the experimental results show that the critical depths of cut are generally smaller than the
distance S shown in the figure. Therefore, when studying chip-breaking limits, this kind
of insert can also be treated as three-dimensional grooved inserts. Its angle α is 60
degrees. To enlarge the sample space, that is to say, to make the available number of
different inserts for cutting tests as many as possible, this kind of industry insert is also
included in the cutting tests.

Fig. 3b-6. Geometry of a special kind of industry insert.

Among all the seven feature parameters shown in Equation 3b-2, only the value of the
insert nose radius is available from the insert manufacturers. Therefore other parameters
need to be measured first. To get the feature parameter values more accurately,
equipment has been developed for the insert measuring. Also a software system is

developed to read the raw measurement data and calculate the feature parameters. The
software is written in C++. It has a user-friendly interface and is very easy to use. Fig. 3b7 shows a screenshot of the software interface (nose radius measuring is shown in the
picture). The measurement system is developed in cooperation with Harbin University of
Science & Technology, Harbin, China.

Fig. 3b-7. Screenshot of the Insert Geometry Measurement Software (In cooperation with Harbin University of Science
& Technology, Harbin, China, 2000)

The insert measurement results show that most three-dimensional grooved inserts have
very close values of the inclination angle λ sand the backwall height h. Only very few
inserts have very different λ s and hfrom the others. To make the results more reliable,
only the inserts that have very close values of λ sand h are applied in the cutting tests.
The λ s and h are then treated as constants in the experiments; therefore, they are not
included in the final equations of chip-breaking limits, which are shown in Equation 3b-4.
(3b-5)

Then the equations of the cutting tool modification coefficients become:

(3b-6)

the cutting conditions, except the five insert feature parameters, need to be fixed. A
standard cutting condition needs to be chosen for the cutting tests. The standard cutting
condition chosen is as follows:
• Work-piece material: 1010 steel
• Cutting speed: 523sfpm
• Main cutting edge angle: 90 degree • Insert: TNMP332K KC850
The process of the experiments can be summarized as shown in the flow chart:

Fig. 3b-8. Modeling Process for Three-Dimensional Grooved Inserts.

Experimental Results. Thirty-three kinds of industry inserts had been measured by the
insert measurement tool. The measurement results show that the geometric features of a
few kinds of inserts do not match the definition of the three-dimensional grooved inserts.

For example, the insert TNMG331-614025, TNMG332-614025 and TNMG333-614025
both have bumps in the chip-breaking groove; the inserts TNMG331K-KC9025,
TNMG332K-KC9025, and TNMG333K-KC9025 have two small pimples on the insert
nose. Those inserts had not been used in the cutting tests. Finally, twenty-two kinds of
industry inserts with three-dimensional groove have been used in the cutting tests. The
geometric parameters measurement results of those inserts are listed in Table 3b-1. (The
nose radius values are provided by the inserts manufacturers.) Part of the insert pictures
and the chip-breaking charts are listed in Appendix C.

Table 3b-1. Insert Measurement Results.

Table 3b-2. Cutting Test Results.*

The insert measurement results with the cutting tests results further proved that the nose
radius has great influence on chip-breaking. Generally, for every family of inserts, the type
331 has the best chip breakability, which has the smallest nose radius (r ε = 1/64 in); when
increasing the nose radius from 331 to 332 (r ε = 1/32 in), 333 (r ε = 3/64 in) etc., the chip
breakability become worse. Figure 3b-10 and Figure 3b-11 clearly show that. The only
exception is the insert family TNMP33xK-KC850: the TNMP332K-KC850 has smaller
critical depth of cut than the TNMP331K-KC850. It could be ascribed to the different
groove types of the TNMP33xK-KC850. Generally the inserts can be classified into
insert families. The inserts in the same family have the same brand name, except for one
digit that stand for the nose radius value. This digit is replaced as an ‘ x ’ in the insert
family name here, e.g., TNMP33xK-KC850, TNMG33xK-KC9025. In most cases the
inserts in the same family have the same chip-breaking groove type, similar other
geometric features, and have a different nose radius, from 331 (r ε = 1/64 in) to 334 (r ε =
1/16 in). Therefore, for inserts in the same family, chip breakability decreases from 331
to 334 due to the increase of the nose radius. For different insert families, although the
inserts may have the same nose radius, the chip breakability varies because the other
geometric parameters, such as the L and α , are different. The insert family
TNMP33xK-KC850 is an exception because the TNMP332K-KC850 has a different
groove from TNMP331K-KC850 and TNMP333K-KC850, which are shown in Figure

3b-9. It is very clear that the TNMP332K-KC850 is a standard three-dimensional grooved
insert with a protrusion on the insert nose, while the TNMP331K-KC850 and
TNMP333K-KC850 are pure two-dimensional grooved inserts with the same groove type
and without protrusion on the insert nose. Therefore, when the depth of cut is small, the
protrusion on the TNMP332K-KC850 can help the chip curl more tightly, sequentially
leading to a smaller dcr than TNMP331K-KC850, although its nose radius is bigger. The
TNMP331K-KC850 and the TNMP333K-KC850 have close feature parameters, except
for different nose radius. Therefore, the TNMP331K-KC850 has smaller dcr and fcr than
the TNMP333K-KC850. This example proved the influence of the feature parameter L.

Fig. 3b-9. Insert TNMP33xK-KC850.

Fig. 3b-10. dcr vs
r ε for different insert families.

Fig. 3b-11. fcr vs r ε for different insert families.

Processing the data shown in Table 3b-1 and Table 3b-2 by multi-elements linear curve-fit
in Matlab, we can get the following equation:

(3b-7)

The equations of the cutting tool modification coefficients can then be got as:
(3b-7)

and

The predefined chip-breaking limits here are gotten from cutting tests with insert
TNMP332K KC850 at speed 523sfpm for cutting 1010 steel:

Figure 3b-12 and Figure 3b-13 show the comparison of the fcr and dcr taken from the
cutting tests and the fcr and dcr calculated by Equations (3b-7) and (3b-8). The calculated
values match the experimental results well. The predictive results of the dcr are better than
that of the fcr. It should be ascribed to the different accuracy of the feed rate and the depth
of cut of the lathe used in the cutting tests. The lathe used in the cutting tests is a DoAll
turning machine, which can adjust the depth of cut freely but lacks the ability to adjust the
feet rate freely. Therefore the experimental results are more accurate with the depth of cut
than with the feed rate. Equations (3b-7) and (3b-8) prove the insert nose radius influence
on the chip breakability: the fcr and dcr will decrease greatly with the decreasing of the
nose radius. Equations (3b-7) and (3b-8) also show chip breakability increases (the fcr
and dcrdecrease) with a decreasing of the L or increasing of the angle α . This also
matches the analysis above. Equation (5-7) and (5-8) also verified the influence of the
restricted contact length on chip-breaking. During the cutting process, the existence of
the restricted contact length make the chip flow back into the groove; then, by the
obstruction action of the backwall, the chip curls away from the groove, acquiring a
curvature. Previous work shows that when decreasing the restricted contact length, there
is an increase in chip curvature, or, a decrease in chip curl radius, which therefore leads to
better chip breakability. The relationship between the restricted contact length and chipbreaking limits shown in Equation 3b-5 exactly matches this analysis. The influence of the

rake angle shown in Equations (3b-7) and (3b-8) matches the discussion of the rake angle
influence on chip breakability. Applying Equation (3b-8), chip-breaking limits can be
predicted once the insert feature parameters are known, consequently chip-breaking can
be predicted with Equation (3b-8). The equation can be used not only for chip-breaking
prediction but also be useful for insert design. It discloses the relationship between the
insert /chip-breaking groove geometric features and the chip-breaking limits, which can
guide the design of insert geometric features for achieving better chip breakability of the
insert.

Fig. 3b-12. dcr: Experimental Results vs Model Predictive Results.

Fig. 3b-13. fcr: Experimental Results vs Model Predictive Results.

Experiment-based Predictive Model of Chip-Breaking Limits

This section discuss another approach of studying chip-breaking limits for threedimensional grooved inserts. Chip-breaking limits can be predicted by Equation 3b-7,
while there is another approach that can be used in the chip-breaking prediction in
industry – an experiment-based approach. Compared with the feature-based approached
presented in Equation 3b-7, the experiment-based approach is easier to use in industry
applications and to be integrated into the web-based chip-breaking predictive system
developed in this research. It also has larger application range then the feature based
approach – it can be used to predict chip-breaking for any kinds of insert in which chipbreaking limits exist. The cutting tool modification coefficients KfT and KdT are
empirical constants for every kind of insert in the experiment-based approach. KfT and
KdT can be gotten from cutting tests. A group of cutting tests is needed to get the
empirical constants of KfT and KdT for each different type of inserts. When a new kind
of insert is introduced, carry out cutting tests with the insert under predefined standard
cutting conditions, to get a group of fcr and dcr . Then KfT and KdT can be calculated as:
(3b-9)

f0 and d0 are the standard chip-breaking limits under the pre-defined standard cutting
condition. Putting the KfT and KdT into the database, next time we can use it to predict
chip-breaking for this insert under any cutting condition, without the need for extra
cutting tests. A database of KfT and KdT has been set up for the inserts used in this
research, which are shown in Table 3b-3. Here the standard cutting condition are
defined as:
• Work-piece material: 1010 steel
• Cutting speed: 523sfpm
• Main cutting edge angle: 90 degree
• Insert: TNMG332MF 235
The experiment-based approach has been applied in the development of the web-based
chip-breaking predictive system in this research, and the KfT and KdT database has been
included in the system.

Table 3b-3. KfT and KdT Results from Cutting Tests.

Summary. Study of chip-breaking in steel cutting with three-dimensional grooved inserts
is important for achieving the final goal of chip-breaking control due to the wide
application of three-dimensional grooved inserts in industry. Three-dimensional grooved
inserts are defined at the beginning of this chapter. The geometric features can be
described by a few feature parameters. Chip-breaking limits can then be described as
functions of a few key feature parameters of the inserts. Experiments have been designed
to develop those functions. Special devices and software have been developed for insert
geometry measurement. Through cutting tests, an empirical equation of chip-breaking
limits has been developed as follows:

The semi-empirical chip-breaking predictive model for three-dimensional grooved inserts
has been developed as:

where

and
f0 = 0.0029 in/rev
d0 = 0.03 in.
The predefined standard cutting condition is: insert TNMP332K KC850, cutting speed
523sfpm; workpiece material 1010 steel.
The equation discovers the relationship between the insert / groove geometry and chipbreaking. Once the insert feature parameters are known, chip-breaking limits can be
predicted by this equation. The predictive values of the equation match the experimental
results well. The equation is also useful for designing insert geometric features in order to
achieve better chip breakability. The experiment-based approach can also be used to
develop a chip-breaking limits prediction model. Unlike Equations (3b-7) and (3b-8),
which are developed through the feature-based approach, the experiment-based approach
uses the empirical insert chip-breaking constants KfT and KdT to predict chip-breaking.
This method is convenient for industry application. A database of KfT and KdT for

different brands of industry inserts has been set up in this research.

Static Stiffness Analysis of High-Frequency Milling Spindle
Compared with conventional spindles, motorized spindles are equipped with a built-inmotor, so that power transmission devices such as gears and belts are eliminated. This
design also reduces vibrations and achieves high rotational balance, and enables precise
control of rotational accelerations and decelerations. The objective of this work is to
optimize the parameters influencing the stiffness of the high frequency milling spindle
running at 12000 rpm with power rating of 10 KW. Theoretical analysis has been carried
out to evaluate the spindle stiffness and to minimize deflection at the nose by varying the
following parameters: (i) Bearing arrangement, (ii) Overhang of spindle nose from the
front bearing, (iii) Spindle diameter between the bearings. The static analysis was also
carried out using ANSYS and there is a good correlation between the results obtained by
theoretical approach and ANSYS.
The spindle is the main mechanical component in machining centers. The spindle shaft
rotates at different speeds and holds a cutter, which machines a material attached to the
machine tool table. The static and dynamic stiffness of the spindle directly affect the
machining productivity and finish quality of the work pieces. The structural properties of
the spindle depend on the dimensions of the shaft, motor, tool holder, bearings and the
design configuration of the overall spindle assembly. The bearing arrangements are
determined by the operation type and the required cutting force and life of bearings.
High Speed Spindles. Spindles are rotating drive shafts that serve as axes for cutting tools
or to hold cutting instruments in machine tools. Spindles are essential in machine tools and
in manufacturing because they are used to make both parts and the tools that make parts,
which in turn strongly influence production rates and parts quality.
High speed spindles have emerged today as the most important component of any kind of
high machining process. For all kind of machining tasks, whether in the CNC, tool
machining center and other process components, the use of high speed spindles always

optimizes productivity.
To achieve high speed rotation, motorized spindles have been developed. This type of
spindle is equipped with a built-inmotor as an integrated part of spindle shaft, eliminating
the need for the conventional power transmission devices such as gears and belts. This
design reduces vibrations, achieves high rotational balance and enables precise control of
rotational accelerations and decelerations. However, the high speed of rotation and the
built-in-motor also introduce large amounts of heat and rotating mass into system,
requiring precisely regulated cooling, lubrication and balancing.
Motorized Milling Spindles. Motorized milling spindles are widely used today in all mill
centers for heavy duty milling. There are some specially designed motorized spindles,
solely used for hard core milling while there are other motorized spindles used in all types
of machine tool applications including milling, drilling etc. The use of motor-driven
milling spindles is convenient compared to the gear driven or belt driven spindles in most
cases and they are highly recommended for maximum milling performance and flexibility.
The higher maximum speeds offered by the motor ensure optimum and economical
machining from the small to the large work piece. They are suitable for both rough cutting
and precise finish cutting.
Features of Motorized Milling Spindles.
· A basic feature of this type of spindle is that it can help in reducing the cycle time
· Consider especially for complete machining in a single clamping setup.
· This type of spindle is also available with multifunctional unit for turning, drilling and
milling.
· The spindle also has connection with automatic tool change providing functionality and
flexibility.
· The motorized spindles ensure machining of a wide range of workpieces without
changeovers.
· Integrated motor design eliminates the problems of gears and pulleys.
· The rotary motion in such spindles is accomplished by means of a torque motor as direct
drive.
· Higher speed milling.
· Higher overall rigidity.

High-Frequency Milling Spindle

High frequency driven milling spindles are a very popular category of spindles and are
highly recommended for high speed milling and engraving applications. With their ability
to deliver high power and high speed, these milling spindles are being increasingly
machining.

Fig. 3b-14. High-frequency Milling Spindle arrangements.

Features of High-Frequency Milling Spindles. Certain common features available in high
frequency milling spindles are as follows:
· These spindles have high torque value.
· They have high power values.
· Rotational speed is very high.
· Very high axial stiffness values.
· High radial stiffness values.
· Metal removal rates are higher than other spindles.
· Usually compact design.

· Most have angular position and speed control sensors.
· Provision for Automatic Tool Change systems.
· Temperature sensors are available.
During high speed operation, the shaft will exhibit bending characteristics. The frequency
at which the shaft will bend depends on the diameter and length of the spindle shaft. It is
often tempting to design a very long spindle shaft, as this increases the load carrying
capacity of the spindle and allows for a more powerful motor.
Spindle Bearing Selection. The very short length of the spindle shaft means that an
unconventional bearing arrangement can be used. In our spindle shaft is held by a single
assembly (of three bearings) that are mounted at the front end of the shaft (between the
nose and motor) and a set of two bearings are mounted at the rear end. The selection
criterions for spindle bearings are:
· Speed
· Torque
· Spindle nose size / tool size / power
· Axial and radial stiffness
· Lubrication
· Preload
· Life.
Bearing Speeds. Once the operating speed of the spindle has been determined bearings are
sized and selected. Then it is decided to run the bearings in grease rather that oil because
this eliminates need for oil feed/filtering equipment. To achieve a spindle speed of 12000
rpm we are looking for bearings with a maximum speed more than that of the spindle
speed between 14000 rpm and 16000 rpm.
Bearing Arrangement. Often, if a bearing is subjected to large loads or if a high degree of
rigidity is required then two or more bearings are used. The bearing arrangements can be
combined from universally matched bearings or produced at sufficient lot sizes. The
different bearing arrangements are

Back-to-Back arrangement (DB, top) and Face-to-Face arrangement (DF, bottom).

Bearing Lubrication. The correct choice of lubricant and method of lubrication is as
important for the proper operation of the bearing as the selection of the bearing and the
design of the associated components.
Grease lubrication should be used if the maintenance-free operation over long periods of
time is desired, the maximum speed of the bearings does not exceed the speed factor of the
grease.
Oil lubrication should be used if the high speeds do not permit the use of grease and the
lubricant must simultaneously serve to cool the bearing. Hence grease is most preferable
over oil lubrication at higher speeds.
Spindle Cooling. Both air cooled and water cooled spindle options are available. An air
cooled spindle would offer the advantage of requiring a water source and pumping
equipment. However, given the limited time allotted for the development of the spindle,

we choose the water cooled design because it is much more robust in controlling the
temperature of the housing.

Static Stiffness Analysis
Static stiffness is one of the important performances of machine tools. Hence it must be
correctly defined and related parameters of spindle must be properly determined. Since
power loss will be there in terms of mechanical efficiency, but as compared to
conventional belt drive system where around 20-30%, here it has been reduced to 10-15%.
Hence, the available power at the spindle is assumed to be around 8.5 to 9 KW. Stiffness
of the spindle is defined as its ability to resist deflection under the action of cutting force.
As shown in Figure 3b-16, when a force exerted on the spindle nose is Fz, the
displacement at the spindle-nose in the same direction as that of Fzis ‘δ’ and correlation
stiffness is defined as K = Fz / δ .
Magnitude and Direction of Forces. In Milling, the cutting conditions are somewhat
different when compared with turning as the rotating cutter has a number of cutting edges,
which engauge with the workpiece only in a part of its rotary path, the remainder being
through air. As shown in Figure 3b-16, the milling force acting in the cutting zone can be
resolved into three components for face milling. The tangential component Fz , radial
component Fy , axial component Fx. It has been found that the components Fx and Fy
increase more rapidly than the tangential cutting force Fz , where the rake angle is changed
from positive to negative value. Using carbide cutting tool, cutting speed to cut the
stainless steel material is 120 m/min.

Figure 3b-15. Milling force components.

The tangential force Fz can be calculated from the unit power concept referring to the
following equations:

(3b-10)

Features of High Frequency Milling Spindle to be designed. The designed spindle operates
at 12000 rpm with maximum power rating 10 KW. 250 angular contact ball bearings were

used for mounting the spindle. In analysis of the stiffness of the spindle the outer diameter
of the spindle is nothing but the bearing diameter of the inner bearing race.
In general, high speed spindles that utilize grease lubrication do not allow for replacement
of the grease between bearing replacements.
Analysis of Rigidity. The static rigidity is the force required to obtain a unit deflection of
the spindle due to its own bending under the force in addition to the deflection caused due
to bearing elasticity.

Fig. 3b-16. Deflection of the spindle nose.

(3b-11)

Where,
δ 1 = Deflection due to radial yielding of the bearings in mm
δ 2 = Deflection due to elastic bending of the spindle in mm
a = Length of overhang in mm
L = Bearing span in mm (varying)
E = Young’s modulus of Spindle material in N/mm2
F = Cutting force in N SA=Stiffness of the front bearing in N/mm
SB=Stiffness of the rear bearing in N/mm
IL= Mass moment of inertia of the shaft at the

bearing span in mm4

Ia= Mass moment of inertia of the shaft at the

overhang in mm4

For diameter 65 mm front bearing, axial rigidity(Ca) for medium preloading condition is
Ca=178.3 N/ µ m
To calculate radial rigidity(Cr) for α = 2500 contact angle,
Cr=2 × 178.3=356.6 N/ µ m
Radial rigidity of the Triplet back-to-back arrangement is
=1.36 × 356.6=485 N/ µ m

Cr=2 × Ca

SA=1.36 × Cr

For 55 mm diameter rear bearing, axial rigidity(Ca) for medium preloading condition is
Ca=159.2 N/ µ m
To calculate radial rigidity(Cr) for α =250 contact angle,
Cr=2 × 159.2=318.4 N/ µ m

Cr=2 × Ca

Radial rigidity of the duplex back-to-back arrangement is
SB=Cr
SB=318.4 N/ µ m

Table 3b-4. Specifications, size, & stiffness of different bearing arrangements.

The stiffness of the measuring rod can be calculated from a beam model. It consists of
steel with a Young ’ s modulus of 2.1 × 105N/mm ² The front bearing set should be
positioned to minimize the overhang of the spindle nose. It is required to optimize the

bearing spacing ‘L0‘ for maximum spindle stiffness. This requires examination of relative
combinations to deflection, which arise from both bearing deflections and spindle bearing.
By using bearings with a smaller cross section, larger spindle diameters can be used
without changing the housing bore diameter or slightly increasing the housing bore
diameter. This increases the bending rigidity of spindle and leads to increase in overall
rigidity. Initially optimum bearing span is calculated using following Eq. (3b-12) for each
configuration. Details of different bearing arrangement and calculated optimum bearing
span length (L0) are listed in Table 3b-5.
Calculation to find Optimum Bearing Span Length.
(3b-12)

Where,
L0 = Static optimum Bearing Span Length in mm
E= Young ’ s modulus = 2.1x105 N/mm2
a = Length of overhang = 65 mm SA=Stiffness of front bearing = 485x103 N/mm (for dia.
65mm) SB = Stiffness of rear bearing = 318.4x103 N/mm (for dia. 55mm)
Ia = Moment of inertia of the shaft at the overhang is found to be 375.5x103 mm4
IL =Moment of inertia of the shaft at the bearing span is found to be 814.4x103 mm4
Q = Trial value for iterative determination of L0=4xa = 4x65 = 260 mm
For First iteration, take Trial value of Q = 260 mm. Therefore L1 =209.765 mm
For Second iteration, take Trial value of Q = 209.77 mm. L2=203.89 mm
For Third iteration, take Trial value of Q = 203.89 mm. L3=203.19mm
For Fourth iteration, take Trial value of Q = 203.19 mm. L4= 203.10 mm

For fifth iteration, take Trial value of Q = 203.89 mm. L5=203.10mm= L0

Table 3b-4. Details of different bearing arrangements with optimum bearing span length
(L0).
Theoretical analysis has been carried out to evaluate spindle stiffness and to optimize the
design to have maximum spindle nose deflection. Here, the span length is varied from 140
mm to 230 mm. The variation of span length may become essential
to accommodate the integral motor rotor.
By considering spindle nose size BT-40 taper and also the flange, the overhang of the
spindle is around 65 mm from the front bearing center. The diameter of the spindle at the
front is varied from 60 to 70 mm to evaluate its role in imparting the stiffness to the
spindle system.
Calculation to find Defection, i.e. δ = δ 1+ δ 2 (from Eq. 3b-12): Where,
a = Length of overhang = 65 mm L = Bearing span = 200 mm
E = Young’s modulus of Spindle material = 2.1x105 N/mm2
Fz = Cutting force =4500 N
SA= Stiffness of the front bearing = 485x103 N/mm (for dia. 65mm)
SB=Stiffness of the rear bearing = 318.4x103 N/mm
IL= Moment of inertia of the shaft at the bearing span is found to be 814.4x103 mm4
Ia=Moment of inertia of the shaft at the overhang is found to be 375.5x103 mm4
δ = 30.41x10-3 mm or δ = 30.41 µ m and,
Stiffness, K=Fz/ δ =4500/30.41

K =147.97 N/ µ m
Variations of deflection and stiffness values for bearing arrangements ‘ A ’ and ‘ B ’ are
given in the following table.

Table 3b-6.
Variations
arrangements ‘ A ’ & ‘ B ’ .

of

Deflections

and

Stiffness

for

bearing

The diameter of the spindle between the bearings has more influence on the rigidity. This
diameter could be varied to the extent of a maximum of 65 mm from the practical
considerations. To accommodate the integral motor rotor of 10 KW power rating, the span
length of the spindle shaft is taken as 200 mm [Table 3b-6] and the maximum diameter of
65 mm. If the diameter of the spindle is increased, than the motor power may have to be
increased and the bearing arrangements have to be reshuffled.
Therefore, at the spindle diameter of 65 mm, the attainable speed is 15000 rpm which falls
in-between the range of 14000-16000 rpm, so that the required spindle can run at the
speed of 12000 rpm.
Hence, at the available optimum values, the stiffness of the arrangement ‘ A ’ has a value
of around 147.97 N/ µ m and the deflection of the spindle nose based on static analysis is
around 30.41 µ m. From the point of view of static analysis, bearing arrangement
type ‘ A ’ is chosen as an optimum design. The variation of deflection and the stiffness of
the spindle nose with varying span lengths are plotted in Figs. 3b-17 and 3b-18. The
hatched part shows the optimum region of bearing span length.

Fig. 3b-17. Deflection at the nose for bearing arrangements (front bearing dia. 65mm)

Fig. 3b-18. Stiffness variations for bearing arrangements (Front bearing dia. 65mm)

The above figures show the effect of spindle elasticity and spindle deflection on the
overall rigidity. The hatched part shows the optimum region of bearing span length.
Variation of deflection and the stiffness when the bearing span is changed from 140 to 230
mm is not significant. This gives the designer flexibility in sizing the span to
accommodate the integral induction motor.

Static Stiffness Analysis using FEM 4.1
Element Description: Beam Elements: There are several elements types used for FE
analysis such as solid, plane and beam elements. For the spindle analysis for the bearing
spans optimization, beam elements are the most suitable because the shapes of the spindle

and the cutting tool are roughly cylindrical. Besides a time consuming iteration method
will be used for the optimization, so the calculation time for the dynamic properties in
each iteration step must be as short as possible. In order to shorten the calculation time,
the simplest elements (the beam elements) are the most suitable type.
Static Stiffness Analysis. The geometric model is created in ANSYS. The finite element
model is built using BEAM3 and COMBIN14 elements.
Material Properties. For the static analysis of the spindle, the following properties are
used:
· Modulus of elasticity =210 GPa
· Poisson ’ s ratio =0.27
· Density =7.8 × 10-6 kg/mm3
Boundary Conditions. The spindle is modeled using BEAM3 and COMBIN14 elements. A
tangential force of 4500 N is applied at the spindle nose as shown in Fig. 3b-19.

Fig. 3b-19. Finite element model showing boundary conditions.

Static Results. The deflection at the spindle nose in Ydirection is computed for various
configurations and Results are obtained for different diameters of spindle at the front
bearing with ‘ A ’ type arrangement and span length of 200 mm.
The deflection at the spindle nose in Y direction and the stiffness values obtained through
theoretical calculations and ANSYS are given in the Tables 3b-7 and 3b-8. The diameter
could be varied to the extent of a maximum of 65 mm from the practical considerations.
The stiffness obtained by ANSYS of the optimized spindle with given configuration is
around 147.01N/ µ mat the span length of 200 mm. In this we consider Triplet bearing set
arrangement ‘ A ’ for the front end of the spindle, in which one pair of angular contact ball
bearings are arranged in tandem with respect to each other and back-to-back with respect
to a single angular contact ball bearing. Tandem bearing pair will carry both radial and
axial loads equally shared.

Fig. 3b-20. Deflection at the spindle nose (front bearing Ø 65mm, span length= 200 mm).

Analysis of Results. The deflection of the spindle nose in Y direction is function of bearing
stiffness, span length and diameter of the spindle bearings for a given overhang. The
deflection of the spindle nose in Y direction affects the machining accuracy.

Table 3b-7. Comparison of Theoretical & FEA values for deflection and stiffness at the
spindle nose when span length= 200 mm with ‘ A ’ type bearing arrangement.

Table 3b-8. Comparison of Theoretical & FEA values for deflection and stiffness at the
spindle nose when the span length various from 170 mm to 200 mm for the front bearing
with diameter of 65 mm with ‘ A ’ type Bearing arrangement.

Variation of Stiffness for Different Overhang Length. Fig. 3b-19 shows the deflection at
the spindle nose for different overhang length and Fig. 3b-20 shows the stiffness for
different overhang lengths. As the overhang length increases the deflection at the nose
increases and the stiffness decreases.

Fig. 3b-19. Deflection at the spindle nose for different overhangs.

Fig. 3b-20. Stiffness of spindle for various overhangs lengths.

CONCLUSIONS.
· Variation of stiffness and deflection when the bearing span is changed from 140 to 230
mm is not significant. This gives the designer flexibility in sizing the span to

accommodate the integral induction motor.
· The diameter of the spindle between the bearings has more influence on the rigidity as is
evident from the results. This diameter could be varied to the extent of a maximum of 65
mm from the practical considerations of the bearing speeds. At this diameter the stiffness
of the arrangement ‘ A ’ has a value of around 147.97 N/ µ m and the defection of the
spindle nose based on static analysis is around 30.41 µ m for the above arrangement. From
the point of view of static analysis, bearing arrangement type ‘ A ’ is chosen as an
optimum design.
· For a given overhang of 65 mm, it is evident that the bearing arrangement A, with triplet
bearing set at the front, in which one pair of angular contact ball bearings are arranged in
tandem with respect to each other and back-to-back with respect to a single angular
contact ball bearing and the duplex bearing set at the rear mounted back-to-back shows the
maximum stiffness of the spindle arrangement and is equal to 147.97 N/ µ m.
· The influence of the front bearing stiffness on the overall stiffness is quite considerable.
Hence, the bearings with higher stiffness should be located at the front.
· Analysis of rigidity was also carried out using ANSYS and there is a good correlation
between the results obtained by theoretical calculation and ANSYS.

Analysis of Milling Machine chatter vibration reduction
A number of strategies have been applied toward the improvement of milling efficiency.
For the efficiency of the milling process, high demands on the material removal rate and
the surface generation rate. The process parameters determining the two rates are
restricted by the occurrence of regenerative chatter.
This section of the article deals with reduction of chatter vibration in end milling tool by
introducing the dampers. The main objective of the present work is to design a damped
milling tool. A mechanical damper has been introduced to reduce tool vibration in milling
tool. The mechanical damper is composed of multi-fingered cylindrical inserts placed in a
matching cylindrical hole in center of standard end mill cutter. Centrifugal forces during
high speed rotation press the flexible fingers against the inner surface of the tool. Bending
of the tool and damper assembly due to cutting forces causes relative axial sliding between
the tool inner surface and damper fingers dissipates in the form of friction work simple
numerical analysis using ANSYS is performed to estimate the amount of friction work
during bending. The numerical results are compared with analytical results. It is
ascertained that there is a possibility of more damping the vibrations using multi-fingered
mechanical damper.

In the present manufacturing industry, milling process plays an important role. Therefore
many efforts have been made to improve the efficiency of milling. The main limitation of
milling is caused by the vibration of machine tool and work piece. As the speed and the
power of milling are increased, it is very important to control vibration of the tool. The
chatter vibration is affecting the cutting operation. This project is focused on the chatter
which produces a wavy surface during the milling operation. The relative vibration
between the tool and the work piece causes a wavy surface. This project involves
designing and analyzing a damper to improve the stability of end mills and to achieve
higher material removal rate. Long end mills are most widely used tools in high speed
machining operation. During machining beyond a certain depth, vibration may become
unstable. This characteristic of a tool creates an uneven surface and reducing tool life. In
order to reduce the chatter vibration and increase the tool life, damper has been
introduced. Therefore, if a tool is to be designed with increased damping, it should have
enhanced stability against chatter. The addition of a mechanical damper to the cutting tool
can potentially help to stabilize the system against chatter vibration and allows higher
productivity. A literature review of some relevant research works conducted in this
connection is summarized below. Nam H. Kim et al (Numerical Analysis and Parameter
Study of a Mechanical Damper for use in long Slender Endmills, International
Journal of Machine Tools & Manufacture, 2006) introduced a mechanical damper to
reduce the tool vibration in high speed milling process.
Mechanical damper composed of multi-fingered cylindrical inserts placed in a matching
cylinder in the center of end milling cutter. A simple numerical method is presented to
estimate the amount of friction work during tool bending. Finite element analysis is also
used to estimate normal and frictional contact forces due to centrifugal forces and cutting
forces and calculate the amount of friction work dissipated by the damper. Luis Rubio et al
(Analytical Procedure for Chatter in Milling, UPV 00I06.I06-15263/2003) used two
analytical procedure, a time domain simulation and stability lobes diagrams. In the time
domain simulation, the four order Runge-Kutta method is employed to solve the
differential equation governing the dynamics of milling system. H. B. Lacerda et al
(Evaluation of Cutting Forces and Prediction of Chatter Vibrations in Milling,
Journal of Braz. Soc. of Mech. Sci. & Eng., January-March 2004) in his work, an
analytical method is applied in which the time varying directional dynamic milling forces
coefficient are expanded in Fourier series and integrated in the width of cut bound by
entry and exit angles.
Experimental face milling tests are performed in knee type machine using a five inserts
cutter. R. P. H. Faassen et al (Prediction of regenerative chatter by modeling and
analysis of high-speed milling, International Journal of Machine Tools & Manufacture,
2003) in his work, milling process is modeled based on dedicated experiments on both the
material behavior of the work piece material and the machine dynamics are dependent on
the spindle speed. The modeled chatter boundaries are compared to the experimental

results in order to validate the model and the stability analysis. The present work deals
with reduction of chatter by introducing a mechanical damper in the milling tool.
Finite element analysis is carried for analyzing various parameters related to chatter
vibration and prefer the best configuration in which vibration is reduced to the maximum.
The tool that is taken for our analysis in this project is long end mill as shown in the Fig.
3b-21. Most end mills are of the solid beam type. In this type of tool only available
damping mechanism is structural damping, which is very small. Structural damping is a
variant of viscous damping that is usually caused by an internal material friction.

Fig. 3b-21. Geometry of milling tool.

When a layered beam damper is inserted into the hollow tool, the high speed rotation
causes a strong contact between the beam and the tool. Due to the contact force during
relative motion causes a friction force in the interface which damps the vibration. This
damping mechanism will be referred to as a mechanical damper. The end mill model can
be simplified as a cylinder as shown in Fig. 3b-22, because focus of interest is in the
contact surface, which is the inner surface of the tool.

Fig. 3b-22. Simplified model using hollowed cylinder.

Fig. 3b-23. Contact Surface.

The outer surface of the mechanical damper has contact with the inner surface of the tool
which is the contact surface as shown in Fig. 3b-23. The simplified end mill model is
composed of two hollowed cylinders. The outer cylinder represents the end mill tool and
inner cylinder represents the damper. For convenience the outer part (tool) is denoted as a
shank, while the inner part (damper) is denoted as a finger. The outer radius R2 of the
finger is 4.762 mm, the inner radius R1 of a finger is 1.5 mm, the inner radius R3 of the
shank is 4.7625 mm, and outer radius R4 of a shank is 9.525 mm. The length of the end
mill is 101.6 mm. R2 is equal to R3. R1 will be varied from 1.5 mm to 3.5 mm during the
parameter study. Next the operating condition is also simplified. It is first assumed that
tool is rotated with a constant angular velocity. The constant angular velocity will generate

a constant contact force at the interface.
For this particular model, an angular velocity of 104 rad/sec is used, which is equal to
1000 rpm. When the end mill starts cutting the surface, the tool undergoes a vertical force
at the end of the end mill. To approximate the cutting process of the tool, a vertical force is
applied at the tip. To accurately approximate the cutting force, in the vertical force on the
end mill needs to be measured and then an equal force to be applied at the tip. However,
the objective of this project is vibration control, a representative force of 100 N is applied.

Finite element analysis procedure
The general finite element modeling procedure consists of the following steps.
PREPROCESSING
• Element type definition
• Material properties definition
• Building model
SOLUTION
• Defining initial condition
• Applying boundary condition
• Applying Load
• Solving for results
POST PROCESSING
• Reading result file
• Viewing results.
The material properties are shown in Table 1.

Table 3b-9. Material Properties.
Elements used for analysis. The first step of the Finite element analysis is to build a
computational model. A simplified geometry for the end mill is used in the FEA. Using
the same material properties listed in Table 3b-9. 20 node solid element in ANSYS (solid
95) shown in Fig. 3b-24 is used to build the shank and finger.

Fig. 3b-24. 20 node solid element.

A contact element is defined on the surface of solid element. The contact elements are
defined between shank and the finger. ANSYS offers CONTA174 and TARGE170 for
contact and target elements respectively CONTA174 is used to represent the contact and
the sliding between 3D target surfaces and deformable surface, define by this element
which is shown in Fig. 3b-25. Contact occurs when the element surface penetrates one of
the target segment elements on a specified target surface.

Fig. 3b-25. CONTA174 element.

TARGE170 is used to represent various 3D target surfaces for the associated contact
elements. The contact elements themselves overlay solid element describing the boundary
of a deformable body and are potentially in contact with the target surface defined by
TARGE170 which is shown in Fig. 3b-6. The target segment element is paired with its
associated contact surface.

Fig. 3b-26. TARGE170 element.

Boundary conditions. According to the forces apply to the end mill an analysis procedure
is divided into two steps the first step is when the end mill starts rotating. In this step, only
the angular velocity of 104 rad/sec is applied without considering the cutting force and it
is shown in Fig. 3b-27. The second step is when the end mill starts the cutting process at
this time a vertical force of 100 N is applied at the tip of the end mill.

Fig. 3b-27. Boundary Conditions

.

The force boundary condition in each step divided into five sub steps in order to improve
the convergence of nonlinear analysis. The sequence of loading conditions is shown in
Fig. 3b-28. First the centrifugal force due to tool rotation is increased linearly with five
sub steps (load step 1) and then the lateral force is applied gradually with five sub steps
(load step 2). During load step 2 a centrifugal force is maintained at a constant value.

Fig. 3b-28. Applied load conditions.

A load step 1 is not used to calculate friction work. The load steps 2 are used to compute
friction work, simulating the situation during machining. The use of additional loading sub
steps increases the computational time, but improves the convergence of non linear
analysis and the accuracy of the friction work computation and the stages of loading is
shown in Figures 3b-29 and 3b-30.

Fig. 3b-29. The initial stage of centrifugal loading when the end mill starts rotating.

Fig. 3b-30. Second stage of loading of End mill applied with lateral force along with centrifugal force.

Results and comparisons
Milling tool contact pressure is analysed by using ANSYS. The tool is subjected to
different loadscentrifugal force due to tool rotation and the lateral forces from the
machining. First the tool is rotated with a constant angular velocity, generating the contact
force at the interface. Next a lateral force is applied at the tip to simulate cutting forces
during machining.

FEA results with load step 1. The tool is subjected to different loads-centrifugal force due
to tool rotation and the lateral forces from the machining. First the tool is rotated with a
constant angular velocity, generating the contact force at the interface. Next a lateral force
is applied at the tip to simulate cutting forces during machining. Contact pressure
calculated using ANSYS which is shown in Fig. 3b-31.

Fig. 3b-31. Contact Pressure.

During load step 1, there is a relative motion at the contact surface due to the diameter
change of the shank. However this relative motion in this step is not used in the
computation of friction work, since it is not related to bending of the tool due to cutting
forces. Component displacement is calculated using ANSYS and the analysis output is
displaced as shown in
Fig. 3b-32.

Fig. 3b-32. Component displacement Frictional Stress is calculated using ANSYS and is displayed in Fig. 3b-33.

Fig. 3b-33. Frictional Stress.

FEA results with load step 2. Load step 2 are used to compute friction work simulating the
situation during machining. The bending deformation of the shank and finger generates a
relative displacement at the interface because of difference in the location of neutral axis
of the element. The Contact pressure and frictional stress are calculated using ANSYS
which is shown in Fig. 3b-34 and 3b-35.

Fig. 3b-34. Contact Pressure.

Fig. 3b-35. Frictional Stress.

Analytical approach. The work done by the friction force that occurs between the inner
surface of the end mill and the outer surface of the damper causes the damping effect that
reduces the chatter vibration. According to the coulomb friction model, the friction force
and the damping work can be written as follows
Ff= µ f x N
Wf = Ff x Uf

Where Ff is the friction force, µ is the friction coefficient, N is the normal contact force,
Wfis the friction work and Uf is the relative displacement between the two contact
surfaces. The normal force N is mainly caused by the centrifugal force created when the
end mill is rotating. The related displacement Uf is mainly caused by the vertical
deflection of the tool when the end mill starts cutting. Therefore it can divide the end mill
system into two states. The first state is when the end mill is rotating without any cutting
operation. In this case only the centrifugal force is applied. The second state is when the
end mill starts cutting. In this sate vertical force is added at the tip of the end mill both the
centrifugal force and vertical force are applied in this state. If we assume that there is no
relative motion in the first state, then we can calculate work done by the friction force
during the second state.
Calculation of the Normal Force and the Contact Pressure. In this section, normal force
and pressure that are caused by the rotation motion of the tool will be calculated. There are
three assumptions for the analytical method.
• There is no angular acceleration, which means angular velocity is constant.
• There is no relative motion between the two contact surfaces during the first step, which
means there is no slip in the contact surface during the rotational motion.
• Contact occurs throughout the entire contact area during the second state. Due to the
second assumptions the contact pressure is calculated using the centrifugal force only and
is assumed to remain constant.
Considering two fingers with the inner radius of 0.0035 m
R1 =0.0035 m
R2 =0.0047625 m
L=0.1016 m
ω = 2094.39 rad/sec
ρ =7820 kg/m3 α = 90 ˚
R = (2/3) x (R23 - R13)
x (sin α / α )/(R22 - R12)
R = (2/3) x (0.00476253 - 0.00353)
x (sin 90/90)/(0.00476253 - 0.00353)

R = 0.00265 m
Mass, M = 0.0130 Kg
Normal force, N = MR ω 2
N = 122.40 N
Area of contact, Ac= π× 0.0047625 × 0.1016 Ac = 0.000158 m2
Contact pressure, P = N/Ac = 122.40/0.000158
P = 0.77468 MPa
The contact pressure has been computed by analytical method and the values obtained by
Finite Element Method using ANSYS software are nearly same. Contact pressure using
ANSYS is 0.75 MPa and the analytical value is 0.77468 MPa computed. The contact
pressure is computed theoretically and validated with FEA results which is shown in Table
3b-10. The values obtained are nearer and the vibration of the tool is found to be reduced.

Table 3b-10. Comparison of results.

CONCLUSION. It has been proved from this analysis that the frictional work is
developed by the mechanical damper during the operation of milling tool and the same
can damp the machine chatter vibrations. More the frictional work developed; greater will
be the damping effect. It is possible to apply this methodology for the finite element
analysis of mechanical damper provided with multi fingers. Thus, this work has been done
with two fingered mechanical damper and it has been analyzed the contact pressure due to
centrifugal forces during operation by finite element analysis using ANSYS and also
calculated by analytical method. Both the results are compared. Further the analysis of
frictional stress can be carried out by introducing multi-fingers using ANSYS.
• To calculate the Contact pressure by varying the inner radius of damper in load step 1
• To calculate the Friction work done by damper by introducing the multiple fingers and
justify the best configuration in which vibration is much reduced

Cutting Strategies for Casting Die Manufacturing on CNC Milling Machine
Manufacturing of dies has been presenting greater requirements of geometrical accuracy,
dimensional precision and surface quality as well as decrease in costs and manufacturing
times. Although proper cutting parameter values are utilized to obtain high geometrical
accuracy and surface quality, there may exist geometrical discrepancy between the
designed and the manufactured surface profile of the die cavities. In milling process;
cutting speed, step over and feed are the main cutting parameters and these parameters
affect geometrical accuracy and surface quality of the casting die cavities. In this paper,
effects of the cutting parameters on geometrical error have been examined on a
representative die cavity profile. To remove undesired volume in the die cavities, available
cutting strategies are investigated. Finish option for roughing and finish option for
finishing are optimized to reduce the Machining time of the cutting process thereby
decreasing the cost of cutting process. The cutting parameters considered are Cut Feed,
Step Depth, Spindle Speed for both roughing and finishing, scan type for roughing and
lace type for finishing. 3D model and manufacturing process is done in parametric
modeling software Pro/Engineer wildfire5.0.
Casting is a manufacturing process by which a liquid material is usually poured into a
mold, which contains a hollow cavity of the desired shape, and then allowed to solidify.
The solidified part is known as a casting. Casting is one of the oldest procedures done on
metals. Many products are formed using this method. Here is an attempt to share the
knowledge of casting dies. Casting is are of four types: sand casting, permanent mold
casting, plaster casting and Die casting.
Die casting is a metal casting process that is characterized by forcing molten metal under
high pressure into a mold cavity, which is machined into two hardened tool steel dies.
Most die castings are made from nonferrous metals, specifically zinc, copper, aluminium,
magnesium, lead, and tin based alloys..There are two basic types of die casting machines:
hot-chamber machines and cold-chamber machines. Depending on the type of metal being
cast, a hot- or cold-chamber machine is used.
Hot-Chamber Machines: In this die casting machine, the molten metal is forced under
pressure (from 280 - 700 kg/sq. cm) into a permanent mold or die made of steel. The
chamber where the high pressure produced is contained in a molten metal bath. The
pressure chamber (shot chamber) is heated to the melting temperature of the metal to be
processed. Generally, a plunger is applied to exert pressure. Compressed air or some
other gas under high pressure is also used.

Fig. 3b-36. Hot-Chamber Machine.

When the plunger is in up position the molten metal flows from the pot into the pressure
cylinder through the inlet port. With the die closed and locked, the shot cylinder is
actuated to move the plunger downward. As the plunger moves down, it seals off the inlet
port and the molten metal is forced through the gooseneck channel and the nozzle into the
die casting die. After the metal solidifies in the die cavity, the power cylinder is actuated
in reverse direction pulling the plunger up. This uncovers the inlet part allowing metal to
flow from the pot into the pressure cylinder. The machine is now ready for the next
machining as the two halves of the die are closed.
Cold-Chamber Machines: These are used when the casting alloy cannot be used in hotchamber machines; these include aluminium, zinc alloys with a large composition of
aluminium, magnesium and copper. The process for these machines start with melting the
metal in a separate furnace. Then a precise amount of molten metal is transported to the
cold-chamber machine where it is fed into an unheated shot chamber (or injection
cylinder). This shot is then driven into the die by a hydraulic or mechanical piston.

Fig. 3b-37. Cold-Chamber Machine.

Dies. Two dies are used in die casting; one is called the “cover die half” and the other the
“ejector die half”; where they meet is called the parting line. The cover die contains the
sprue (for hot-chamber machines) or shot hole (for cold-chamber machines), which allows
the molten metal to flow into the dies; this feature matches up with the injector nozzle on
the hot-chamber machines or the shot chamber in the cold-chamber machines. The ejector
die contains the ejector pins and usually the runner, which is the path from the sprue or
shot hole to the mold cavity. The cover die is secured to the stationary, or front, platen of
the casting machine, while the ejector die is attached to the movable platen. The mold
cavity is cut into two cavity inserts, which are separate pieces that can be replaced
relatively easily and bolt into the die halves.
Pro/ENGINEER Manufacturing (Mold Extraction) Computer-aided design (CAD) is the
use of computer technology for the process of design and design-documentation.
Pro/engineer is the standard in 3D product design, featuring industry-leading productivity
tools that promote best practice in design. Pro/Mold design is an optional module for
Pro/ENGINEER that provides the tools to simulate the mold design process within
Pro/ENGINEER. This module lets you create, modify, and analyze the mold components
and assemblies, and quickly update them to the changes in the design model.
Pro/CASTING provides tools to design die assemblies and components and prepare
castings for manufacturing.
CNC. Computerized numerical control of milling machines is quickly becoming common
place and permits far more accurate tolerances than with manual milling. CNC machines

follow computer controlled machine paths with upto five axis milling and automatic cutter
changing capabilities. Nowadays, CNC milling technology is a basic constituent part of
every modern tool making company. According to the objective model for cavity
manufacturing technology, where milling tool, die and product related parameters are
considered, CNC milling technology is prevalently replacing classical die sinking EDM
applications.
Milling is the machining process of using rotary cutters to remove material from a
workpiece advancing (or feeding) in a direction at an angle with the axis of the tool.

Fig. 3b-38. CNC Milling Machine

Fig. 3b-39. Component Model of BMW Car Engine Cover: The car engine cover is taken for preparing Casting Die.

Rough Cut Milling Of Die Cavity
Importance of Rough Cutting Operations in Casting Die Manufacturing. Nowadays,
current trend in casting die manufacturing is to produce high quality surface with an
accurate geometrical properties using high speed machining centers. With the introduction
of new developments in CNC milling technology, higher feed rates and cutting speeds are
more and more applicable. Advances in feed rate and cutting speed provide great
reductions in the production time of die cavities. However, obtaining geometrical accuracy
in accordance with the product specifications is still primary objective; therefore, the most
suitable cutting parameters for each operation must be carefully selected. Many
researchers pay attention to optimizing finish parameters of the cutting operations but this
is not completely sufficient to increase the efficiency of manufacturing processes of dies.
Cutting Parameters for Rough Machining. There are many parameters influencing the
characteristics of milling process. However, when the cutting parameters are considered,
main parameters can be classified as:
• Axial depth of cut (depth of cut) (mm)
• Radial depth of cut (step over) (mm)
• Feed rate (mm/min)
(r.p.m)

• Cutting speed
• Type of milling

i.e. down or up milling

Axial depth of cut is the axial engagement of the tool with respect to workpiece. Radial
depth of cut or radial engagement of the tool Cutting speed is the speed difference
between cutting tool and surface of the workpiece it is operating on. It depends on tool
diameter and spindle speed. In down milling the cutting edge is mainly exposed to
compressive stresses, which are much more favorable for the properties of solid carbide
cutters compared with the tensile stresses developed in up milling.
When the cutting edge goes into cut in down milling, the chip thickness has its maximum
value; on the contrary in up milling it has its minimum value. Up milling and down
milling process are represented in Fig. 3b-40.

Fig. 3b-40. Up milling and down milling process.

Rough cutting parameters for the selected geometry. To define the proper diameter of the
tool for the rough cutting operation, simulation package of Pro/Engineer Wildfire 5.0 is
utilized. Excess volume is removed by tools having diameter of 40 mm, and radius 5 mm.
For the determination of the axial depth of cut value, tool properties and depth of cut.

Fig. 3b-41. Roughing Tools.

Machining Time in Rough Machining by Changing The_ SCAN TYPE

Table 3b-11.
Rough Cutting Parameters.

Fig. 3b-42. Model of Cavity (left);

Fig. 3b-43. Manufacturing Model in Pro/ENGINEER (right).

Result For Roughing.
The available cutting strategies of the Pro/Engineer Wildfire 5.0
are analyzed, it is realized that “ Type_1 ” tool path is selected, the tool path which is
more favorable for cutting strategies generated around all islands. Cutting tool locations
of a typical tool path are illustrated in Fig. 3b-44. Similarly, “ Type_2 ” provides again a
scan type tool path where the cutter would go around islands. “ Type_3 ” tool path is also
a scan type tool path where the cutter would machine zone by zone.
When “ Type_Spiral ” . produces a scan type tool path where the cutter retracts upon
encountering an island. As another cutting strategy, “ Type_One_Dir ” can be preferred to
cut in one direction only, retracting and traversing to next cut. In order to maintain contour
follow of the tool when entering and exiting from each cut, “ Type_1_Connect ” should be
selected. it is observed that the “ Type_1 ” tool is superior to other cutting strategies in
terms of Machining time and tool-workpiece contact duration. Machining time of the
each cutting strategy for the removal is listed Table 3b-12.

Table 3b-12. Cutting Strategies vs Machining Time.

Fig. 3b-44. Tool Play Path

.

After completion of tool play path to check the required part shape is obtained or not
checked by using NC check in Pro/E. it is illustrated in Fig. 3b-45.

Fig. 3b-45. NC check

.

Finishing Of Die Cavities
Finishing operations are another factor when considering a switch to die casting. Ideally,
the part and tool design should produce a component that ’ s close to finish dimensions, to
minimize subsequent machining. Typically, the more complex parts offer the greatest
opportunity for cost savings, as die casting can often eliminate several secondary
operations required to complete a machined component.
Finish Cutting Parameters For The Selected Geometry. To define the proper diameter of
the tool for the Finish cutting operation, simulation package of Pro/Engineer Wildfire 5.0
is utilized. The remaining material is removed by tools having diameter of 16 mm, and
radius 0.8mm.

Table 3b-13. Finishing Cutting Parameters.

Machining Time in Finishing by Changing The_ FINISH OPTION

Result For Finishing. The available cutting strategies of the Pro/Engineer Wildfire 5.0 are
shown above. It is realized that “ profile_cuts ” tool path is selected, the tool path which
is more favorable for cutting strategies, are generated around all islands.
Similarly, “ straight_cuts ” provides again a finish type tool path where the cutter would
go around islands. “ combined_cuts ” tool path is also a finish type tool path where the
cutter would machine zone by zone. When “ shallow_cuts ” . produces a finish type tool
path where the cutter retracts upon encountering an island. Among all these cutting
strategies, it is observed that the “ profile_cuts ” tool is superior to other cutting strategies

in terms of Machining time and tool-workpiece contact duration.

Table 3b-14. Cutting Strategies vs Machining Time.

CONCLUSION.
In this section, the effects of cutting parameters on geometrical error
have been examined on a representative die cavity profile of an automobile component. To
remove undesired volume in the die cavities, available cutting strategies are investigated.
Cutting strategies scan type for roughing and finish option for finishing are optimized to
reduce the machining time of the cutting process thereby decreasing the cost of cutting
process.
The cutting parameters considered are cut feed, step over, depth of cut, spindle speed for
both roughing and finishing, scan type for roughing and finish option for finishing.
Cutting strategies of Scan type for roughing are Type_1, Type_2, Type_3, Type_Spiral,
Type_One_Direction and Type_1_connect. Fininish_option for finishing straight_cuts,
profile_cuts, combined_cuts, shallow_cuts. 3D model and manufacturing process is done
in parametric modeling software Pro/Engineer 5.0.
Roughing and finishing processes are performed on the die cavity by varying the cutting
strategies scan type in roughing and finish option in finishing to determine the machining
time. By observing the result, changing the scan type and finish_options of both roughing
and finishing operations, the machining time is obtained as shown in Tables 3b-12 and
3b-14. The optimal scan type for roughing of cavity is “ Type_1 ” since the machining
time is less and optimal finish_option for
finishing is “ profile_cuts ” since the
machining time is less.

Virtual training environment for a 3-axis CNC Milling machine
A virtual training environment for a 3-axis CNC milling machine is presented. The key
elements of the environment are: (a) textured 3D photo-realistic virtual models of the
machines and lab; (b) machine simulator for the machines’ controls and moving parts; (c)

semi-empirical model of the machining operation; (d) hierarchical knowledge-base for
process training; (e) unstructured knowledge-base for lecture delivery; (f) naturallanguage human-like intelligent virtual tutors. Applications of the AVML include:
training students to operate manufacturing machines in a safe environment, allowing
students and researchers to view and interact with highly accurate physical simulation of
manufacturing machines, and optimization of the manufacturing process plan by testing
various plans on the virtual machine before actual machining. The virtual training
environment will significantly reduce the cost and increase the accessibility and safety of
advanced manufacturing training.

Virtual environments (VEs) provide safe and cost-effective environments for learning
and “ hands-on ” training. Recent strides in computers and graphics cards speeds are
making VEs increasingly more realistic (i.e. closer to physical environments) especially
from the visual and auditory perspectives. Accordingly, VEs are becoming increasingly
attractive in education and training applications. In this paper we will describe a software
system called “ AVML ” (Advanced Virtual Manufacturing Lab). The AVML is a virtual
training environment (VTE) which includes a 3-axis CNC milling machine. The AVML
software will eventually include other types of manufacturing machines such as lathes and
5-axis milling machines. The AVML can be used to provide hands-on training on the
operation of CNC machines. The students can also experiment with the virtual machines
and test operating procedures and CNC programs.
Hands-on training and experimentation enhance students learning and retention and
increase students creativity and problem-solving capabilities. In addition, the AVML
provides an effective knowledge capture and reuse capability. The traditional knowledge
capture method of relying on operating manuals fails to capture the dynamic and timedependent aspects of operating CNC machines. The three main advantages of VTEs over
traditional training on physical CNC machines are:
• Cost: The VTE runs on Windows and Linux based PCs. Thus, small colleges can provide
CNC machining training without investing a lot of money to setup a CNC machining lab.
Even for larger colleges, there could be budget limitations that prevent the initial
investment (especially, for sophisticated machines) or the subsequent upgrading to keep
up with the changing technology. In addition, the AVML saves money on consumables
such as tools and workpieces.
• Safety: The students can experiment without risk of damaging expensive equipment and
facilities or injury.
• Access: Unlike manufacturing labs with limited lab hours and required supervision, the

AVML is easily accessible at any time without supervision and can be accessed via the
Internet.
Motivated by the advantages of virtual-reality based training, many research groups and
commercial companies developed computer-based CNC machine training. Suh et al.
(2003) developed a web-based virtual CNC machine that includes geometric and
kinematic models of the machine and that uses the VRML COSMO player along with
JAVA-applets. Lin et al. (2002) developed a virtual-reality CNC training prototype system
driven by the WorldToolKit from Sense8 and consisting of five modules: training taskplanning, machine simulator, performance evaluation, instruction, and interface. Petri nets
were used to specify training task plans. Ong and Mannan (2004) and Ong et al. (2002)
developed a webbased interactive manufacturing teaching module that uses VRML and
JAVA applets. A G-code interpreter is implemented using a JAVA-applet that controls
VRML scene to produce the tool motion corresponding to the G-code program.
The VRML ElevationGrid object was used to model the workpiece. The heights of the
ElevationGrid are changed based on the intersection of the surface with the tool. A simple
average cutting force model based on the power required to remove a unit volume of
material was used. Luo et al. (2002) developed a web-based virtual milling machine that
combines a geometric model for the machine with stitched images for the rest of the
workshop and that uses the aforementioned
ElevationGrid VRML technique. Kong et al. (2002) also developed a web-based virtual
milling machine that uses the aforementioned ElevationGrid VRML technique. Chang et
al. (2001) developed a five-axis virtual milling machine that includes haptic and aural
rendering. Haptic rendering was used so that the user can feel the cutting forces and
surface roughness. The analytic cutting force model developed by Abrari and Elbestawi
(1997) was used. Aural rendering was done using Microsoft DirectSound functions. The
cutting force was used to determine the amplitude of the cutting sound and the spindle
speed was used to determine the frequency. Ustarroz et al. (2004) developed
VIRTOOL – a virtual learning environment for milling machines. The system was still
under development but was to eventually include intelligent agents to guide the student
through the process of operating the CNC machine, however, the project seems to have
ended in late 2003. Denford Ltd., United Kingdom, developed a virtual training
environment for micro milling machines. The 3D real-time work-piece solid model is not
accounted for. Delmia, France offers CNC machining verification modules that include
fast solid modeling for predicting the updated part geometry during cutting. The AVML
uses some of the techniques and concepts presented in the above literature. In addition, it
surpasses the previously reported virtual CNC milling machines in the following five
aspects: visual and audio fidelity of the virtual machine, naturalness of interactivity,
accuracy of modeling the cutting process, use of virtual tutors, and web access.

A visually realistic virtual machine should look and sound almost the same as the physical
machine. All existing virtual CNC machines fall far short from that goal. In the AVML,
the virtual CNC machine is near-photorealistic and produces near-real sounds including
machining sounds. In addition, the user can make parts of the machine such as the sheetmetal enclosure semitransparent or hide parts of the machine in order to more clearly see
the motions of the other machine parts. Also, previous virtual CNC machines did not
incorporate the machine sounds including the cutting sounds. Chang et al. (2001) include a
rough model of the cutting sounds. Most virtual CNC machines use 2D windows and
widgets to model the machine controller. Some have a 3D immersed controller that is not
photorealistic and does not have the same shape of knobs, buttons, and switches as the
actual machine. In the AVML, the machine controller and machine software screens are
almost identical to the actual CNC machine. Also, the control knobs, buttons, and switches
are near-photorealistic and can be manipulated by the user in a variety of natural ways: by
pointing, clicking, and dragging using the mouse, by natural-language voice commands, or
by selecting the command from a hierarchical command-tree.
The AVML provides better than “ computergame ” quality navigation in the VE that uses a
physics-based dynamic motion model along with a penalty-based frictional contact model.
Most previous CNC machines use COSMO player which provides VRML type navigation
that is purely kinematic and that does not include effects such forces, acceleration, and
friction.
Another aspect that distinguishes the AVML from previous virtual CNC machines is
modeling of the cutting process. Previous virtual machines only include the geometric
aspect of the cutting process. The accuracy of the geometric modeling varies from the very
accurate system of Delmia Inc. to the less accurate VRML ElevationGrid-based geometric
modeling technique. The AVML geometric modeling uses ACIS solid modeling engine
which is similar to the Delmia system in terms of accuracy and speed. Among the systems
that include the physical aspects of the cutting process, Chang et al. (2001) and Ong et al.
(2002) include a rough average cutting force model. Other physical aspects such as
instantaneous cutting forces, tool deflection, surface errors, surface roughness, and chatter
are generally not modeled.
The AVML includes an accurate artificial neural network (ANN) instantaneous cutting
force model. The force model is used to predict tool deflection, surface errors, and surface
roughness. The AVML includes photo-realistic animated virtual human instructors (Fig.
3b-46) that can show, guide, or supervise the student to perform the various operating
procedures. The agents use very naturally sounding text-to-speech using Microsoft SAPI
to deliver the instruction to the user as well as voice recognition along with a rule-based
expert system to recognize natural-language voice commands. Snow and Williges (1998)

have shown that adding a virtual human avatar in the VE can increase the sense of
presence. The virtual human helps the user to perceive the scale of the various objects.
Also, demonstration of an operating step in front of the student by the virtual instructor
increases the retention of the student. No other virtual machine includes virtual-human
instructors. Also, no other virtual machine includes speechdriven instruction and training.

Fig. 3b-46. AVML web-based interface.

The AVML runs inside a web-browser and provides password-based user login and
authentication. The AVML uses the IVRESS (Integrated Virtual Reality Environment for
Synthesis and Simulation) player and the LEA (Learning Environment Agent) engine,
which are ActiveX controls that can be embedded in a web-page. The interface consists of
six windows (Fig. 3b-46): a VE window, a multimedia instruction window, a speech
window, a hierarchical lecture outline window, a hierarchical list of voice commands
window and an agent-options window. All the windows can be moved and resized to suite
the user ’ s preferences.
About half of the reviewed virtual CNC machines run on the web. However, unlike the
AVML, the ones that run on the web generally have lower quality in terms of visual
realism, naturalness of interactivity, and accuracy of the geometric simulation. The AVML
provides the highest available level of visual quality, interactivity, and both geometric and
physical cutting process modeling accuracy while being accessible through a webbrowser.
In summary, the AVML offers the following functions:
• Access to a fully-functional virtual CNC milling machine. Students, researchers, and
manufacturing engineers can practice and test CNC programs.
• Training on key operating procedures of the CNC machine.
• Multimedia lectures on the concepts of CNC milling and on the design and functions of

the various components of CNC milling machines.

AVML Framework
Fig. 3b-47 shows the AVML object-oriented framework. The framework integrates the
visualization, process modeling, and control of the virtual CNC machines. It consists of
three software modules, which communicate with each other using a TCP/IP network
socket interface: (1) a CNC milling machine simulator, (2) a virtual-environment display
engine, and (3) an intelligent-agent engine. The three modules run on a single computer in
a web-browser (Fig. 3b-46).

Fig. 3b-47. Architecture of the VTE for CNC milling.

The CNC milling machine simulator simulates the various physical and logical
characteristics of the actual machine and the machining process. The simulator is written
as a standalone module using Visual Basic 6.0 that interfaces with the virtual environment
engine using a TCP/IP network socket interface. It includes two sub-components: 1) A
machining process simulator and 2) a machine logic engine. The machining process

simulator performs the following functions: discretize the tool-motion and predict the
cutting forces and other physical machining effects. The machine logic engine maintains
the current state of the CNC machine and properly propagates state changes. It includes an
emulator of the machine controller software and a NC-code interpreter. The virtualenvironment is displayed using the IVRESS object-oriented scene-graph virtual-reality
engine which includes software objects for: (a) displaying a textured photorealistic
animated geometric model of the machine; (b) boolean-based solid-modeling for
geometric simulation of the cutting process through ACISTM solid modeling kernel; (c) a
sounds engine; (d) a humanoid display engine (through the HaptekTM API) for displaying
photo-realistic animated humanoid models of virtual instructor(s). The intelligent-agent
engine (LEA) has facilities for unstructured knowledge storage, retrieval and search; a
hierarchical process knowledge-base; and a hierarchical rulebased expert system for
interpreting and executing the user ’ s natural-language commands. It also has facilities for
speech recognition and synthesis.
Typical user ’ s commands include: asking the agent to press a machine button, asking the
agent to guide the user step-by-step through operating the CNC machine, or asking the
agent to describe the function of a machine component. More details on each block in Fig.
3b-47 are presented subsequently. Both the IVRESS and LEA engines are ActiveX
controls that can be embedded in a web page and that can access data from the internet
using HTTP URL or FTP protocols. Thus, the machine sub-components models can reside
anywhere on the web.
The AVML framework is modular and object-oriented in order to allow for component
reuse and ease of integration of new capabilities and sub-components into the
environment. The AVML framework allows various groups to almost independently
develop the various components of the virtual machine.

CNC Machine Simulator
The CNC machine simulator consists of two subcomponents: 1) A machining process
simulator and 2) a machine logic engine.
Machining Process Model. A cutting process model was implemented that allows
simulation of the basic operation procedures and training of a 3-axis CNC milling
machine. As mentioned above, the machining process simulator is part of the CNC
machine simulator (Fig. 3b-47) which is written as a standalone module using Visual
Basic 6.0 that interfaces with the VE engine using a TCP/IP network socket interface.

The machining process simulator uses the properties and methods of the various objects in
the VE to simulate the cutting process. The machining process simulator consists of two
sub-modules: the geometric simulator and the physical simulator.
Geometric Simulator.The geometric simulator runs in real-time. First, the tool motion is
discretized into small line-segments (whenever linear or circular interpolation G-code
commands are issued). Then, an IVRESS “ cut ” method which wraps ACIS solid
modeling sweep and subtraction routines is executed. In this method, the driving edges of
the cutting tool are swept through the line segment. The resulting volume and the tool
volume are subtracted from the workpiece in order to generate the new workpiece
geometry and a solid model of the removed material. The solid model of the removed
material is used to calculate the radial depth of cut using the following formula:

Fig. 3b-48. Work-piece updating during the geometric simulation.

Fig. 3b-49. Cutting force measurement over 0.5 sec for a ¼” diameter tool, 25% axial depth of cut, 25% radial depth of
cut, 100 mm/min. feed rate, and 1000 RPM spindle speed.

Physical Simulator. The physical simulator simulates the various physical effects present
due to the interaction of the cutting tool with the workpiece during cutting. The principal
physical effect is the instantaneous cutting force between the tool and the workpiece. This
force directly affects other physical process parameters such as tool deflection,
dimensional errors, and surface finish.
The basic physical effects modeled in the AVML are:
• Instantaneous cutting forces. The artificial neural network (ANN) technique developed
by Tandon and El-Mounayri 2001 and extended by Briceno et al. 2002 was used. The
input layer of the neural-network consists of the cutting conditions, including: in-cut
geometric information (radial and axial depths of cut), feed-rate, spindle speed, and
cutting tool diameter. The in-cut geometric information is calculated using the geometric
process simulator. Milling experiments for a HSS flat end-mill which measure the cutting
force as a function of the cutting conditions were performed. The cutting force was
measured using a three-component force dynamometer. A total of 384 cutting force
measurements were conducted for all the combinations of: 4 spindle-speeds (600 RPM,
750 RPM, 900 RPM, and 1000 RPM), 3 feed-rates (100 mm/min., 120 mm/min, and 150
mm/min.), two cutter diameters (1/2 ” and ¼” ), 4 axial-depths of cut (25%, 50%, 75%,
and 100% of the tool diameter), and 4 radial depths of cut (25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of
the tool diameter). The output of a typical measurement is shown in Figure 4 and it
consists of the three force components over 0.5 sec sampled at 2,500 Hz. The main output
of the neural network is the maximum instantaneous cutting force. An IVRESS neural
network object was implemented and trained using the data obtained from the above
experiments. The force model is accurate and suitable for basic training on a number of
pre-selected cutting tools and workpiece materials.
• Tool deflection. The maximum instantaneous cutting force F obtained using the ANN
technique is used to calculate the tool deflection. The tool deflection δ at the tip of the
tool is given by δ = F k, where k is the effective stiffness of the tool, tool-holder and
spindle. k can either be determined experimentally or by using the Canteliver beam
deflection formula for the tool, tool-holder and spindle. e= δ
• Surface errors. The tool deflection was used to calculate surface inaccuracies. The
machining error is given by sin ϕ , where ϕ is the angle between the surface normal to

machined surface and the axis of the tool. A warning is issued if the machining error is
larger than a certain tolerance.
• Tool breakage. The tool is a Cantilever beam. The maximum stress at the root of the tool
is compared to the yield stress to predict the onset of tool breakage.
• Surface roughness. The surface roughness R is calculated using the following equation:

where a, b, c, d are constants to be determined experimentally, r is the radial-depth-of-cut,
f is the feed rate and wis the spindle speed. The equation ’ s constants were determined
using the particle-swarm technique (PSO) presented in El-Mounayri et al. 2002. If the
surface roughness exceeds a certain threshold, then a warning message is displayed.
• Cutting sound. A nominal cutting sound was obtained by subtracting the spindle sound at
1000 RPM from the spindle plus the cutting sounds at the same RPM. The pitch of the
sound is varied from 0 to 7.5 based on the spindle ’ s RPM to simulate the cutting tool
angular velocity from 0 to 7500 RPM. The amplitude of the sound is set proportional to
the cutting force. The sound is then played continuously during cutting.
• Chip separation and flying model. The spindle-speed and cutting force are used to
calculate the size, flying speed, and frequency of chips. A “ ParticleAnimator ” IVRESS
object was designed to model the flying chips. The object allows emission of particles
from a point source and animation of the emitted particles. The object has the following
properties: particle source position; frequency of particle emission; speed range of the
emitted particles; scale range of the emitted particles; angular velocity range of the emitted
particles; polar angles range of the emitted particles; life time range of the emitted
particles; gravity direction; and gravity magnitude. The particle source position is set to
the position of the tool ’ s tip. The particle emission frequency Fp in Hz is given by:

where Tis the tool ’ s number of cutting flutes and w is the spindle angular velocity in
rad/sec. The particle speed vp is given by:

where Dis the tool diameter, ϕ is shear angle and α is the tool ’ s rake angle. Cubical boxes
are used to represent the chips. The chip ’ s length (X size) is determined using:

where f is the feed rate. The chip thickness (Ysize) varies between 0 and the radial depthof-cut. Therefore, chip thickness will be assumed to be half the radial depth-ofcut. The
axial depth of cut is used to determine the chip ’ s `height (Zsize). The angular velocity of
the particle is set to 10% of the spindle ’ s angular velocity. The above properties are
dynamically set during the virtual cutting operation in the linear and circular interpolation
G-code script subroutines.
The “ ParticleAnimator ” dynamically generates the animation of the flying chips. Fig. 3b50 shows a snapshot taken during machining with the flying chips. This model works in
real-time and produces somewhat realistic flying chips.

Fig. 3b-50. Snapshot taken during machining a work-piece showing the flying chips.

Table 3b-15. List of typical machine state variables.

Machine Logic Engine.The machine logic engine simulates the CNC machine, including:
1) manual machine controller interface; 2) motions of the various parts of the machine; 3)
machine controller software; and 4) G-code interpreter. The machine logic engine
maintains the current state of the CNC machine. Typical state variables are listed in Table
3b-15. The operation logic of the machine controller and software are simulated using
event-handling subroutines in the machine logic engine and the VE. 3.2.1 Manual
Machine Controller Interface Fig. 3b-51 show the machine controller and the machine
power box, respectively, as displayed in the VE. These machine components form the
manual machine interface. The manual machine controls are modeled in the VE using two
types of objects: “ ButtonWidget ” and “ DialWidget. ” The ButtonWidget is used to
model the following machine controls:

• Buttons: When pressed, they trigger the execution of a corresponding “ click ” event
handling routine. However, they do not retain a state of pressed or not pressed. Buttons
include the keyboard buttons. Fig. 3b-52 shows the IVRESS definition of the controller
green start button (see Fig. 3b-51). The “ ButtonWidget ” has properties specifying that
the
button
is
pressed
by
changing
the “ yTranslation ” of
the “ vmc3016_startButton ” object from a Y value of 0 to 0.01. The
property “ animationTime ” indicates that the button press animation lasts 0.15 sec.
• Two state switches: Same as Buttons, except that they retain a state of on or off.
Switches include the video on/off and Light on/off switches of the machine controller in
Fig. 3b-51. They also include the machine on/off power switch at the back of the machine
(Fig. 3b-51b).
• Discrete state knobs: Same as Buttons and switches, except that they have more than two
set states. Fig. 3b-52 shows the IVRESS definition of the axis selector knob. The knob has
seven discrete positions namely X, Y, Z, A, B, C or remote axis (Fig. 3b-51). This object
controls the “ rotationAngle ” of the “ Transform ” object that includes the knob geometry.
When the user clicks on the knob, the ButtonWidget changes (animates) the Transform
rotationAngle to the next position in 0.1 sec.
The DialWidget is used to model the following machine controls:
• Dials: Used to indicate the value of a continuous variable along the variable range. The
dial can be linear or rotary. For example, the “ spindle-load % ” is a linear dial.
• Continuous knobs: Similar to dials, except they also allow the user to manually change
the value of the continuous variable. Continuous knobs include the spindle-speed
multiplier knob and the feed rate multiplier knob. Fig. 3b-52 shows the IVRESS definition
of the spindlespeed multiplier knob. The user can rotate the knob between angles 0.3 to
5.7 radians from a value of 0 to 200%. When the user clicks on the knob it rotates a value
of “ smallChange ” or 2%. The user can also scroll the mouse wheel to turn up/down the
knob.

Fig. 3b-51. a) Virtual machine controller. b) Virtual machine power box.

Fig. 3b-52. IVRESS object definitions for (a) a button widget for modeling the controller green start key; (b) axis-control
selector knob; and (c) the spindle speed multiplier knob.

Another example of an event-handling routine is the machine controller “ Light
switch ” ButtonWidget click event-handling subroutine. It contains an instruction to set
the “ on ” property of the IVRESS “ DirectionalLight ” object which represents the lamp
inside the CNC machine enclosure to the value of the ButtonWidget.

Fig. 3b-53. IVRESS event-handling subroutine for the machine power button.

Machine Motions Engine. The machine motions engine handles the motion of: the stages
(axes); tool changer; tool changer turret; and spindle rotation. Machine motions are
handled using the state-variables and event-handling routines. For example,
the “ xAxisPosition ” , “ yAxisPosition ” , and “ zAxisPosition ” state variables store the
absolute position of the x, y, and z stages positions. Any action, which changes the stage
position, such as jogging the axis, or executing a G0 (rapid travel) or G1 (linearinterpolation) commands, changes these state variables. When these state variables are
changed, the axis change event is called which calls the associated event-handling routine.
This routine updates the translation of the IVRESS object which represents the stage in the
VE Engine. It also updates the values of software emulator text boxes, which show the
position of the stage.
Software Emulator. The software emulator models the software screens, which are
displayed on the screen of the machine controller (Fig. 3b-54). Each software screen is
modeled using grouping frames, text labels, input text boxes, and buttons. The machine
software is written in Visual Basic 6.0. IVRESS can directly read and display Visual Basic
forms and controls such as labels, text boxes, buttons, and sliders. IVRESS also has a VBscript interpreter, which can execute the Visual Basic event-handling routines on the
Visual Basic form. One of the machine logic state variables is the “ current software
screen. ” The event-handling routine for each controller keyboard key uses the “ current
software screen ” state variable to model the software and machine behavior when the user
clicks on a machine key. For example if the user is in one of the “ quick keys ” menu
screens and clicks on “ space bar ” then, the “ space bar ” key click event-handling
routine is triggered. This routine displays the next “ Quick keys ” menu screen based on
the value of the “ current software screen ” variable.

Fig. 3b-54. Typical machine software screens. (a) Quick keys menu number 1 and (b) program start screen.

NC-Code Interpreter.The NC-code interpreter loads the whole NC-Code program. The
program is then broken down into blocks or lines separated by carriage return. The blocks
are then broken down into individual NC-code words. Each word has an associated script
subroutine which performs the task defined by the word. The NC-code subroutine changes
the values of the machine state variables which in turn reflect the change in the VE and
trigger associated event handling-routines. For example, the G1 linear interpolation
subroutine sets the “ xAxisPosition, ” “ yAxisPosition, ” and “ zAxisPosition ” state
variables, which in turn propagate the changes to the machine stages and the software text
boxes.
Typical NC-commands include: rapid travel, linear and circular interpolation, tool
selection, tool change, spindle on/off, spindle rotation direction, setting the spindle speed,
and setting the feed-rate.

Virtual Environment Engine
The visual and aural model of the machine is driven by the virtual environment engine
(IVRESS). IVRESS is an object-oriented scene-graph based virtual-reality display engine.
IVRESS has four classes of objects that can be used to construct VEs:
• Interface objects include many types of user interface widgets (e.g. label, text box,
button, check box, sliderbar/dial/knob, table, and graph) as well as container objects (e.g.
Group, Transform, Billboard, etc).

• Geometric entities represent the geometry of the various physical components. Typical
geometric entities include indexed face-set surface, box, cone and sphere.
• Finite elements represent solid and fluid computational domains.
• Support objects contain data that can be referenced by other objects. Typical support
objects include material color, position coordinates, and interpolators.
All objects in IVRESS have the same basic structure. Each object has properties that
determine its state and behavior, and methods, which are functions that it can perform. In
addition, interface objects have events that are triggered when certain conditions, initiated
by the user or the passage of time, are met. An event is triggered by calling a scriptsubroutine associated with that event. The subroutine name consists of the object name
concatenated with an underscore and the event name (e.g., object-name_event-name).
IVRESS includes two scripting languages VB-script and ECMA-script. Scripting allows
setting the properties of the various objects, and writing custom event handling routines.
IVRESS can interface with output devices, including immersive stereoscopic screen(s)
and stereo speakers; and a variety of input devices, including body tracking (head and
hands), haptic gloves, wand, joystick, mouse, microphone, and keyboard. IVRESS can
read and write file formats for geometry data such as VRML 2.0, pictures such as
Bitmaps, PNG, JPEG, and GIF; and movies such as MPEG and AVI. IVRESS objects
perform the following functions:
• Display a textured photo-realistic animated model of the machine and lab.
• Boolean-based solid-modeling for geometric simulation of the cutting process through
ACISTM solid modeling kernel.
• Generate the machine sounds.
• Display animated photorealistic human avatars of virtual instructor(s) through the
HaptekTM API.
Machine/Lab Model.The machine model (Fig. 3b-55) is a hierarchical scenegraph that
includes the machine geometry and the machine control widgets. The machine geometry
consists of textured surfaces of the various machine parts. The machine parts were
modeled in Pro-Engineer Wildfire ® as solid models and then exported in VRML format
as tessellated surfaces. The surfaces were textured using photographs of the actual
machine to produce a near-photorealistic model of the machine.
The machine control widgets include: “ ButtonWidget ” and “ DialWidget, ” which are
used to model the machine buttons, switches, discrete knobs, continuous knobs, and dials.
A “ SpeedControl ” object is used to set the spindle rotational angular velocity at the

desired value. In addition to the machine, a workpiece preparation area (Fig. 3b-56) and
the lab room (Fig. 3b-57) were modeled. The workpiece preparation area allows the user
to select the cutting tools, place the parallels in the workpiece fixtures, use the mallet to
secure the workpiece on the fixture and define the dimensions of the raw workpiece block.
The lab room will eventually contain other CNC machines such as a CNC lathe.

Fig. 3b-55. CNC machine Virtual Model.

Solid Modeling Kernel. ACIS, a commercial object-oriented geometric modeling engine
from Spatial Technology Inc., is used to perform the geometric solid modeling of the
material removal process. ACIS provides the following functions that are needed to
implement the basic geometric procedures of the geometric simulation: Boolean
intersection and subtraction operations, sweeping, extraction of polyhedral representation
of the workpiece and the chip, and calculation of the volume of a solid. ACIS is integrated
with IVRESS through ACIS C++ API. Two wrapper objects, one for a solid and one a
solid Boolean operation were created in IVRESS. Those objects, along with the geometric
simulator previously described, are used to update the work-piece geometry during cutting
inreal time and to generate the cut volume geometry, which is used to calculate the cutting
forces.
Machine Sounds. IVRESS includes the VRML AudioClip and Sound node (object) types.
The AudioClip object specifies audio data in the form of a WAV file that can be referenced

by Sound objects. The Sound object specifies the spatial representation of a sound in the
VE, including location, direction, intensity, and sound ellipsoid. IVRESS uses
DirectSound3D to play the sound with the correct intensity and spatialization and to mix
sounds.
The sounds of: switching on/off the machine, toggling the various (buttons, switches, and
knobs), opening/closing the machine door, tool change, etc. were recorded into WAV files.
The sounds are synchronized with the actions/motions of the various parts of the machine
by executing a sound play method in the event-handling routines associated with the
corresponding action. The spindle rotation sound was simulated using the following
technique. The spindle sound at 2000 RPM was recorded. Then the pitch AudioClip
property is varied from 0 to 3.75 based on the spindle RPM to simulate the spindle sound
from 0 to 7500 RPM. The sound is then played with the “ loop ” property of the
AudioClip set to true. This technique was found to produce a close-enough sound to the
actual spindle sound.
Humanoid model engines.

Fig. 3b-56. Work-piece preparation area.

Fig. 3b-56. Virtual manufacturing lab.

A wrapper IVRESS object encapsulates the Haptek API. This allows displaying full body
textured highly detailed male and female characters in a VE. The character has a large set
of pre-defined gestures. Typical gestures include: looking up, down, right and left; torso
bend, twist, and bow; right/left hand; smile; blink; walk; etc. In addition, the gestures also
include the visemes (e.g., aa, ih, g, s, eg, uh, etc.) which are lip and face positions for lipsynching. Also, the API allows setting the character ’ s joints rotations and positions to
any desired value. In addition, the IVRESS wrapper object allows animation of the
character hand motions by linear interpolation of the joint positions or angles. Two
humanoid instructors are used in the AVML:
• An “ always on top of the screen ” agent or screen agent is always visible and provides
guidance and answers to the user’s questions.
• An assistant in the environment directly assists the user by showing the correct way to
perform the process steps.
The two agents are controlled using the LEA engine and collaborate to assist the student.
For example, when the student asks the screen agent a question, the screen agent will
answer and display any visuals which support the answer. The screen agent will also
command the assistant in the VE to do a demonstration if necessary. Visual cues such as
3D flashing arrows are used during the demonstration.

Intelligent Agent Engine. LEA is an intelligent-agent engine which includes facilities for
speech recognition and synthesis, a rule-based expert system natural-language
interface(NLI) for recognizing the user ’ s natural-language commands, a hierarchical
process knowledge base engine, and an unstructured knowledge base engine.
LEA is the engine behind the AVML web-based framework. LEA is encapsulated in an
ActiveX control which can run in a web-page and can display various user defined, sizable
and movable mini-web browsers subwindows (that can display any web content such as
HTML, Flash, etc.)
Multimedia Lectures.One of the capabilities of LEA is the unstructured knowledge base
engine. The unstructured knowledge consists of “ knowledge items ” that can be arranged
in any order to form a lecture.
A knowledge item is a short HTML segment with embedded multimedia content and LEAspecific tags. A knowledge-base fileis simply a collection of knowledge items separated by
new-line characters. LEA allows multiple knowledge-base files to be loaded. A file is
loaded using it ’ s URL. Thus, the knowledge base can lie anywhere on the web. LEA
includes a search capability in order to be able to answer the user ’ s questions from the
unstructured knowledge-base.
The following lectures were developed using LEA:
• Introductory lecture to CNC milling. Before the hands-on training starts, the screen agent
can give the trainee a brief introductory overview on CNC milling. The lecture outline is
in the window labeled “ Introduction ” . The outline allows the user to skip to specific
section in the lecture or return to previous sections.
• Introductory lecture to the FADAL CNC machine. The screen agent automatically
proceeds to introduce the FADAL CNC machine. The basic components of the machine
are introduced. It functions the same as the introductory lecture to CNC machining
process. The other parts of the machine are made translucent so that the user can clearly
see the base.
Step-by-Step Process Training.LEA also includes a structured hierarchical process
knowledge capability that allows training users step-by-step through operating procedures.
Each process consists of a set of steps as well as other sub-processes. Each process and
step can have pre- and post- constraints. Pre-constraints have to be satisfied before the
step/process can be started. Postconstraints have to be satisfied before the step/process is
completed. The agent can disseminate process knowledge using one of the following

training modes. The desired mode is triggered using a natural-language user ’ s command
interpreted using the LEA rule-based expert system. The training modes are:
• Process Tutor. The agent performs the process steps while the user is watching. The user
can pause/resume, repeat (go back) a step, or skip a step.
• Process Info. The tutor mode will only recite the process steps to the user.
• Process Guide. The agent guides the user step by step through the process. The agent
will not go to the next step until the user says a command such
as “ continue ” or “ proceed. ” The user has to perform each step. The agent checks the
process constraints to determine if the user performed the step correctly. If a constraint is
violated, then the agent instructs the user to repeat the step. If the user does not perform
the step correctly three times in a row, then the agent performs the step.
• Process Supervisor. The agent instructs the user to perform the process. At the end of
each sub-process the user lets the agent know that s/he is done. At that point the agent
checks the sub-process constraints. If no mistakes were detected, then the agent instructs
the user to perform the next subprocess. If mistakes are detected, then the agent lists the
mistakes and instructs the user to repeat the sub-process.
• Process Certification. This mode is similar to the process supervisor mode except that
the user performs all the process steps and the agent keeps track of any mistakes the user
made. Finally, the user indicates that he completed the process and the agent informs the
user of the mistakes made in the process. If no mistakes are detected then the agent
certifies the user in this process.
• Intelligent Virtual Assistant. The user asks the agent to perform a process. The agent
performs the process while the user can either watch the agent or do something else.
The following CNC milling machine training processes were developed: machine start-up;
machine shut-down, load Gcode from disk, and running an existing G-code. For example
the machine-start up process consists of 6 steps: 1. Going to the milling machine power
junction cabinet. 2. Switching on the red power lever. 3. Pressing the green power button.
4. Going to the milling machine controller. 5. Pressing the green start button. 6. Pressing
the keyboard manual button.

Fig. 3b-57. Partial exploded view of the introductory lectures outlines (a) CNC milling; (b) CNC machine components.

• Multimedia lectures on the concepts of CNC milling and on the functions of the various
components of CNC milling machines.

Fig. 3b-58. Snapshots of the introductory lectures on CNC milling (top) and the CNC machine components (bottom).

Fig. 3b-59. A snapshot taken during training step 2 of the machine start-up procedure.

CONCLUSIONS. A prototype virtual lab that includes a modern CNC milling machine
was presented. A framework that includes the models and capabilities required for training
on the operation of the CNC machine was developed. The following basic training
functions were demonstrated using the prototype:
• Access to near-realistic virtual CNC milling machine, including the machine manual
controller and geometric/physical simulation of the cutting process.
• Process training on key operating procedures of the CNC machine.

Using Pulsed jet minimum quantity lubrication system in machining
This section presents the performance evaluation of three different cutting fluids used in a
minimal quantity lubrication (MQL) system. The MQL system, developed in-house at the
University of Malaya, was capable of delivering high velocity cutting fluid in narrow
pulsed jet forms at a rate of 2 ml/min and a pressure of 20 MPa. The three cutting fluids
chosen were neat oil, soluble oil and semi-synthetic cutting fluids. The experiments were
designed to evaluate the performance of the fluids at various cutting velocities of 20, 40

and 60 m/min and feed rates of 0.05,0.06 and 0.07 mm/tooth. The results were measured
in terms of the average surface roughness of the machined workpiece, the cutting forces
and the maximum flank wear.
In addition, the resultant chip formations were also observed. Analysis of the results has
shown that in general, neat oil had performed the best in low cutting velocities and feed
rates. On the other hand, soluble oil gave the lowest cutting forces and flank wears at high
cutting velocities and feed rated as compared to neat oil and synthetic cutting fluid. It was
observed that performance of soluble oil does not drastically change with variation to the
cutting velocities and feed rates. Thus, the choice of soluble oil would be most appropriate
for general machining usage. With suitable machining parameter selection, water-mixed
cutting fluids (soluble oil and semisynthetics) performed comparatively well to deliver low
surface roughness results. Therefore, this can be an economical choice for use in
industrial production processes.
The primary function of the cutting fluids in metal machining operations is to serve as a
coolant as well as a lubricant. It is generally agreed that the application of cutting fluids
can improve the tool life and results in good surface finish by reducing thermal distortion
and flushing away of machined chips. The goal in all conventional metal-removal
operations is to raise productivity and reduce costs by machining at the highest practical
speed along with long tool life, fewest rejects, and minimum downtime, and with the
production of surfaces of satisfactory accuracy and finish. Selecting the right cutting fluid
is as important as choosing the suitable machine tools, tooling, speed and feed because it
can always affect the output parameters. In addition, the ability of the cutting fluid to
penetrate into the cutting zone is a critical issue; otherwise, the function of cutting fluid
becomes useless.
The use of cutting fluid permits higher cutting speeds, higher feed rates, greater depths of
cut, lengthened tool life, decreased surface roughness, increased dimensional accuracy,
and reduced power consumption. Cutting fluids can be applied using various methods.
The flooding method is the most commonly used in which a high volume flow is applied
and floods the entire machining area, effectively removing the heat generated from the
machining process. However, improved production efficiency and revised regulations in
the machining industry favors the reduction of cutting fluid usage. It was reported that
operators who are frequently exposed to cutting fluids are susceptible to costly cases of
occupational dermatitis and other skin diseases such as sensitization to specific irritants,
oil acne, and hyperpigmentation. In addition, improper disposal of used cutting fluids may
cause serious impact to the environment through contamination of the soil, water and air.
Furthermore, cutting fluid usage can account for 7-17% of the total production costs
through its procurement, storage, maintenance and disposal.

Minimal quantity lubrication (MQL) encompasses various techniques in which the cutting
fluid is applied in very small quantities during machining. An example of an MQL
technique is the mist coolant application. In this method, very small droplets of the cutting
fluid are dispersed in a gas medium, generally air, and applied at the cutting zone. Past
researchers such as M.Rahman et al. have evaluated oil mist generators and have
concluded that MQL systems can significantly reduce the usage of cutting fluids while
maintaining the machining performance.
Evaluations of MQL systems had measured their performance in terms of tool wear,
cutting forces and surface roughness. In those studies, it was shown that MQL systems had
comparable machining performance with flooding applications in turning and drilling
processes. Application of the cutting fluid in the form of narrow pulsed jet streams was
proposed by A. S. Vadarajan et. al. Usage of such an MQL system in the turning of
hardened tool steels had shown better machining performance in terms of cutting force,
tool life and surface finish as compared to flooding and dry machining. T. Thepsonthi
adapted this technique for the milling of hardened steel with carbide mills by applying
high velocity and narrow pulsed jet at the rate of 2 ml/min.
Similar results favoring the MQL technique over both flooding and dry machining was
obtained showing comparable machining performance. Previous studies have concentrated
on the comparison between the various types of cutting fluid delivery systems and have
concluded that MQL systems are suitable replacements for existing flooding techniques.
Subsequently, there is a need to focus on the optimisation of the MQL system. One
significant area is the selection of cutting fluids, a topic which is yet to be fully addressed.
Thus, this research will focus on the evaluation of cutting fluids used in the pulsed jet
MQL system.
Pulsed Jet MQL System. The pulsed jet MQL system, schematically shown in Fig. 3b-60,
was developed in-house at the University of Malaya. It consists of a variable speed control
drive which regulates an injection pump to deliver cutting fluid in the form of a high
pressure pulsed jet stream.

Fig. 3b-60. Schematic Diagram of Pulsed Jet MQL System: 1- Pressure Gauge; 2- Fluid Tank; 3- Variable Speed
Control Drive; 4- Electric Motor; 5- Injection Pump; 6- Nozzle; 7- Steel Pipe; 8- Spindle; 9- Insert Tool Holder; 10Workpiece; 11- Dynamometer 12-Charge Amplifier;13-Oscilloscope

Experiment Setup. Experiments were conducted on a high-speed vertical machining center
(Mitsui Seiki VT3A). The cutting tools selected were PVD coated carbide inserts
(ACZ310, Sumitomo Electric Hardmetal, Japan). The workpiece chosen was AISI 01
compliant hardened tool steel (ASSAB DF3) having a chemical composition of 0.95% C,
0.11% Mn, 0.6% Cr, 0.6% W and 0.1% V. This tool steel type is popularly used for the
fabrication of plastic injection moulds and cold worked dies. The size of the workpiece
was 50 mm x 100 mm x 250 mm and its hardness after heat-treatment was 51 HRc.
Three types of cutting fluids chosen were neat oil (FUCHS SSN 321 PF), soluble oil
(ECOCOOL 62101T) and semi-synthetic cutting fluid (ECOCOOL 68 CF2). Prior to
usage, the soluble oil and the semi-synthetic cutting fluid were mixed with water in a
volumetric concentration of 1:10, whereas the neat oil was used as received.
Design of Experiments. Table 3b-16 shows the variable and constant parameters for the
experiments. The depth of cut and pick feed were kept constant at 0.2 mm and 4 mm
respectively. The MQL was set at a pulsing rate of 400 pulse/min, a pulsing pressure of 20
MPa and a delivery rate of 2 ml/min with the fluid injected against the feeding direction.

Table 3b-16. Experimental Parameters.

Experimental Procedures. The experimental runs consisted of 4 down milling passes along
the 250 mm length of the workpiece. After finishing one milling pass, the tool was shifted
4 mm inwards (pick feed) to start the next pass. The total cutting length was set at 1 m or
equivalent to 4 milling passes along the workpiece. The cutting forces were measured at
the initial 100 mm of the cutting lengths, to avoid the influence of tool wear on the
measurements. The tool wear is taken as the maximum flank wear, which was observed
under magnification. The average surface roughness was calculated from three selected
points of the resultant cut parallel to the cutting direction. The physical appearances of the
chips were also recorded for evaluation of chip formation.
Results and Discussion. The results obtained showed the relative performance of the three
types of cutting fluids in terms of cutting forces, average surface roughness, maximum
flank wear and chip formation. The following discussion will describe the influence of
cutting velocities and feed rates on the measured outputs. The desirable outputs for good
machining performance are low cutting forces, low surface roughness and low flank wear.
Cutting Forces. Fig. 3b-61 shows the effect of cutting velocity on the cutting force. At 20
mm/min, the cutting forces for neat oil were the lowest among the cutting fluids
compared. However, as the cutting velocity increases from 40 m/min to 60 m/min, the
cutting forces for neat oil drastically increase more than soluble and semi-synthetic cutting
fluids. It was observed that soluble oil had achieved the lowest cutting forces amongst the
three cutting fluid compared, obtained at cutting velocity of 40 m/min.

Fig. 3b-61 . Effect of Cutting Velocity on Cutting Force (Feed Rate 0.01 mm/tooth)

Fig. 3b-62 shows the effect of feed rate on the cutting force. For neat oil, although it
generates the lowest cutting force at 0.05 mm/tooth feed rate, the force increases
dramatically when the feed rate is increased to 0.06 mm/tooth. For 0.07 mm/tooth feed
rate, semi-synthetic cutting fluid gave the highest cutting force readings. In all cases, the
soluble oil did not experience drastic changes in cutting force with the variation in feed
rate.

Fig. 3b-62. Effect of Feed Rate on Cutting Force (cutting velocity 30 m/min).

Maximum Flank Wears. Fig. 3b-64 shows the effect of cutting velocity on maximum flank
wear. For low cutting velocity of 20 m/min, it was observed that the highest flank wear
was for the semisynthetic fluid, whereas the lowest flank wear was obtained for neat oil.
However, for high velocity of 40 m/min, the semi-synthetic results in the lowest flank

wear. An increasing trend of flank wear is apparent in the case of neat oil, whereas no
clear trends were observable for both soluble and semisynthetic cutting fluids.

Fig. 3b-63. Effect of Cutting Velocity on Flank Wear (feed rate 0.01 mm/tooth).

The effect of feed rate on maximum flank wear is shown in Fig. 3b-65. It is observed that
the maximum flank wear decreases with an increase in feed rates for all the cutting fluids.
Generally, it was shown that neat oil demonstrates the best performance in reducing flank
wear as compared to the other two cutting fluids.

Fig. 3b-64. Effect of Feed Rate on Flank Wear (Cutting Velocity 30 m/min) Average surface roughness.

Fig. 3b-66 shows the effect of cutting velocity on the average surface roughness. For 0.01
mm/tooth feed, it was observed that for neat oil and semi-synthetic cutting fluid, the
average surface roughness decreases with the increase in cutting velocity. However, for
soluble oil, the average surface roughness increases only slightly with an increase in
cutting velocity. For low cutting velocities, neat oil produces surfaces with the highest
roughness although at increased velocity, the surface roughness improves dramatically.

Fig. 3b-65. Effect of Cutting Velocity on Surface Roughness (feed rate 0.01 mm/tooth).

The effect of feed rate on average surface roughness is shown in Fig. 3b-67. For low feed
rate of 0.05 mm/tooth, there was a significant difference in surface roughness between the
three cutting fluids, with the semi-synthetic cutting fluid resulted in the highest and the
soluble oil giving the lowest value. However, when the feed rates are increased, the
surface roughness values for all cutting fluids were similarly close. In general, the average
surface roughness decreases with an increase in feed rate.

Fig. 3b-66. Effect of Feed Rate on Surface Roughness (Cutting Velocity 30 m/min).

Chip Formation. It was observed that cutting using neat oil produces golden brown
colored chips, as shown in Fig. 3b-67(a) and (b). Although generally the chips produced
are cylindrical in shapes, there were occurrences of discontinuous small chips for
experiments with cutting velocity 60 m/min and feed rate 0.05 mm/tooth. It was also
observed that chips were accumulating on the machined surface, especially for the more
viscous neat oil applications. Nevertheless, chips were not interfering in the cutting zone
since they are blown away by the high pressure pulsed fluid injection.

Fig. 3b-67(a);(b)

Fig. 3b-67(a);(b) showing magnified view of chips formed while cutting using neat oil,
cutting velocity = 60 m/min, feed rate = 0.05 mm/tooth
CONCLUSIONS. The following conclusions can be drawn from the findings in this study:
• Neat oil gave the lowest cutting forces and flank wears at low cutting velocities and feed
rates as compared to soluble oil and synthetic cutting fluid.
• Soluble oil gave the lowest cutting forces and flank wears at high cutting velocities and
feed rated as compared to neat oil and synthetic cutting fluid.
• It was observed that performance of soluble oil does not drastically change with
variation to the cutting velocities and feed rates. Thus, the choice of soluble oil would be
appropriate for general usage.
• For specific requirements, such as the need for controlled low surface roughness, the use
of neat oil or semi-synthetic cutting fluid may be more appropriate. However, the
machining requirements, such as high cutting velocity and high feed rates should be
observed.
• With proper machining parameter selection, water-mixed cutting fluids (soluble oil and
semisynthetic) performed comparatively well to deliver low surface roughness results.
Thus, this can be an economical choice in the selection process.

References and bibliographies available upon request.

Appendix A Milling Speeds & Feeds

Appendix B Milling Formulas

Appendix C Sample Chip-Breaking Charts of Three-dimensional Grooved Inserts
The sample chip-breaking charts shown next are derived from the study on chip-breaking
limits of three-dimensional grooved inserts. The workpiece material used in the tests is
1010 steel. The surface feeding speed VC = 523 sfpm.
Sample Chip-Breaking Chart; Insert: TNMG 331 QF4025 Cutting Speed: 523 sfpm; WP
1010 steel

Sample Chip-Breaking Chart; Insert: TNMG 332 QF 4025 Cutting Speed: 523 sfpm; WP
1010 steel

Sample Chip-Breaking Chart; Insert: TNMG 333 QF 4025 Cutting Speed: 523 sfpm; WP
1010 steel

Sample Chip-Breaking Chart; Insert: TNMP 331K KC850 Cutting Speed: 523 sfpm; WP
1010 steel

Sample Chip-Breaking Chart; Insert: TNMP 332K KC850 Cutting Speed: 523 sfpm; WP
1010 steel

Sample Chip-Breaking Chart; Insert: TNMP 333K KC850 Cutting Speed: 523 sfpm; WP
1010 steel
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